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Auction Bidding Options

There are several ways to bid in our auctions (if you cannot
attend in person). Bids can be made by email, telephone,
and through our Web site.
Written Bid Form
You are invited to bid before the auction, using the bid forms
enclosed with the catalogue.
● W
 rite down the lot numbers of interest to you and your
bids on them
● Complete your personal information
● S
 ign the form on the last page of this catalogue
and send it either:
• by email: info@davidfeldman.com
• by post: David Feldman SA,
PO Box 29, Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva, Switzerland
Bids initially made by telephone must be supported by written
confirmation by post prior to the sale.
Phone Bids During the Auction
If you wish to bid by phone, you should confirm in writing 48
hours before the auction indicating the lot numbers you wish to
bid on and phone number(s) where you can be reached during
the auction. Due to the availability of multiple other bidding
options, telephone bidding is accepted at the discretion of
David Feldman SA. One of our philatelists will call you a few
lots in advance of your first lot of interest, and bid for you
directly during the auction.
Online Bidding
Participate in any David Feldman auction from the comfort of
your home, office, or while travelling.
New Clients
If you are a new client, please follow these steps to save your
pre-auction bids and/or create a live bidding account.

● S
 elect "My Account" on davidfeldman.com and follow the
steps to create your personal account
● During the account creation process you will be sent a
request to complete a new client registration form, where
you will be asked to confirm your contact details and
provide credit references and proof of identity.
Pre-Auction Bidding
Once your details have been confirmed, you will then be able to
enter any bids in advance of the auction via our web site.
● Log-in to your account
● Browse the auction lots to find those items that interest you
● Enter the maximum amount you want to bid for any lot
● Click the "Bid" button
● Repeat for each desired lot
● Monitor your bids to see if you have been outbid
Live Auction Bidding
You may also bid live in any of our auctions via the Internet and
our mobile applications. Follow your targeted lots on screen
and enter your bids with the confidence that you will be bidding
as if you were in the auction room itself.
● Click on the "Live Auction" button on the home page or via
our mobile applications
● Log-in to the auction
● Follow the auction and click the "Bid" button to register your
bid with the auction
● Defend your bid(s) as needed
Reminder. These are the instructions for existing clients
who have already made auction bids with us using existing
credentials. If you are a new client, or an existing client who
has not bid via the internet before, please ensure that you
create your account at least 48 hours before the auction
and ensure that you provide us with the information requested
during this process without delay.

Download the David Feldman
Auctions app on your mobile
device to view our catalogues
and participate in the live auction.
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● The “Art of Sperati” Collection

● The Hausman Collection of All World
David Feldman
International Auctioneers

● Indian States: Bundi

Tel +41 22 727 07 77

● The "Bicentenário" Collection of the Dom Pedro Issues of Brazil

info@davidfeldman.com
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● Egypt - Part VII of the Joe Chalhoub Collection
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Auction Bidding Agents

Commissionnaires / Kommissionäre
David Feldman SA is pleased to handle your bids, representing you as if you were present in the auction room.
However, if you would like to be represented by a professional bidding agent, we list below a number of persons who regularly bid
at our sales on behalf of clients.
David Feldman SA prend soin de vos offres lui parvenant
directement et vous représente au mieux de vos intérêts comme
si vous étiez dans la salle des ventes.

David Feldman SA ist gerne bereit, Ihre Gebote so zu
vertreten, als wären Sie selbst im Auktionssaal anwesend.

Dans le cas où vous préféreriez néanmoins passer par un
commissionnaire, nous listons ci-après certaines personnes prenant
régulièrement part à nos ventes en représentant des acheteurs.

Wenn Sie jedoch von einem professionellen Bietagenten
repräsentiert werden möchten, finden Sie unten eine Liste
von Personen, die regelmäßig bei unseren Auktionen im
Namen von Kunden mitbieten.

Germany
Jochen Heddergott Tel
+49 89 272 1683
		 Mobile +49 151 4040 9090
		 Email jh@philagent.com

Italy
Giacomo Bottacchi Tel
+39 02 718 023
		 Mobile +39 339 730 9312
		 Email gbstamps@iol.it

Lorenz Kirchheim
Tel
		 Email

+49 40 645 32 545
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Great Britain
Trevor Chinery
Tel
+44 7527444825
Auction Agency
Email trevortrilogy@aol.com
		 Website philatelic-auction-agent.co.uk
Nick Martin
		
		
		

Tel
Mobile
Email
Website
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+44 120 546 0968
+44 770 376 6477
nick@loveauctions.co.uk
loveauctions.co.uk

USA
Charles E. Cwiakala Tel
		 Email

+1 847 823 8747
cecwiakala@aol.com

Purser & Associates Tel
		 Email

+1 857 928 5140
info@pursers.com

Frank Mandel
Tel
+1 212 675 0819
		 Mobile +1 718 873 5702
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Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation of collectors, their collections and their rarities
via the latest internet technologies
Through our auctions, which have spanned over fifty years, we have presided over the dispersal of hundreds of Grand
Prix and Large Gold medal collections, formed by collectors with the passion and resources to pursue their chosen fields
over decades or almost entire lifetimes. To complement the best collections, we have for many years published a series
of traditional deluxe hard-back publications called the Great Philatelic Collections. To bring these collections into the 21st
century, we created the online Museum of Philately. The Museum allows us to host many more collections via its website
and dedicated Apps (both Apple and Google), and uses modern presentation technology to showcase the collections
and their collectors, in a manner not possible by print.

Consigned collections from clients owning Grand Prix or Large Gold Medal exhibits are automatically added
to the museum; these clients can also request a traditional printed publication.
The Museum of Philately allows you to eternalise your collection, and not only to share your philatelic achievements with
friends and family, but also the rest of the world. Please contact us to have your prized collection added to the Museum.

museumofphilately.com

Payment Instructions

Instructions de Paiement / Zahlungsanweisungen
Bank Transfer / Transfert Bancaire / Banküberweisung
Credit Suisse - 8 Paradeplatz, Zürich 8070, Switzerland
Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
0316-398878-81
IBAN
CH02 0483 5039 8878 8100 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

US Dollars (USD)
Account
0316-398878-82
Iban
CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Euros (EUR)
Account
IBAN
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

British Pounds (GBP)
Account
0316-398878-82-4
Iban
CH54 0483 5039 8878 8200 4
Swift / BIC
CRESCHZZ80A
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

0316-398878-82-3
CH81 0483 5039 8878 8200 3
CRESCHZZ80A
David Feldman SA

Post Office / Poste / Post
Euros (EUR)
Account
Iban
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

91-285892-6
CH04 0900 0000 9128 5892 6
POFICHBEXXX
David Feldman SA

Swiss Francs (CHF)
Account
12-4880-0
Iban
CH27 0900 0000 1200 4880 0
Swift / BIC
POFICHBEXXX
Beneficiary
David Feldman SA

Cheque / Chèque / Scheck
If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department: accounts@davidfeldman.com or +41 22 727 07 77.

Credit card / Carte de crédit / Kreditkarte
Accepted credit cards

For invoices of less than CHF / EUR / USD / GBP 2'000

● Visa
● MasterCard
● American Express (charges made in CHF only)

Late payment: 2% monthly recovery fee will be charged on overdue accounts / Retard de paiement : 2% de frais de recouvrement par mois seront débités de votre compte
/ Zahlungsverzug: 2% Zusatzgebühr, pro Monat, werden Ihrem Konto belastet
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Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-three titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
for every enthusiast
collecting any of the
subjects comprised
in the series.

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com
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County or Subject

Lot n°

County or Subject

Aden
61073, 70745-746
Afghanistan
32060-061, 60458-465
Albania
32063, 60000-001
Antigua & Barbuda
32071, 61074, 70747-752
Argentina
30347-349, 32364-365, 50001-004, 60750-773
Ascension
32064, 61075, 70753-759
Australia & States
50005-007, 61076-109, 70760-798
Austria
30000-014, 30030, 30140, 32065-066, 50008-010,
60002-006
Bahamas
61113-116, 70807-816
Bahrain70817
Barbados
32069-070, 61117-122, 70818-830
Basutoland
61123, 70831-834
Batum70835-836
Bechuanaland
32072, 50011, 70837-843
Belgium & Congo
30015-029, 32073-078, 50012-013,
60007-026
Bermuda
50014, 61124-128, 70844-861
Bolivia
32080, 50015-016, 60774-787
Bosnia and Herzegovina
30030
Brazil
30350, 32081-082, 40000-323, 50017, 60788-821,
70360
British East Africa
50073-074, 61227-231, 71191-211
British Guiana
32097-098, 50018, 61129-130, 70862-879
British Honduras
32099, 50019, 61131-132, 70880-882
British Levant 
50020
British Occupation of Italian Colonies
70883-885
British Solomon Islands
61135, 70886-887
British Virgin Islands
61136, 70888-889
Bulgaria
30031, 32101-103, 50022, 60027
Burma70890-892
Bushire30657
Cameroon
30055, 31221, 70893-895
Canada & Provinces32104, 50023-026, 61137-170, 70896-922
Cape of Good Hope
61280-294, 71355-377
Cayman Islands
70923-927
Cayman Islands
61171-172
Ceylon
32106-112, 50027, 61173-179, 70928-936
Chile
60822-824, 70361-362
China
30351-380, 32113-121, 32300, 50028, 60466-470
Colombia
30381-382, 50029-031, 60825-838
Cook Islands
61180-182

Crete
Croatia
Cuba
Cuba
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Danish West Indies
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61133-134
30032-034, 60028
60839-849
30383, 32123
50032-033, 61183-186, 70937-938
60029
30035
30036-042, 30718, 30721-724, 30726,
30728-729, 70363-366
Denmark
32062, 60030-040
Dominica70939-943
Dominica
50034, 61187
Dominican Republic
50035, 60850-854
Ecuador60855-860
Egypt 20000-277, 30384-454, 32124-145, 60471-475, 70367
Ethiopia30455-455
Falkland Islands
32155-156, 61188-191, 70944-962
Faroe Islands
60041-048
Fiji
32157, 50036, 61192-194
Finland60049-070
France & Colonies
30031, 31000-31490, 32158-171, 32273,
50037-038, 60071-159
Gambia
32172, 61195-198, 70963-968
Germany, States & Colonies
30044-099, 32173-192,
50039-051, 60160-246
Ghana70969
Gibraltar
32193-194, 50052, 61199-201, 70970-982
Gilbert and Ellice Islands
61202-204, 70983
Gold Coast
50053, 70984-986
Great Britain 32195-203, 50054-055, 61000-072, 70000-583
Great Britain Offices Abroad 30038-039, 30708, 30719-720,
40323, 70360-372, 71014, 71092-103, 71262, 71337, 71484
Greece
30100-144, 32204-205, 50056, 60247-273
Greenland30043
Grenada
61205-206, 70987-71013
Guatemala
50057, 60861-865
Haiti
30456-456, 60866-867, 70368
Hawaii
30687, 60618
Honduras
60868
Hong Kong
32207, 50058, 61207-208, 71014-022
Hungary
32208-209, 50059, 60274-277
Iceland60278-283

County or Subject

Lot n°

India
32210-221, 50060-061, 61209-221, 71023-068
Indian States
10000-212, 50062-064, 71069-086
Ionian Islands
61222
Iraq
30457-464, 32222-225
Ireland
32225A-226D, 61223-224, 71087-090
Israel
30465, 32227-228, 60476-477
Italy, States & Colonies 30145-226, 32229-256, 50065-070,
50071-072, 60284-328
Jamaica
61225-226, 71091-190
Japan
30466-467, 60478-486
Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 32257, 50073-074, 71191-222
Korea
30467-471, 32283
Kuwait71223-225
Labuan
32258, 71279
Large Lots and Collections
32000-366, 60621-622
Leeward Islands
32260-261, 71226-234
Liberia30472-472
Liechtenstein
32262-264, 60329-330
Literature
30341, 60623
Long Island
71235-244
Luxembourg
30227-230, 50075, 60331-336
Madagascar30238-240
Mafeking
61295-299, 71378-383
Mafia Island
71482
Malaysia & States
32265-269, 50076-077, 61232-233,
71245-255
Malta
32270, 61234-235, 71256
Mauritius
32271, 61236-241, 71257-265
Mauritius 
50078-081
Mexico
30473-477, 50082, 60869-878
Mongolia
30478, 60487-488
Montenegro
30231-233, 32274-277, 60337
Montserrat
32278, 50083, 61242, 71266-267
Morocco30479
Morocco Agencies
71268-271
Natal
61300, 71384-386
Nauru
61243-247, 71272
Nepal60489-492
Netherlands & Colonies 30234-235, 32279-280, 60338-343,
71477-478
New Guinea
61110-112, 70799-803
New Hebrides
71273-275
New Zealand
32281, 61248-258, 71276
Nicaragua60879-881
Niger Coast Protectorate
71277
Nigeria
32282, 50084-085
North Borneo
61259, 71278
Northern Rhodesia
32284, 71280-284
Norway
30236-240, 60344-350
Nyasaland
32285, 71285-291
Olympics
30035, 30135-137, 32286-289
Oman30480-481
Orange Free State
61301, 71387-390
Pakistan
32290-291, 71292-293
Panama60882-884
Papua & P.N.G.
32292, 70804-806
Paraguay
50086, 60885-893
Persia
30482-656, 50087, 60493

County or Subject

Lot n°

Peru
30658-665, 60894-909
Philippines
30688, 50088-089, 60494-504
Poland
32293-294, 60351-353B
Polar32367-378
Portugal & Colonies30241-243, 32105, 32295-299, 60354-357
Postcards
32362-366, 60622
Puerto Rico
30666, 30689, 30719, 50090, 70369-371
Qatar30667
Rhodesia
32303-304, 61260-261, 71294-315
Romania
30002, 30244-305, 50091-093, 60358-380A
Russia
30306-334, 32305-32311, 50094, 60381-384
Salvador
60910
Samoa
30062, 61272, 71346-347
Sarawak
32313, 71348-350
Saudi Arabia
30668
Serbia
60385-389
Seychelles
32314, 61273, 71351
Sierra Leone
32315, 50098, 61274-279, 71352-353
Somaliland Protectorate
71354
South Africa & States 32316, 50099, 61280-302, 71355-456
South West Africa
32317, 71457-469
Southern Rhodesia
32318, 71470-475
Spain & Colonies
30335-338, 30725, 30727, 32319-321,
50100-106, 60390-409
Sperati
30349, 50000-50135,
60063, 60071, 60098, 60169, 60200, 60296, 60318, 60321,
60367, 60404, 60408, 60418A, 60427-428, 60433, 60438,
60440, 60511, 60512, 60623, 60914, 60916, 60750, 70972
Saint Helena
32312, 61262-265, 71316-321
St. Kitts-Nevis
50095-096, 61266-267, 71322-332
St. Lucia
50097, 61268, 71333-335
St. Vincent
61269-271, 71336-345
Stamp Boxes
32379-386
Sudan
30669-670, 61303, 71476
Surinam
71477-478
Swaziland
32322, 71479-481
Sweden
30339, 32323, 50107-110, 60410-419
Switzerland
30340-343, 32324-346, 50111-117, 60420-449
Syria
30671-672
Taiwan
30380
Tibet
32347
Togo
71483
Transvaal
71391-397
Trinidad and Tobago
30720, 32349, 61304-310, 71484
Tristan da Cunha
61311
Turkey
30305, 30344-346, 30459, 32350-353, 60450-457
Turks and Caicos Islands
32354, 61312
Uganda
50126, 61313-317, 71485-495
United Arab Emirates
30673-674, 32355
United Nations
32356
United States 30675-689, 32357-359, 50118-125, 60505-619
Uruguay
30690-692, 50127-129, 60911-931
Venezuela
30693-809, 32360, 60932-934
Vietnam30810
Yemen60620
Yugoslavia32361
Zanzibar
70584-744
Zululand
71398-403
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Viewing in Geneva
By appointment only

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Chemin du Pavillon 2
PO Box 29
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva
From 9am to 7pm daily.
Viewing of lots on weekends
or evenings can be arranged.

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Contact us today to make
an appointment by phone or email

Introduction
Dear Collector and Client,

We are holding our traditional Autumn/Winter auction series from December 5th to 9th,
at our new Geneva offices, Chemin de Pavillion 2, 1218 Le Grand Saconnex. The sale is
comprised of seven different catalogues: “The Dan Walker Indian State of Bundi”, “The
Chalhoub Third Issue & Officials part II”, “The ’Bicentenário’ Collection of the Dom Pedro
Issues of Brazil”, ‘The ‘Art of Sperati’ Collection’, “The Hausman Collection of Worldwide
stamps”, “Great Britain and British Empire” and finally “Europe, France, Overseas and
Collections”.
This catalogue's highlights include strong sections of France and Colonies with a range
of fresh collections. In the Europe section, we have attractive offerings from Italy, Italian
States & Romania. The Overseas section features better sections of Chinese stamps
with some important rarities, Egypt from the 1867 Second Issue through to some Farouk
period material, Persia with over 150 lots, and finishing off with the fabulous Edwardo
Borberg Collection of Venezuelan Maritime Mail. The final section of the catalogue is the
All World and Country collections section, with nearly 400 lots of collections gathered
from around the world, including a wonderful group of mint worldwide collections that
have not seen the light of day in more than 40 years.
It will be our pleasure to welcome you to Geneva for viewing the lots or for attending
the auction in person. Do not hesitate to ask if you need some assistance in the form
of hotel reservations or other information. Should you not be able to view the lots at our
Geneva offices, then please visit our website as many of the groups and collections will be
scanned or partially scanned in PDF format. We continue to add scans up until the week
of the auction, but please make any requests for scans or condition reports in good time.
Bidding in our auctions can be made in writing via the bid form enclosed, live via
Auction Mobility on our website or app on your mobile device, by telephone or via an
independent auction agent. We wish you success with your bids and satisfaction with
your purchases.
We'd like to thank all our vendors for showing their trust in us to present their items
and collections in the best way possible to maximize the potential of their lifetimes' work
through our skills in lotting, describing, and estimating to produce a catalogue worthy of
displaying their philatelic treasures in their best possible light.

Geneva, November 2022
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Europe

Europa

30000 - 30810

Austria

30000 - 30014

Field Post Romania

30002

Austria Collections and Lots

30003 - 30014

Belgium

30015 - 30028

Belgium Militarypost in Rheinland

30028

Belgian Congo

30029

Bosnia and Herzegovina

30030

Austrian Post Offices

30030

Bulgaria30031
French Levant Post Offices
Croatia

30031
30032 - 30034

Czechoslovakia30035
Danish West Indies

30036 - 30042

Greenland30043
German States

30044 - 30046

Hamburg30044
Heligoland30045
Oldenburg30046
Germany

30047 - 30099

German Empire

30047 - 30054

German Colonies

30055 - 30063

Cameroon
German East Africa
Mariana Islands
Samoa
Witu Protectorate
Plebiscite Areas

30055
30056 - 30060
30061
30062
30063
30064 - 30066

Marienwerder30064
Saar
30065
Schleswig
30066
Danzig30067
Memel Local Issues

30068 - 30069

German WWII Occupation Issues

30070 - 30099

Belgium and Northern France
30070
Estonia Elwa
30071 - 30072
German Occupation WW II Laibach
30073
Kotor
30074 - 30082
Lithuania Rokiskis
30083
Montenegro30084
Russia Pleskow
30085 - 30086
Ukraine Alexanderstadt
30087 - 30093
Ukraine Sarny
30094
Zante
30095 - 30096
Zara
30097 - 30099

Greece

30100 - 30144

Large Hermes Heads

30101 - 30134

1861 Paris print
30101 - 30104
1861-62 First Athens Coarse Printing 30105 - 30106
1861-62 First Athens
Print - Fine print
30107 - 30109
1862-67 2nd Athens print
30110 - 30114
1868-69 Cleaned plates
30115 - 30122
1870 Special Print ("hard" method of printing) 30123
1871-76 Meshed paper issue
30124 - 30130
1876 New Values - Athens print
30131 - 30132
1875-80 Printed on cream paper
with figures at back
30133
1880-85 Printed on cream paper
without figures at back
30134
1896 Olympics

30135

1906 Olympics

30136 - 30137

1924-1935 Issues

30138 - 30139

Austrian Levant Post Offices

30140

Local Issues

30141 - 30142

Cavalla

30141 - 30142

Ionian Islands
New Territories Post Offices
Italian States
Lombardy Venetia

30143
30144
30145 - 30169
30145

Naples

30146 - 30151

Papal States

30152 - 30158

Parma30159
Sicily30160
Tuscany

30161 - 30169

Italy

30170 - 30226

Regno d'Italia

30170 - 30182

Posta Aerea

30182 - 30182

Repubblica Sociale Italiana
La Repubblica Partigiana dell'Ossola

30183 - 30189
30190

Regno del Sud

30191 - 30192

Italian Colonies and Possessions

30193 - 30204

Eritrea
Libya
Somalia

30193 - 30197
30198 - 30199
30200 - 30204

Posta Militare

30205 - 30210

Guerra d'Etiopia
Seconda Guerra Mondiale
Italian Occupations WWI

30205
30206 - 30210
30211

Venezia-Giulia30211
Italian Occupations WWII

30212 - 30214

France30212
Ionian Islands
30213
Montenegro30214
Foreign Occupations of Italian Territories
or Under Italian Sovereignty
30215 - 30220
Anglo-American Occupation of Sicily
French Occupation of Fezzan
Missions, Post Offices and
Postal History Abroad

30215 - 30217
30218 - 30220
30221 - 30223

Morocco30221
Anatolia
30222
Albania
30223
Repubblica

30224 - 30225

Vaticano30226
Luxembourg

30227 - 30230

Montenegro

30231 - 30233

Netherlands

30234 - 30235

Netherlands Colonies

30234 - 30235

Netherlands Antilles
Surinam

30234
30235

Norway

30236 - 30240

Norwegian Missionary Society
in Madagascar

30238 - 30240

Portugal

30241 - 30242

Portuguese Colonies
Portuguese India

30243
30243

Romania

30244 - 30305

Postal History

30244 - 30245

1858 (1st Nov.) - 1861 Moldavia Handstruck at Jassy - Imperforate

30246 - 30248

United Principalities 1862-1864

30249 - 30266

United Principalities 1864-1865
Prince Cuza

30267 - 30279

1866-67 Prince Carol I Coloured Papers

30280 - 30287

1868-70 Prince Carol I - New Currency 30288 - 30291
King Carol 1869 - "Without Beard"
Imperforate

30292 - 30296

King Carol 1871 - "With Beard"
Imperforate

30297 - 30299

1872 Prince Carol I - Perforated

30300 - 30301

Later Issues

30302 - 30304

Ottoman Post Offices
Russia
German Occupation of Vilnius

30305
30306 - 30334
30330

Russo-Japanese War

30331 - 30332

Russian Post in Levant

30333 - 30334

Spain

30335 - 30338

Spanish Guinea

30338

Sweden30339
Switzerland / Schweiz

30340 - 30343

Kantonalmarken30342
Zürich
Orts-Post und Poste Locale
Turkey

30342
30343
30344 - 30346

30002

30003ex

30004ex

30005ex

30006

30007ex
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30008ex

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30000

H
Michel 3X
1850 3kr with good margins and fresh, cancelled by framed “Blattna” hs with date below, tear at left
but still preserving a lovely appearance, very rare and not included in the catalogue of the Jerger sale;
Müller 244a, 750pts.

100 - 200

30001

F / View the image/s online
1860 Three covers franked with 5kr revenues, two sent to Wrocław and one to Leipzig, mixed condition
but very interesting examples.

50 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Austria

Field Post Romania
30002

F / 18
1855 Austrian Fieldpost during Crimean War military letter written at Bucharest on July 31 with ms
‘I.R.Reggimento Fanti Ad Sigismondo N.45 N...874’ Cancelled below K.K.OST FP PLOESCHTI 3/8,
sent via Hermannstadt and Laibach to Orzinova/LV, disinfected at Rothenturn quarantine station; ex
Znidaric, Puschmann, Hans Kolbe.

700 - 900

30003

F / 18
1912-1925 Pioneering flights exhibit, displayed on eight A3 pages, a beautifully presented study of
the early development of flights and air mail, comprising scarce balloon mail (noted 1912 Ragusa and
1913 Achtung Ballonpost), WWI balloon mail, International air meetings, Austrian airships, Zeppelin
visit (1913), air meetings, and post WWI flights, includes 32 cards, 12 labels and ephemera, very neatly
written-up, a very fine assembly.

800 - 1’200

30004

F / 18
1914-1915 The Siege of Przemysl: Collection of balloon and mail flights sent during the two sieges
by the Russia army, neatly presented upon eight A3 exhibition pages, including 24 post cards, many
of the flights represented as well as the balloon mail flights including used and unused cards with the
“Ballonpost Przemysl /1915” cachet, several very fine examples, some with faults, otherwise overall
fine, a fascinating study, and comes with two reference books one a Monograph on the historical event
by Schenk and Pollischansky (160 pages with colour illustrations), and the other a Postal History book
by Franmer (33 pages), a quite excellent assembly.

650 - 1’200

30005

F / 18
1915-1938 Austrian Airmail collection of 120 covers/cards relating to internal flights, expansion of flights
throughout European, flights to Great Britain, South and North Atlantic, Zeppelin mail, Siege of Przemysl,
Flugpost, many first flights, includes rare airmail and frankings, condition is fine to very fine, some
exceptionally fine, just a few with any significant faults, a real treasure trove of airmail, a must view lot.

2’000 - 3’000

30006

F / 18
1918 (May 14) Large KUK Luftahrtruppen official envelope flown from Vienna to Lemberg franked
with a very fine well centred fresh colour block of eight Flugpost 4kro grey tied by Vienna cds dated
14.5.18, endorsement top states it contained ten enclosures that were to be forwarded to the 13th Air
Company at Proskurow (where planes to Kiev landed for refuelling), the printed script at the lower left
states “Postage Free Official Matter” (normal postage was not applicable on military mail, however the
handling and airmail fees were due), there is a heavy vertical filing crease centrally with some tears
and wrinkles to the frame/edges as to be expected with large envelopes of this type (40 x 15 cm is
mounted upon an A3 exhibition page) and there appears to be a stamp missing -a rate of 24kro would
be charged for an item in excess of 140grams, an extraordinary franking and scarce survivor; very rare,
one of three known.

700 - 1’000

Airmails

Note: The K.U.K. Luftfahrtruppen was the air force of the K.U.K. army from 1915 until the dissolution in
1918 of the multinational state of Austria-Hungary.
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30010
30009ex

30011ex
30012ex

30014ex

30015
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30013ex

30018

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30007

F / 18
1918 Flugpost First International flights, a study mounted on seven A3 exhibition pages, comprising
20 covers/cards, mail between Vienna, Kraków, Lviv (Lemberg) and Kiev, as well as between Vienna,
Arad, Budapest, Bucharest and Odessa, wonderfully presented and written-up, many scarcer frankings
and rare items including an 1918 Kiev to Vienna letter addressed to a Flight Lieutenant with the red
K.u.k. cachet (all mail from Kiev is rare), also two military mail documents one recording details of a
flight between Kiev and Lemberg which went via Proskurow, both documents have the violet cachet of
the K.u.k., this beautifully presented collection comes with a set of six Flugpost adhesives, condition
is generally fine with the usual filing crease on the larger covers, otherwise exceptional quality for this
period, well worth closer inspection.

600 - 1’000

30008

F / 18
1922-1937 Austrian Airmail and European flights collection mounted on twenty A3 pages, an
attractively presented study of the post WWI to 1931 development and operation of airmail flights
inland and then the expansion throughout Europe, from the establishment of an airline, the provincial
airports, Zeppelin flights, Glider mail, currency re-evaluation, through to transit marks and instructional
markings, registered and express mail, includes 74 covers/cards, many scarce frankings and flights,
viewing recommended.

1’800 - 2’400

30009

F / 20
1928-1937 Austrian Airmail across the South Atlantic, a study on four A3 pages, comprising 15 covers
including Zeppelin flights, mail from Austria to Argentina, Brazil, and Chile, some wonderfully scarce
transit and cachet marks, interesting and rare frankings such as a 1930 commercial cover from Vienna
to Buenos Aires bearing 25s and 424g stamps in a colourful array of adhesives front and back, a fine
collection elegantly displayed.

800 - 1’200

30010

F / 20
1928 (May 1) First flight envelope Vienna to Leningrad, franked with 8g, 30g and 10g tied by cds
“Flugpost Wien Aspern” dated I.V.28, with fine strike below stamps, also the violet “Flugfeld Aspen, P.
Wien 1” rectangular cachet top left corner of envelope, arrival on reverse dated 4th May, extremely rare
cover - listed in kohl although unpriced due to its rarity - very few examples known.

400 - 600

30011

F / 20
1929-1937 Austrian Airmail across the North Atlantic, a study on four A3 pages, comprising 16 covers
including Zeppelin, Dornier DO-X and catapult flights, including mail from Stammersdorf to Canada,
covers from Vienna to Honolulu, Cristóbal, Managua, New York (7), Bethlehem (US), Vancouver, Boston,
and Fort Wayne, a fine to very fine select group of flight covers wonderfully displayed.

700 - 1’200

30012

F / 20
1930-1936 Austrian Airmail study of mail east to India and beyond, presented on four A3 exhibition
pages, including 15 covers with flights from Austria to Teheran (one a rare imperial airways stage only
82 flown), Karachi, Ragoon, Palembang, Palestine, Syria, China, Penang, Australia and other locations
in India, several scarcer trans-continental flights, unusual frankings and transit marks, all neatly writtenup, a fine and scarce selection.

400 - 800

30013

F / 20
1931-1937 Austrian Airmail to Africa, a study on four A3 pages, comprising 15 covers, including Austria
to Kenya, Egypt, Sudan, Johannesburg, Windheok, Mozambique, Rhodesia, Senegal, Brazzaville,
Casablanca, Conakry, Eritrea, Madagascar, Coquilhatville, and Algeria, scarce selection beautifully
presented.

500 - 800

30014

F / 20
1938 Austrian Airmail collection focused upon the end of Austria’s first republic mounted on four A3
pages, comprising 13 covers which are very attractively presented with a broad range of destinations
including; USA, South Africa, Australia, France, Germany, London (re-directed to Austria), Uruguay
and Switzerland, with some wonderful frankings and markings: also highlights political and monetary
changes and their affect on the airmail, fine and scarce assembly.

300 - 500

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30015

F / 20
1804 Oval two-circle cancel “VENEZIA with crowned imperial eagle” in black of the Thurn & Taxis Post
in Venice, on folded entire letter (3 October 1804) to Bozen (Bolzano), with ‘8’ postage due. Venice
belonged to the Habsburg Empire between 1797 and 1805. Signed by Vollmeier and illustrated in his
handbook on p. 340. Probably a unique postmark in black.

1’000 - 1’500

30016

H / View the image/s online
COB 1, 2
1849 10c and 20c selection of cancellations with 20 examples of the 10c and 37 examples of the 20c,
with a variety of horizontal barred numerals (one vert. barred numeral) with mostly clear to very good
strikes, nearly all four margin examples and mostly very fine, a useful group for the cancel collector.

500 - 700

30017

HF / View the image/s online
COB 6+7
1852-64 Group of 6 covers incl. two to Cologne with 10c & 20c from Anvers, 20c embossed ladies
envelope from Mons, 20c left marginal from Iseghem, four 10c on cover from La Lou Vière, etc., plus
40c single with “clou” variety, mixed condition, a nice group.

200 - 300

30018

F / 20
1863, France used in Belgium: Napoléon III, 40c orange imperforate, very fine with good to large
margins all around used on cover from Brussels to Paris, with despatch cds in black “BRUXELLES
NORD/ 3.1.63”. The stamp was considered null and void by the Belgium post office and was later tied
by French entry marking “5 BELG.5 / VALENCIENNES / 4 DEC. 63” in red. The franking was ignored on
arrival and considered ‘Posted out of course’ and charged as unpaid with handstruck ‘6’ décimes due
marking. Signed Calves. Probably unique with this rare red cancellation.

800 - 1’200

30019

F / View the image/s online
1871 Cover franked with 30c (2) tied by losange “217” of Liege addressed to the island of Syros (part of
the Cyclades), Greece, via Trieste (rare Austria - Germany route ), 3 Sgr manuscript credit marking for
the Austro-German Postal Union (DÖPV). Pre-UPU letters from Belgium to Greece are rare.

200 - 300

30020

F / 24
COB 33
30c ambre sur lettre Lpts 61 IXELLES (BRUX)/20/MAI/1871 pour Mr Picou St Denis « Pour Mr Lorilleux
rue Auger, 16 ». Lettre envoyée à Mr Lorilleux par l’intermédiaire de Mr Picou à St Denis (Paris) durant
la semaine sanglante (21 au 28 mai 1871). L’agence Picou/Gaudin acheminait le courrier entrant dans
Paris. La poste officielle ne fonctionnant pas.

300 - 500

30021

F / 24
1874 (Mar 7) Cover franked with 30c & 40c tied by cds “LIEGE 31 MARS 1874” addressed to Sa
Majesté Georges I, Roi des Hellenes in Athens. On the reverse TRIEST transit (sent via the rare Germany
- Austria route) and Athens arrival, ms 3 Sgr credit for the Austro-German Postal union (DOPV) for the
forwarding, wax seal removed. Most probably a unique cover from Belgium addressed to the King
of Greece.

800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Belgium

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30022

F
COB 28, 30, 31, 36
1875 (Nov 7) Entire letter with additionally printed matter from Antwerp to Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), bearing
1869-83 5c bistre, 10c green, 20 ultramarine and 1fr mauve, tied by “Anvers” cds’s on departure, as
well as “London/Paid/A/8 No 75” cds in red, charged on arrival with 240 rés in blue crayon; a very rare
pre-UPU four-colour franking to an exceedingly scarce destination.

700 - 1’200

30023

F / View the image/s online
COB 62+64+66
COB N°62 + 64 + 66 (x6) sur lettre recommandée de BRUXELLES-EST /22/OCTO/1897 + « 775 (grs) /
53 (ports) pour Londres. Exceptionnel affranchissement à 13,50 frs.

150 - 200

30024

F / View the image/s online
COB 63+65
COB N°63 + 65 (x3) sur lettre de BRUXELLES (EST)/30/AVRIL/1901 + « 198,5 (grs) / 14 (ports) » pour
l’Allemagne. Très bel affranchissement à 3,5 frs.

80 - 120

30025

CCJS / View the image/s online
COB 189
1922 Invalids of War 20c bistre-brown complete sheet of 100 with red “SPECIMEN” overprints by the
American Bank Note Company with invalidating hole punches on each stamp; ex ABNC archives.

300 - 500

30026

CCJ / View the image/s online
1933 Croix de Lorraine set in mint n.h. blocks four, very fine (COB €3’800).

COB 377-383

200 - 300

30027

CCJ / View the image/s online
1939-41 Poortman 2F50 olive in complete sheet of 150, plate 1, some small foxing, fine.

COB 530

60 - 80

C
Michel 14IIIC
1919 10c brown, mint, scarce perforation 15, few stain dots along perforation, otherwise very fine;
opinion Dr. Hoffner BPP (2022); perforation unpriced in Michel.

100 - 200

Belgium Militarypost in Rheinland

30028
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30020
30021

30037
30030

30041
30040

30042
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30045ex

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / View the image/s online
1917 Eight illustrated postal stationery cancelled Basankusu sent to Holland, plus two postcards from
1922/23 sent to Japan, one used from Popokabaka (10).

100 - 150

Belgian Congo
30029

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Austrian Post Offices
30030

F / 24
1879 (Jun 8) Money Transfer Order stationery 1867 5kr red transferring 150 guilden from Mostar to
Trieste bearing 1867 5kr red + 10kr blue tied by ‘FELDPOST-EXPOSITUR No. 18876 79’ cds, framed
AUSGEZAHLT (money transfer ) hs alongside. Some central slitting of card and rejoined. Fine and
correct franking and usage in the last month prior to the issuance of stamps (Ferchenbauer €2500+)
In July 1879 money transfer formulars were issued together with the first definitive adhesives of
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Prior to this date Austrian stationery was used as per above. 150 guilden was the
maximum amount one could transfer, 20kr payable between 50 and 150 guilden

500 - 600

Bulgaria
French Levant Post Offices

30031

F
Yvert 21, 22
1863 (May 25) Cover from Varna to Genoa, franked by 1862 10c (5, one stamp with missing perfs. at
top) and 20c (2, one with defective corner at top left), each cancelled or tied by neat “5103” dotted large
figure lozenge in blue, with associated dotted cds “Varna/Turq. d’Europe” cds and framed “PD” below,
one 10c additionally tied by “Prioscafi/Postali/Francesi” three-line hs in red on arrival, Constantinople
and Genoa backstamps; a spectacular cover with this outstandingly well struck handstamps (almost
never to be found thus), bearing a scarce franking and addressed to Italy (and not Constantinople as
usual); cert. B.-P. Behr (1999).

1’000 - 2’000

Croatia
30032

CC
Croatia: 1944 Semi-postal souvenir sheet 100+50k, 100 copies, mint never hinged.

100 - 120

30033

CC
Michel Bl. 3A /(100, 3B (100)
1942 Souvenir sheet 5+20k blue, perforated (100) resp. imperforated (100), mint n.h.; (Michel €4000).

700 - 800
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30034

CC
1942 Pavelic souvenir sheet 12+8k, 200 copies, mint n.h.; (Michel €7000).

Michel Bl. 4B

700 - 800

DCE
2600a
1984 Los Angeles Olympics unissued 1Kcs with inscription upper left “HRY XXIII OLYMPIADY LOS
ANGELES 1984”, unused without gum, under Soviet pressure, Czechoslovakia boycotted the Los
Angeles Olympics and the stamps printed were destroyed, around 18 copies known, a great Olympics
rarity; cert. Scheller.

800 - 1’200

Czechoslovakia

30035

Danish West Indies
30036

F / View the image/s online
1836-37 Group of four wrappers from St. Thomas (with docketing notation on inside) from Mr Pretto to
Rothschild in London, each with “PACKET LETTER” hs but endorsed for different ships; HMS Pigeon,
HMS Goldfinch, HMS Reindeer and HMS Lord Melville, rated “2/2” (3) or “4/4” (1), London arrivals, fine
to very fine.

150 - 200

30037

F / 24
1838 (Jan 1) Entire from St. Thomas to London, rated “2/2” with framed “PACKET LETTER” hs, reverse
with London arrival, with contents referring to the creation of Schön, Willink & Co (shipping merchants
in St. Thomas), very fine (Facit SEK1’500).

200 - 300

30038

F
1859 (Mar 1) wrapper from Christiansted, St. Croix, to Denmark, with Danish despatch, “FRANCO” hs
and Danish St. Thomas cds, passed to the British P.O. with “PAID / AT / ST. THOMAS” crown circle hs
(S.G. CC2, £1’800) and British P.O. cds on reverse, sent via London and Hamburg with Copenhagen
arrival, various ms rates, an attractive cover with good strikes of the various hs and ds, (Facit SEK10’000).

1’500 - 2’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30039

F
1861 (Apr 16) Entire from Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, sent via St. Thomas to New York with
the rare framed “No. / DETAINED FOR POSTAGE” hs with ms”1273”, with AP 28 British P.O. arrival and
JY 1 despatch alongside, obverse with “PAID / AT / ST. THOMAS” crown circle (S.G type CC1, £500)
and Boston transit with “5” hs, a very rare cover with only three known bearing this handstamp.

1’500 - 2’000

30040

DFE / 24
Facit 5, 8
1894 (April 18) Registered cover front from St. Thomas to Milan, franked by 1873-1902 1c strip of three
and 5c pair, tied by “St. Thomas” cds’s, “Dansk/Vestindien” red boxed registration hs at lower left and
Le Havre transit at right; except for a few tone spots, a very fine and rare usage.

200 - 400

30041

F / 24
1874 (Apr) Wrapper from Curacao to France, carried to St. Thomas with Danish P.O. cds on front,
carried by German ship with scarce”AUS WESTINDIEN / HAMBURG. DAMPFER / ÜBER CÖLN” cds
on reverse, obverse with French “ALLEMAGNE / ERQ PARIS” cds in blue with matching “8” decimes
hs, fine and rare.

1’200 - 1’500

30042

F / 24
1875 (Mar 24) Part cover from San Juan de Puerto Rico to Carúpano franked with a GB 4d vermilion
tied by the “C61” horizontal oval of the British Post Office, with Portsmouth cds dated ‘MR 27’ and
Trinidad ‘AP 1’ to the front and an additional Portsmouth to the reverse, also a St Thomas on the back
dated ‘MR 28’, horizontal filing crease, much reduced, otherwise fine and scarce; cert. Asofilca (2009).

200 - 300

Greenland
30043

CC / View the image/s online
1945 1ö to 5Kr mint n.h set of 9, very fine (Facit SKr3’000).

50 - 70

German States
Hamburg

30044

H
Facit 2-5
1864-65, 9s yellow, genuinely used with 11.12.66 blue cds of Hamburg, except for a tiny perforation
crease, in very fine condition; (Michel €2’600).

200 - 400
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30049

30047ex

30063ex1
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30100

30063ex2

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / 24
1887 & 1890 pair of covers, with 1887 (Jul 16) envelope with 20pf sent to England, very fine; and 1890
(Aug 7) envelope sent registered to Amsterdam franked with 1875-90 5pf pair, 10pf block of four, 20pf
and 25pf block of four, registration label adjacent, Amsterdam arrival bs, some minor foxing, fine.

150 - 200

Heligoland
30045

Oldenburg

30046

H
1
1852 1/3 Sgr used pair with fine to large margins, neat Edewecht framed ds, very fine, signed Pfenninger
(Mi. €3’500); ex Burrus.

1’000 - 1’200

Germany
German Empire
30047

P / 28
1919 “Weimar National Assembly” essays showing: 10pf sun (slogan “there will be light”), 15pf man
and woman (slogan: “unity makes powerful”), 25pf (slogan “resurrected”), each as black ink drawing on
three cardboard papers in two sizes, 88x112 mm and 22x28 mm, has a few tiny pinholes and traces of
old age (unimportant).

30048

600 - 900

30050

30048

CC
Michel 145aUu
1920, 40pf carmine, imperf. at base with large part of sheet margin, matte o.g., small tear in sheet
margin clear away of the design and of no importance, spectacular and very rare; signed Infla Berlin;
(Mi. unpriced).

150 - 300

30049

F / 28
1923 (Aug 31) Postcard from Falkenstein to Genoa (Italy), franked with provisional “Taxe/percue” label
with red pencil “36” adjacent for 36,000 marks, on the last day of the 16th rate period, very rare; cert.
Tworek (2022).

150 - 200

30050

C
259 (var)
1923, 25m + 500m ocher-brown, “M” of the 500 denomination missing, se-tenant with the regular
overprinted stamp, mint o.g.; a probably unique variety, being unrecorded in the Michel catalogue;
cert. Tworek (Befund 2022).

400 - 600
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30051

CC
Michel 318 var
1923, 10mio vermilion, vertical pair from the left of the sheet showing a spectacular surcharge variety as
a result of a pre-printing paper fold, which also affects the “10” marginal sheet number, never hinged,
very rare.

100 - 150

30052

CCDCE
Michel 338aUu
1923, 3pf brown, imperf. at base with part sheet margin, n.h., superb and scarce (signed Peschl), and
10pf red, denomination omitted, regummed; (Mi. €500).

100 - 150

30053

CC
Michel 482-495
1933 Hindenburg 3pf to 100pf, complete set of 14 values, well centred and n.h., very fine; signed BPP
Peschl; (Mi. €1’200).

200 - 300

30054

F / View the image/s online
Michel 686-688
1939 (May 21) Registered cover sent from Nürburgring to Reutlingen, franked with the International
Motor Show Berlin set, tied by a special event Eifel race cancel, has a light vertical crease down the left
side just affecting 6 + 4 and some spoiling, otherwise very fine.

100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30052ex

30053ex

30051

German Colonies
Cameroon

30055

F
Michel 4H
1898, Germany 20pf blue bisected tied “Kamerun 3.10.98” to picture post card (“Gruss aus Kamerun”) to
Baden-Baden with 25 October arrival; Twice signed “Bothe BPP”; an an extremely fine and fresh usage
of this famous provisional issue that represents one of the major rarities of the German Colonies.
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4’000 - 8’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / View the image/s online
1898 Cover from a military officer (Hamptmann Bethe) written at Udjioji before the post office opened
on 8 April 1898, carried by runner across the width of the country, entering the postal service at Dar es
Salaam on 14 April, arriving in Cologne on 12 May, an interesting cover.

150 - 200

German East Africa
30056

30057

30061

30062

30058

30057

CC
Michel 6I
1899, 2p on 3pf vivid orange brown, mint never hinged, very fresh condition, a superb copy of this
German East Africa rarity; cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP (2022),

500 - 100

30058

G
Michel 7IB gutter
1900, 10pf vivid lilac red with diagonal ovpt., a top interpanneau copy tied cds “FUTSCHAU 21/5 01”
to piece, very fine. Michel mentions rarity of used gutter pieces. Signed “Richter” and cert. JäschkeLantelme BPP (2022); a normal Michel 7IB €1’200, gutter unpriced.

300 - 600

30059

F / View the image/s online
1912 (Jun 27) Real photograph picture postcard sent from Kissenji to Franenhain near Desden in
Germany, franked with 4h green (postcard rate) tied by rare “KISSENJI” cds on commercial mail, scarce.

150 - 200

30060

F / View the image/s online
1916 (Mar 31) “Morogoro” pre-franked envelope, postmarked with the Mittellandbahn T.P.O. ds, sent to
Dar es Salaam, cover reduced slightly at side.

80 - 100

Mariana Islands
30061

C
Michel 1I
1899, 3pf vivid orange brown, mint, a rare stamp in unused condition; signed “Ebel” and “Ressel”;
cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP (2022), (Michel €2’400).

400 - 800

C
Michel 3e
1900, 10pf ovpt., dark rose with bright ochre fluorescence under UV, “dunkelrosa (rot) lebhaftocker
quarzend”, mint, fresh appearance, very fine. Copies in shade “e” are extremely rare and only very few
examples are recorded; among the great rarities of German Samoa; cert. Jäschke-Lantelme BPP
(2022); unpriced in Michel.

1’000 - 2’000

Samoa
30062

Witu Protectorate
30063

28
Mi,1-60,D1-36
1889, Pristine edition book with the complete collection of 96 values from Witu Protectorate / Swahililand, scarce and popular primitives, very few exemplar known and probably the best one in terms of
quality.

2’000 - 4’000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C
Michel 21IIb
1920, 1m opvt. in red, mounted mint, top one short perforation and tiny thin spot on reverse, otherwise
fine; a very rare stamp, guaranteed from the genuine original printing; cert. Pascal Scheller (2022),
(Michel €5’500).

800 - 1’500

G / View the image/s online
Michel 37
1920, 40pf dark carmine, tied to telephone form receipt by presumably Picard cds, used on 28 April
1920, an extremely rare postal document.

150 - 200

Plebiscite Areas
Marienwerder

30066

30064

30064

30067

Saar
30065

Schleswig
30066

C
Michel 14
1920 Officials “C I S” overprinted 10m dark orange-red, n.h. but with small disturbance in the gum, very
fine; cert. Scheller (2021); Mi. €600.

100 - 150

C
Michel 70Y
1921, Air mail issue 5m dark blue, wmkd. 2Y, mint with usual colour traces on reverse, very fine. A Danzig
rarity that was even missing from the Bernard A. Hennig collection; cert. Gruber BPP (2022), (Michel €1800).

500 - 1’000

Danzig
30067

Memel Local Issues

30068

30069

30070

30068

C
Michel AI
1920, 60pf deep purple, unissued, mint very lightly hinged; the 60 Pf. value is very underpriced in Michel
and by far the rarest of the two unissued stamps; an extremely fine example of this major Memel rarity;
cert. Pascal Scheller (2022), (Michel €7000).

1’400 - 1’800

30069

C
Michel AII
1920, 80pf black and carmine rose, mint, very fine and fresh; cert. Pascal Scheller (2022); (Michel cat.
€7’000).

1’400 - 1’800

German WWII Occupation Issues
Belgium and Northern France
30070

CC
Michel 17II
1940, 75c olive horizontal pair with ovpt., mint n.h., extremely fine, on reverse usual strike of pmk.
“OUDENKERQUE-BRANCHE 10.8.40”; signed Scheller, Tust BPP ec.; (Michel €2500).
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500 - 1’000

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30071

H
Michel 3
1941, Overprint on 3k used with corner cds “(ELVA) B EES(TI) 14 VIII (I 41)” (H/O 49:3), very fine; signed
Pickenpack; cert. Loebbering BPP (2022), (Michel €650).

120 - 240

30072

C
Michel 37
1941, Overprint on 50k pavillon commemorative, mounted mint with trace of hinge, very fine; signed
Pickenpack; cert. Loebbering BPP (2022), (Michel €600).

120 - 240

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Estonia Elwa

30071
30072

German Occupation WW II Laibach
30073

CC / View the image/s online
Michel I/VI A
1945, Eminent Slovenians, the unissued set in a vertical se-tenant strip of 6, folded in the perforation,
mint never hinged, very fine; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €600).

100 - 200

Kotor

30074
30075

30076

30077

30074

CC
Michel 1-6
1943, Set of six, extant overprint types by Michel 1IV, 2I, 3I, 4III, 5III, 6II, mint n.h.; signed “PRE” ; cert.
Brunel (2022), (Michel €1647).

300 - 600

30075

CC
Michel I
1944, 10rpf dark rose, Bay of Kotor, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing Office (Reichsdruckerei
Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €900).

150 - 300

30076

CC
Michel II
1944, 15rpf dark green, shepherd weaving, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing Office
(Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €900).

150 - 300

30077

CC
Michel III
1944, 25rpf dark siena, Njegos Chapel at Mt. Lovcen, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing Office
(Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n,h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €900).

150 - 300
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30078

CC
Michel V
1944, 60rpf dark olive brown, Tryphon Cathedral at Kotor, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing
Office (Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; very fine; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €900).

150 - 300

30079

CC
Michel VI
1944, 80rpf dark violet ultramarine, Vintner with Fruit Basket, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing
Office (Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €2000).

400 - 800

30080

CC
Michel VI
1944, 80rpf dark greyish brown, Vintner with Fruit Basket, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing
Office (Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €900).

150 - 300

30081

CC
Michel VIII
1944, 50rpf blackish red brown, National Guard Serviceman, proof for an unissued set of Vienna Printing
Office (Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €2000).

400 - 800

30082

CC
Michel VIII
1944, 50rpf dark blue, National Guard Serviceman, with lighter background, proof for an unissued set of
Vienna Printing Office (Reichsdruckerei Wien), mint n.h.; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €2000).

400 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30078

30079

30081

30080

30082

Lithuania Rokiskis

30083

30083

30084


Michel 1a/ii
1941, Overprinted in black on 2k. vivid yellowish green, mint n.h., very fine; signed “Krischke BPP” ;
cert. Huylmans BPP (2022), (Michel €1200).

200 - 400

Montenegro
30084

C
Michel 19
1943, Air mail stamp 10lit ovpt. pos. 10 of ovpt. plate, few small adherences, otherwise almost mint
never hinged; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €7500).
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800 - 1’500

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30085

CCJ
Michel 2a, 4-9
1941,1k-50k with handstamp “Pleskau” and new denominations of 20k resp. 60k, in blocks of four, mint
never hinged, very fine; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €2520).

500 - 1’000

30086

H
Michel 3Z var.
1942, Red Cross souvenir sheet canc. “PLESKAU 30 3 41”, some small faults mentioned in cert. in
margin only. Double perf. at bottom which is recorded in Michel only with 3X; for Michel 3Z this is
unrecorded and possibly unique; a major Pleskau occupation and Red Cross rarity; cert. Brunel VP
(2022).

400 - 800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Russia Pleskow

30085
30086

Ukraine Alexanderstadt

30089
30087ex

30090

30088

30087

CCCH
Michel 4II, 7III, 10III
1941, Group of three: 10 k mint w. trace of hinge, 30k cto used, 50k comsomolz commemorative mint
n.h., 10k and 30k signed “Zirath BPP”, opinion resp. two certs. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €945).

100 - 200

30088

CC
Michel 4III
1941-42, 10k with handstamp “16.8.41/.../B ALEX/1 50”, mint n.h., very fine and fresh; signed “EKeiler”;
cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €1300).

200 - 400

30089

H
Michel 9
1941-42, 20k with handstamp “16.8.41/.../B ALEX/13 Rbl 3”, canc. “Aleksanderstadt 19.3.42”, very
fine; signed” EKeiler”; cert. Brunel VP (2022); Michel €1800.

300 - 600

30090

H
Michel 11III
1941, 60k with handstamp “16.8.41/.../B.ALEX / 3 Rbl.3” cancelled “ALEXANDERSTAD. 6 /?3.42”;
signed “EKeiler” and “Zirath BPP”; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €550).

100 - 200
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30091

H
Michel 12y
1941-42, 1rbl definitive, ovpt. in type III (small cross), canc. corner cds “Alexanderstadt6 22.4.42”, very
fine; signed “EKeiler”; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €2400).

300 - 600

30092

H
Michel 14III
1941-42, 40k Komsomolz commemorative ovpt. “16.8.41/../B. ALEX / 5 5” with clean corner cds of
Alexanderstadt, extremely fine; a rare stamp in much better than usual condition; signed “EKeiler”; cert.
Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €3000).

400 - 800

30093

CC
Michel 15III
1941-42, 1rbl ovpt. “16.8.41/../B. ALEX/10 10”, mint n.h., very fine. This stamp always appears with
some tone spots, Cat. value of Michel is as such for average quality copies, with this example being in
far better quality than usual, having merely one discrete spot; signed “EKeiler”; cert. Brunel VP (2022),
(Michel €1200).

200 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30091

30092

30093

Ukraine Sarny

30094

DCE
Michel 9
1941-42, 1.50k ovpt. “Probendruck” (proof printing), a right margin copy, type IX pos. 20, mint no gum
as issued, very fine; according to the cert., the first reported type IX with “Probendruck” ovpt., this being
solely known before for the 50k (Mi 1BP, cat. unpriced). A copy of this 50k was offered within the Zgonc
collection (12.2018) at €3000; a new find and unique; a rarity of the German WW2 occupation issues;
cert. Brunel VP (2022).

1’000 - 2’000

Zante

30095

30096

30095

CC
Michel VI
1943, Definitives and air mails ovpt. “Hellas/2.X.43” in black (3 vals.) resp. red (2 vals.) mint n.h., very
fine; plus Germany 6 Pf. with same ovpt. the latter being considered a forgery and for reference only;
both sets with opinion Brunel VP (2022); Michel cat. €500.

100 - 200

30096

CC
Michel VI/II, I/I
1943, 10c brown with handstamp ovpt. “Hellas/2.X.43” in reddish lilac (signed “AK”) resp. in black,
(signed “PD = Drossos”) not sold officially at the counter, both mint n.h., very fine; cert. resp. opinion
Brunel VP (2022); Michel €1’200.

180 - 350
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30097

C
Michel 16II
1943, 3.70lit violet with ovpt. in type I, mint with trace of first hinge, very fine and fresh, only 432 copies
issued in typeI; signed “SZ” ; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €1600).

300 - 600

30098

C / View the image/s online
Michel 16II
1943, 10lit brown with ovpt. in type II, mint with trace of first hinge, very fine and fresh, only 410 copies
printed; signed “SZ” ; cert. Brunel VP (2022), (Michel €1200).

250 - 500

30099

C
Michel 1-11
1943, Postage dues 5cts-5llit, including 20c with ovpt. variety PFVII, mint with trace of first hinge,
extremely fine and fresh; signed “SZ”; cert. Brunel VP (2022); Michel €3500+.

700 - 1’400

F / 28
1879 Incoming mail: entire letter from Bristol to Rhodes / Rhodos, AEGEAN ISLANDS, franked with GB
QV 2 1/2d rosy mauve pl.4, very fine, tied by “Bristol JY 29 79 / 131” duplex and clear strike of blue
arrival cds “RHODES 9 AOUT 79 / TURQUIE” (French P.O in the Ottoman Empire). Extremely rare mail
addressed to a “bureau Français du Levant” located in today´s Greece.

800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Zara

30097

30098

30099

Greece
30100

Large Hermes Heads
1861 Paris print
30101

1a

50 - 80

30102

CJ
2c
1861 2L Brown-bistre, mint, block of four, good to very large margins, fresh and a superb multiple.

100 - 150

30103

C
1861 Paris print 10 Lep orange, mint, with huge margins all around, superb.

4a

700 - 1’000

30104

H / View the image/s online
4b
1861 Paris Print 10l orange on blue, pos.99, with large margins, neat “9” numeral of Patras, two light
corner creases, still a striking example.

70 - 100

H
1861 1L Brown, used, good to large margins, superb and scarce.

30103

30102
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30105

CC
12Ib
1861-62 First Athens coarse printing 10 Lep orange, mint n.h., with huge margins all around, superb.

700 - 900

30106

DCE
14Ia
1861-1862 40L Mauve on blue paper, unused, clear to good margins, slight thin, fine and very rare;
cert. Vlastos (2020).

240 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1861-62 First Athens Coarse Printing

30105

30106

1861-62 First Athens Print - Fine prints

30107

30108

30109

30107

H
1861-1862 1L Deep chocolate, used, very close to good margins, very fine and scarce.

9IIa

120 - 150

30108

C
1861-62 First Athens fine printing 10 Lep orange, mint, with huge margins all around, superb.

12IIa

100 - 150

30109

H
1861-1862 40L Dull mauve on blue, used, very large to huge margins, a superb showpiece.

14IIa

100 - 150

1862-67 2nd Athens print

30112
30110

30110

CCCJ
1862 2L Yellow-bistre, mint, block of four, good to large even margins, a superb multiple.

16A

170 - 200

30111

C / View the image/s online
18b F18
1862 10L Orange, mint, close to good margins, position 79 showing “extra dot” plate flaw, fine and scarce.

80 - 120

30112

DCE
20IA
1862-67 Second Athens Printing 40l red-violet on light blue (earliest impression) unused, with clear to
good margins, very fine and scarce; cert. Simmermacher (2009) (Hellas €2’300, Mi. €2’000).

150 - 200
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30113

C / View the image/s online
22bNj
1862-67 Second Athens Printing 80l carmine with control number variety showing only traces of “0”,
mint part original gum, three margins, gum crease and hinge trace on face, rare and unlisted as unused.

60 - 100

30114

C / View the image/s online
1862 80L Cherry-red, unused, touched to very close margins, a very rare shade.

22c

70 - 100

30115

CCCJ
23b
1868-69 Cleaned Plates 1l greyish brown in mint left marginal block of fifteen, nine stamps mint n.h.,
showing full selvedge at left and fine to large margins elsewhere, vertical crease between stamps in
column, a very fine and attractive multiple; cert. RPSL (1956).

120 - 150

30116

H / View the image/s online
24b Pa
1868 2L Dull grey-bistre, on thin paper, large to very large even margins, superb appearance, extremely
rare unlisted paper; cert. Vlastos (2020).

70 - 100

1868-69 Cleaned plates

30117

30118

30119

30117

C
1868 10L Red-orange, mint, good to large margins, fine and scarce.

26a

140 - 200

30118

C
26aNb+Nk
1868 10 Lep red-orange with “0” inverted and widely spaced CF mint n.h., fresh and superb.

1’000 - 1’500

30119

H
28ca
1868 40L Mauve on green paper, used, large to huge margins, showing part of adjoining stamps at top
and bottom, superb and extremely rare.

200 - 300

30120

C / View the image/s online
1868 80L Rose-carmine, mint, large even margins, superb.

29a

50 - 80

30121

C / View the image/s online
1868 80L Carmine, mint, large even margins, superb.

29b

50 - 80
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F
1867-69, Cleaned Plates Printing, 80L carmine or rose carmine, the astonishing 69 examples on
19.12.1868 large registered envelope from Athens addressed to The Greek Minister of Foreign Affairs
in Washington, comprising four singles, one strip of four and six strips of five displayed on front, and
on reverse exhibiting two strips of three and five strips of five, tied by "1" dotted lozenge with Athens
cds on front, transits including red Marseilles applied when it entered France, Paris cds on back and
transit through New York on obverse;, apparently four stamps are missing on reverse and cover edge
faults as it must be expected in this large format, in no way detracting from this, the largest franking
of classic Greek philately and one of the most important items of Greece, of striking visual impact
for an exhibit of the highest calibre.

30’000 - 40’000

The Unique Largest Known
Franking of all the Hermes Head Issues

30122 (front)

30122
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Lot n°

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30a

50 - 80

30122 (reverse)

1870 Special Print (“hard” method of printing)
30123

C / View the image/s online
1870 1L Light reddish brown, mint, good to large margins, superb.

1871-76 Meshed paper issue
30124

CCCJ / View the image/s online
1871 1L brown, mint n.h., bottom sheet marginal block of four, fresh and very fine.

37a

60 - 80

30125

DCE / View the image/s online
1871 2L Grey-bistre, unused, good to large even margins, very fine to superb appearance.

38a

70 - 80
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30126

H
38a
1868 2L Grey-bistre, used, clear to huge margins, showing portion of adjoining stamp to the right, very
fine and scarce.

120 - 150

30127

DCE
39a F3
1871 5L sage green, unused, close to clear margins, showing “broken circle” plate flaw, unusual and a
rare unused stamp with the error.

240 - 300

30128

DCE
1871 5L Emerald, unused, good to large margins, corner crease at lower left, fine and scarce.

39d

200 - 260

30129

F / 44
40 Nd
1871 10L Orange, used horizontal pair, good even margins, showing “01” instead of “10”, neatly tied on
1874 folded cover from Syros to Tripoli, very fine and rare usage of the error on cover.

800 - 1200

30130

H / View the image/s online
40bNH
1871-76 Meshed Paper 10l red-orange, pos.91, showing control variety “0” instead of “10”, neatly used
with central Zakynthos cds, crease at lower right, very fine appearance; cert. Vlastos (2020) (Hellas
€380)

40 - 70

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30126

30127

30128

1876 New Values - Athens print

30131

30133

30134

30131

H
45c Pa Va
1876 30L Brown on sepia yellowish paper, used, large to very large margins, showing quadrillé
background, very fine and scarce.

300 - 340

30132

H / View the image/s online
45cVa
1876-77 New Values Athens printing 30l brown on yellowish paper with variety quadrillé background,
good to very large margins, neat Constantinople (Turkey) cds, creases and small light thin a foot, fine
appearance (Hellas €700).

50 - 80

1875-80 Printed on cream paper with figures at back
30133

H
51f Va
1875 20L Ultramarine, used, good even margins, showing quadrillé background, a superb used single.

280 - 320

1880-85 Printed on cream paper without figures at back
30134

H
56f
1880 10L Red, YELLOW COLOUR OMITTED, used, cut into to large margins, defects, an important
showpiece, apparently only three examples recorded.
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400 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

P
1896 Olympics set of 12 die proofs in issued colour on toned card, very fine and very rare, exhibition
showpiece for an Olympic collector.

5’000 - 8’000

1896 Olympics

30135

1906 Olympics

30136

P
1906 Olympics set of 14 die proofs on card in the issued colours, 2l with faint surface imperfections,
some slight tropicalisation, a very rare set, plus 2l proof with double print in marginal block of 10 and
20l plate proof in blue in right marginal block of eight (both with foxing).

2’000 - 3’000

30137

P / 44
1907 New Year’s card from the Director General of the Greek Postal Administration with reprints of the
1906 Olympics set, printed by Segg & Co., fine.

200 - 300

1924-1935 Issues

30138

CC
467d
1927 Canal of Corinth 5L green, mint n.h., showing variety PRINTED BOTH SIDES, superb and an
attractive showpiece; cert. Vlastos (2013).

300 - 400
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30129
30137ex

30140
30144

30143

30145
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30146

30147

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30139

CCJ
Michel 356-360 (100)
1933 Airmails 50l, 1dr, 3dr, 5dr, 10dr, 20dr in full sheets of 100, four sheets per value, once folded, mint
n.h., fresh condition.

1’600 - 1’800

Austrian Levant Post Offices
30140

F / 44
SALONICHIO: 1867 Folded entire to Constantinople, franked 1867 10s blue tied by LLOYD AGENZIE /
SALONICHIO / 22.9 cds, Austrian Lloyd arrival bs, fine and scarce; cert. Galinos (2000).

400 - 500

Local Issues
Cavalla
30141

H / View the image/s online
1913 10l on 10c used, very fine (Hellas €550).

2

50 - 80

30142

H / View the image/s online
1913 1D on 30c with inverted surcharge, used, very fine (Hellas €450).

10a

50 - 80

F / 44
1823 Entire handwritten “Con Cap” and given to an authority somewhere in Rommeli or Morea (lilacbrown oval cachet), then forwarded to the Ionian Island with arrival 31.12.1823, green “ISOLE JONIE”
(Vl. 1), a small black seal alongside probably the private seal of the sender; the only known item with
the cachet of a Greek Authority; very fine and rare.

800 - 1’000

Ionian Islands
30143

New Territories Post Offices
30144

F / 44
CASTELLORIZO: 1920 Registered envelope to Paris, franked “OF CASTELLORIZO” hs on France
Sower 25c and Merson 50c, both neatly tied by large “CASTELLORIZO / CORPS OCCUPATION”
cachet in violet with anchor, very fine and extremely rare; cert. Behr (1995) & Ceremuga (2004).

800 - 1’000

Note: Only 500 printed of the Sower 25c and only 200 printed of the Merson 50c .

Italian States
Lombardy Venetia
30145

F / 44
Sassone 37, 44
1864 (Nov 6) Envelope from Mantua to France, with 1863 3s perf.14 (2) and 10s perf. 9 1/2 tied by
Mantova cds, underpaid with “BOLLO / INSUFFICENTE” at left and ms charge, with French “Autriche”
entry and Paris arrival bs, fine and attractive franking.

200 - 300

30146

/ 44
1837 Cumulative postage due label “Dal Piemonte/Per Napoli/Lettere-grammi/Stampe-fogli” for mail
originating from Piedmont to Naplesindicating the weight of the letters or the name of pages of printed
matter shipments, with in manuscript “400” grams and “86” pages, including 83 single rates at 20c
each, for a total of 5 scudi 78 bajocchi; one of just two items recorded; cert. Chiavarello (1982).

200 - 300

30147

F / 44
Sassone 4
1858, 1gr rose-carmine, pl. II, vertical strip of four of great freshness and well margined, on 20.2.1861
registered cover from Ariano to Naples, tied by “Annullato” ‘a svollazzo’ (Sassone p. 12) with Ariano
cds at right, “Assicurata” straight line below and red arrival cds on back; a delightful-quality example;
signed A. and Enzo Diena, A. Bolaffi and Chiavarello.

300 - 500

Naples
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30148

HG
Sassone 17a, 19a
1861, Neapolitan Provinces, choice group of 14 used stamps, the great majority on piece, including 1/2t
single, 5gr in two pairs (one vertical in scarce lilac shade), 10gr tied by red “Sicilia” straight-line, scarce
20gr postal forgery (F11), etc, with the majority signed by renowned Italian experts; in generally very fine
condition and a very appealing assembly.

500 - 800

30149

F
Sassone 17a, 19a
1861, 1/2t light green-yellow, four well margined examples, and 1gr dark grey, on 16.10.1861 entire
letter from Morcone to Naples, tied on dispatch by three strikes of Morcone cds, repeated below,
“Napoli” backstamp on arrival; a very rare combination franking to pay the internal 2 grana rate; cert
Bottacchi (2022), signed Enzo Diena and Chiavarello; (Sassone: listed but unpriced for its rarity).

700 - 1’200

30150

H
Sassone 18a
1861, 50gr grey-pearl, a used example leaving the design quite clean, very good margins, tiny closed
tear at left but confined to the margin, very fine appearance, a very rare stamp used; cert. G. Oliva
(1958).

300 - 500
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30151

F / 48
Sassone 19a
1861, 1gr dark grey, good even margins all around, tied by “Napoli” cds on jurisprudence brochure
“Giurisprudenza sui Dritti di Registro, Bollo, Ipoteca, ec. ec.” sent on 5 April 1862 from Naples to
Potenza, with receiving cds on reverse; a very rare document carried at double printed matter rate;
cert Bottacchi (2022).

500 - 1’000

Papal States
30152

F / 48
Sassone 1A
1851, 1baj greyish violet, two pairs and strip of four on 1.2.1867 cover from Castelnuovo di Porto to
Rome, tied by dispatch cds’s with receiving cds on reverse; one pair at right torn at right as it was
applied overlapping the edge of the cover which was originally shorter on that side as it was folded
differently, the other with slight wrinkle in corner not affecting the designs and mentioned for accuracy;
a rare multiple franking to pay the single rate; signed A. Diena (per esteso).

300 - 500

30153

F / 48
Sassone 6, 7
1852, 5b light rose single and 6b pair and strip of three, on envelope (opened for display) from Genzano
to Pernambuco (Brazil), all tied by segmented lozenges with “Genzano” Italic hs alongside, indistinct
cds at top right, red French entry cds in centre and Rome transit on back; the pair and single applied
overlapping the lower edge of the cover and strongly creased, soiling and edge faults, nevertheless a
very rare destination.

200 - 300

30154

DFE / 48
Sassone 9
1852, 9baj white, vertical half used as 4 bajocchi to pay the single rate on cover front from Cesena to
Ancona, tied by barred lozenge with “Cesena” straight line at right, very fine and rare; cert. Bottacchi
(2022), signed Em. and A. Diena (per esteso) and Vaccari.

400 - 700

30155

F
Sassone 10, 7
1852 50b blue, showing the design complete, barely touching at base, clear to large margins in other
respects, together with 6b greenish grey, complete to large margins, both tied by Papal grid cancel on
cover (three back flaps missing) from Rome to Mahè (Seychelles), with dispatch cds at right on 3 July
1865, with framed “P.P.” hs and prepaying the double rate up to 15 grams to destination, conveyed
by sea to Marseilles and then embarked on board a French packet to Alexandria, carried overland to
Suez, where a Ligne Suez-La Reunion French packet completed the last portion of the journey, with
illegible octagonal ds of Marseilles denoting maritime carriage through the Indian Ocean; one of just
two covers recorded, originating from all Italian States, addressed to the Seychelles (both from
the Papal States, bearing the 50 bajocchi and each being unique with involvement of either French or
British packets -in this case French-); signed Colla, A. Bolaffi, Sorani, Oliva, R. Diena; cert. Bolaffi (2006).

2’500 - 4’000
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30151

30153

30154

30158

30167
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30156

DCE
Sassone 10a
1852, 50b light blue, ample even margins all around very fresh unused without gum, extremely fine;
cert. G. Oliva (1959).

300 - 500

The Largest Multiple Known of the Valuable 1868 3C. Grey-Rose

Illustration from the 1978 exhibition
catalogue "I Primi Francobolli a Roma".
Showing the original sheet from wich this
blocks originates before it was splits up

30157

CC
Sassone 23
1868 3c grey rose, the extraordinary block of 16 (4x4), including four vertical and four horizontal
interpanneau pairs, very fresh and outstandingly preserving its full original gum, except for a small
paper adherence impinging on one stamp and a tiny part of an adjoining one, with one horizontal pair
having few separated perforations between the two adhesives in lower center of the block (with three
or four perforations being also opened in other place), -mentioned for accuracy only and as usually
encountered in multiples in this issue when possessing gum and consequently being fragile-, natural
horizontal light crease in the lower row already present before the printing of the stamp (the ink of the
impression goes partly through the uneven surface) and of no significance, fingerprint spot at top left
corner, as a whole being outstandingly fine. As far as we can say, the largest multiple recorded of
this very difficult stamp, of which only one sheet survived, being the second most valuable single
issued stamp in the Papal States and one of the charismatic stamps for its rarity in the Italian
States, and in addition a key positional block; cert. Bolaffi (2008); Sassone €450’000 just for 12
stamps with interpanneau and without counting other stamps, or also €500’000 for four blocks of four
but without considering the valuable interpanneaus.

20’000 - 25’000

Note: See the book of the philatelic exhibition held in Palazzo Braschi in Rome “I Primi Francobolli a Roma”,
on 9-14 May 1978 -its organising committee was formed by distinguished philatelists such as G. Bizzarri, G.
Craveri, Enzo Diena or R. Mondolfo-. This item is illustrated on page 167 (before it had been separated from
the complete sheet) in one of the colour plates dedicated to “Rarità di Prima Grandezza” (rarities of the first
degree). This block of 16 is located in the centre of the sheet, and is the only multiple available to show
the crossing of the vertical and horizontal interpanneau (“interspazi di gruppo”), this being the most
prestigious and valuable location in the sheet. (To be noted the single perforation in the interpanneau
space between panes, in contrast to the other few multiples known which possess double perforation).
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30158

F / 48
1858 (Sept 21) Stampless cover from Rome endorsed “Del Muro General” to Rio de Janeiro, with “Roma”
cds in black, Marseilles French en try in red (26.9) and “London/Paid” cds (27.9) also in red, manuscript
notation of the postal clerk in Brazil to confirm that the letter was addressed to the Monastery of Santo
Antônio in Rio, and blue sender’s cachet at top left; a very rare transatlantic mail and destination.

250 - 500

Parma

30159
30160

30159

DCE
Sassone 18a
1859, 80c orange, unused without gum, outstanding margins and strong colour, extremely fine; cert. A.
Diena (1956) and signed Em. Diena; Sassone €6’600.

200 - 400

CJ
Sassone 8
1859, 2gr light blue, plate III, a reconstructed block of nine made up fo irregular block of five in the
shape of an inverted “L”, pos. 4-6 / 16 / 26, horizontal pair, pos. 14-16, and two singles from pos. 25 &
26, all well margined, with original gum and signed by G. Oliva; very fresh and fine.

200 - 400

F
Sassone 1a, 6
1851, 1q black on lightly bluish, two well margined vertical pairs with just one slightly touched in small place
at left, the other torn during the application, both on reverse of 15.8.1854 entire letter from San Piero a
Sieve to Austria, on front additionally franked with 4cr green on greyish pair, only this tied by dispatch cds’s
also cancelled by small and light pen strokes (fraudulently reused?), just cut a bit into at left, otherwise
good margins, sent “fermo posta” using the hold mail service on arrival at Vienna, then redirected inland to
Castle Friedan in St. Pölten, previously tying, with Vienna cds’s, the 1q stamps which remained uncancelled
on departure on reverse, and “3kr” kreuzer charged on delivery in ms; the only cover recorded with this
exceptional franking; cert. Bottacchi (2022), signed Enzo Diena and Chiavarello.

2’500 - 4’000

Sicily
30160

Tuscany

30161
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30162

C
Sassone 4a
1851, 1cr deep carmine on bluish, mint with original gum, just touched at top, otherwise full to very large
margins and thus in much better condition than usually encountered; cert. A. Diena (1956); Sassone
€20’000.

800 - 1’600

30163

F
Sassone 4f
1851, 1cr brown-carmine on greyish, horizontal strip of six, on 23 May 1857 entire letter from Pienza to
Viterbo (Papal Sates), tied by cds’s on dispatch and cancelled by framed “PD” at left, redirected from
Viterbo to Rome, where the strikes of the elusive “Tassa/Rettificata” two-line hs (rectified tax) were
applied in red, with corresponding cds of Rome on back in the same colour, together with black Viterbo
cds, and charged “3” bajocchi on receipt in manuscript on part of the strip; the only 1851 1 crazia
strip of six on cover, and probably a unique combination of the rectified tax Pontifical marking on
Tuscany stamps, in an exceptional quality making it a most desirable exhibition piece, being visually
striking also due to its extraordinary freshness; cert. G. Oliva (1958), signed A. Diena; (Unlisted the strip
of six on cover in the Sassone catalogue).

3’500 - 5’000

30164

C
Sassone 13a
1857, 2cr greyish blue, a splendid single with clear to predominantly enormous margins with part frame
lines of four adjoining stamps, mint with original gum, a premium quality example belonging to the finest
known in unused condition; cert. G. Oliva (1958); Sassone €7’500.

400 - 700

30165

C
Sassone 14
1857, 4cr green, just touched at left, otherwise full to wide margins, rich colour and impression, mint
with full original gum and lightly hined, a very rare stamp in this fresh condition and this gum; signed G.
Oliva, cert. Roumet (1981).

500 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30162

30164

30165

Note: The distance between Pienza and Viterbo (Lazio, Papal States) was 81 kms, so the single rate to be
paid should have been 4 crazie for the distance between 75 and 150 km. We can not give an explanation
for the 6 crazie posatge paid, as the double rate would have been 8 crazie, but it was dispatched
with this franking erroneously applied. The rectified tax handstamp on arrival may have referred to an
erroneous postage applied on departure (?). A fascinating postal-history case for further research.
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30166

F
Sassone 10
1859 (Provisional Government Period), 1q nero, two examples with very good margins and parts of
neighbouring frame lines, one just slightly touched at top, paying the printed matter internal rate in
Tuscany on “circolare” from Lucca to Rio Marina (Elba Island), both tied by mute five bar cancel with
“50 Nov 1859/Lucca” matching ds with windvane below; a rare reduced rate during the Provisional
Government period paid with Second-Issue stamps (28.4.1859-1.1.1860); cert. Bottacchi (2022),
signed Enzo Diena and Raybaudi.

1’000 - 1’500

30167

F / 48
Sassone 17, 18
1860, 1c violet-brown, vertical strip of five, and 5c green, on 7.2.1860 single weight cover from Leghorn
to Florence, lightly tied by red dispatch cds’s, two vertical creases which slightly detract as the cover
present pleasantly with well margined stamps for this territory and showing the rare 1c strip of five;
signed Emilio, Alberto and and Enzo Diena; Sassone € 46’200.

500 - 1’000

30168

C
Sassone 18
1860, 5c green, wide balanced margins on all sides, part original gum, very fresh and superb; a very rare
stamp with white margins all around; signed G. Oliva.

1’000 - 1’500

30169

C
Sassone 23
1860 3L ocher-grey, mint example, touched at bottom and top and clearly including part of the frame
line all along the base, clear margins on other two sides, fresh with original gum and slight trace of
hinge usage. A very fine example of this very difficult stamp, of which very few examples are recorded
in sound condition, very desirable as one of the great “aristocrat” stamps of European philately; signed
A. Diena, Oliva and M. Raybaudi (“per esteso”); certs. Enzo Diena (1992) and Bolaffi (1993); Sassone
€525,000.

20’000 - 30’000
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F / 48
Sassone 1g, 12
1862, 10c bistre-orange and 1863; a 15c blue, type I, both neatly tied to cover to Venice by “Ferrara/5
Mar 63” cds, repeated at left with “P.D.” alongside and arrival backstamps; a superb-quality example of
this scarce mixed franking on cover addressed to the Austrian Empire; Zanaria €4’500.

200 - 300

Italy
Regno d’Italia
30170

30171

30172

30171

CCCJ
Sassone T20
1863, 40c rose, Torino printing, block of four, deep bright shade and neat impression, mint original gum
(one stamp never hinged), “discretta centratura” (fine-very fine centring); a very rare multiple; cert. Oliva
(1958), signed Emilio Diena.

1’500 - 3’000

30172

CCJ
Sassone 35
1878, 2c on 5,00 brown-carmine, unmounted block of four with o.g., usual centring for this stamp, very
fine and scarce.

250 - 400

30173

P
Sassone 128-130 Proof
1922, Giuseppe Mazzini, 25c brown red, 40c violet brown and 80c blue, three imperforate proofs
affixed to card and signed by the artist Alfredo Blasi in Rome on 20.9.1922, the first day of issue, with
manuscript text stating these to be the first proofs which were given as a gift by the engraver Blasi,
unique; signed A. Diena and A. Bolaffi.

600 - 1’000
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30174

P
1945-48 ‘Democratica’ photographic proofs, eleven different individually mounted on perforated
background, numbered and mounted on card, very fine.

700 - 1’000

30175

CCCJ
Sassone 25+25a
1930, “Crociera Atlantica Italia-Brasile”, 7,70L sky blue and grey, block of nine featuring “seven stars
instead of six” in centre from pos. 22, sheet margin at left, original gum, except for two stamps being
n.h. including the variety; very fine and rare; signed G. Oliva.

1’000 - 1’500
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30176

CC
Sassone 51+52/51T+52T
1933, “Crociera Nord Atlantica”, the set of two complete sheets comprising the 40 “Trittici” with full
original gum, folded along horizontal perforation in centre, not detracting; uncommon in this very fine
quality; signed Champion.

2’000 - 3’000

30177

S
Sassone 51A
1933, 5,25L + 44,75L green, red and lilac, “I-BALB”, “Saggio” overprint, mint o.g., some opened
perforations at right, otherwise very fine; cert. A. Diena (1962); unpriced in Sassone.

150 - 300
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30178

C
Sassone 1
Airmail Officials, 1933, 5,25L + 44,75L green, red and lilac, “Trittico” with sheet margin at left, mint o.g.,
very lightly hinged, fresh and very fine; cert. G. Oliva (1958).

200 - 400

30179

C
Sassone 1
Airmail Officials, 1933, 5,25L + 44,75L green, red and lilac, “Trittico” showing lower right sheet corner
margins, very lightly hinged with o.g., very fine and fresh; signed G. Oliva.

200 - 400

30180

C
Sassone 1
Airmail Officials, 1933, 5,25L + 44,75L green, red and lilac, “Trittico” showing lower right sheet corner
margins, centred to the top, hinged with o.g., fresh and fine; cert. G. Oliva (1958).

150 - 250

30181

CC
Airmail Officials, 1934 10L slate, a very fine example with sheet margin at base, n.h.

Sassone 2

150 - 200

F / 64
Sassone 25
1930, Crociera Atlantica Italia-Brasile, 7,70 l. celeste e grigio con “Imperiale 1,25 l. su aerogramma da
Roma a Rio de Janeiro, annullati con il bollo meccanico della Crociera, con a lato doppio cerchio di Rio
de Janeiro e le firme di 18 piloti. Firmata G. ed A. Bolaffi.

400 - 500

Posta Aerea
30182
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Estimate (€)

30183

F / View the image/s online
Sassone (Espresso) 20/III
1944, soprastampa “G.N.R.” Tiratura di Brescia. Raccomandata espresso del 19.5 da Milano a Treviglio,
con affrancatura composta da valori di posta ordinaria di 10 c., 15 c., 25 c., 30 c., 50 c., propaganda
di guerra 50 c. e 1,25 l. per espresso, per un totale di 3,05 lire (in eccesso di 5 c.); transito ed arrivo al
verso. Uso raro del valore espresso su lettera.

150 - 200

30184

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 507
1944, due lettere dalla Germania trasportate con valigia diplomatica e poi viaggiate per posta ordinaria,
in giugno e settembre, una dal Servizio Assistenza Internazionale del Ministero degli Affari Esteri
con timbro RSI al verso, poi impostata a Verona con un francobollo da 50 c.; l’altra reca il timbro del
Consolato a Breslavia (Breslau), con poi applicato timbro di franchigia del Ministero degli Affari esteri e
timbro a data. Usi molto rari di valigia diplomatica dall’estero durante la RSI.

100 - 150

30185

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 472, 475, P.A. 121
1944, soprastampa “G.N.R.” di Verona. Raccomandata del 20.6 da Brescia per Cremona, affrancata
con 15 c., tre esemplari, 30 c. e 1 l. di posta aerea. Cert. Raybaudi (1990).

150 - 200

30186

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 508
1945, biglietto postale da 25 c. del 25.5 da Contardo per Milano, con affr. aggiuntiva da 75 c.;
soprastampe RSI non ritenute valide dall’ufficio di Contardo, e segna l’affrancatura con matita blu e la
rende inutilizzabile con il bollo “Annullato”, con “T” di tassa a lato, che fu invece cancellata a Milano,
dove l’affrancatura venne invece tollerata.

150 - 200

30187

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 504, 509, 513
1945, cartolina (fori d’archivio) da Vicenza a Milano e lettera da Padova a Piacenza, trasportate dalla
Banca Commerciale Italiana con il timbro corrispondente.

100 - 150

30188

F / View the image/s online
1943-45, interessante gruppo di otto lettere, compresi rara lettera fermo posta da Verona a Venezia
e poi rispedita a Trieste, busta “telegramma espresso” con annullo della Posta Civile 370, 25 c.
“Propaganda” sopr. GNR su lettera firmata da Sorani e Sirotti, tre lettere da Roma “Al Mittente” prima
della liberazione, di cui una spedita un anno dopo dopo essere stata bloccata a Roma, cartolina con
timbro di Consorzio di Mantova, ed intero da 30 c.al mittente per servizio sospeso con la Sardegna.

200 - 300

30189

F / View the image/s online
1944-45, lotto composto da 20 lettere ed interi postali viaggiati e di origine apparentemente non
filatelica, comprendente posta restituita al mittente poco dopo l’8 settembre, esempi di validità di valori
non soprastampati con l’effigie del re, soprastampe “G.N.R.” di Verona e Brescia anche su due interi
postali, destinazioni per l’Ungheria (raro espresso) e la Romania, intero “Mazzini” per prigioniero in
Inghilterra, affrancature di emergenza, posta restituita al mittente perché diretta in zona prossima al
fronte, ecc; nel lotto sono inclusi due certificati. Molto interessante.

1’000 - 1’500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Repubblica Sociale Italiana

La Repubblica Partigiana dell’Ossola
30190

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 2d, 4
1944-45, tre pezzi, comprendente una busta della Delegazione di Domodossola della C.R.I. del
6.9.44 per Ginevra, partita quando già erano iniziate le operazioni partigiane; “Bollettino Quotidiano di
Informazioni” del 19.9.44, con informazioni di carattere militare, civile e politico, molto raro; e circolare
del 6.9.45, con timbro del C.L.N., per organizzare a Domodossola la prima mostra sulla Repubblica
Partigiana dell’Ossola. Gruppo molto raro.

150 - 200

Regno del Sud
30191

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 7
1945, lettera del 14.2 da Roma per New Delhi (India), e rispedita all’interno, recante cinque P.M. da 50
c. per il porto semplice, giunta a destino il 6.5 e con censura inglese. Destinazione rara.

100 - 150

30192

F / View the image/s online
1943-45, “La Posta nel Territorio Metropolitano”: Lotto composto da 14 lettere ed interi postali montati
su fogli d’esposizione, inclusi espresso del sett.-43 recapitata il 17.5.44 per causa del blocco della
posta nella Provincia di Napoli, un primo giorno di ripristino del servizio (8.1.44), corrispondenza
bloccata durante quasi nove mesi tra Foggia e Bari, “Lupa” prima e seconda tiratura, ecc.

300 - 400
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30193

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 5
1898, busta prestampata al verso “R. Commissariato Civile/Assab” del 5 luglio per Sabbio Chiese,
affrancata con un 20 c. del 1893, annullato con bollo a sbarre “Assab/Eritrea” (tipo 6), ripetuto a lato.

100 - 150

30194

F
1917 Registered envelope from Asmara to Philadelphia (USA), returned to Asmara with cancellation of
arrival and sent again, an interesting and uncommon use.

160 - 200

30195

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 11, 15, 26
1936-37, tre bollettini pacchi dall’Italia per Asmara, recanti al verso tre affrancature multiple di un
singolo valore pacchi dell’Eritrea, inclusi 1917-24 20 c. (4) e 2 l. (4), e 1927-37 60 c. (12). Da esaminare.

300 - 400

30196

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 209, P.A. 18
1937, lettera del 23.9 da Addis Abeba per Mogliano Veneto, affrancata con 1 l. ed un 50 c. di posta
aerea, con a lato grande timbro circolare in legno “Impresa-S. Parisi/Servizi-Celeri/IV PEP” (p. 12).
Questo timbro fu applicato per contrassegnare l’incasso del porto dell’impresa corrieri Parisi, la cui
affidava la corrispondenza a ragazzi indigeni che percorrevano un centinaio di chilometri in giornata
(questo servizio postale privato facilitava la corrispondenza dei cantieri mobili che costruivano le strade
nell’Etiopia). Molto raro. Da esaminare.

150 - 200

30197

GS / 64
1917-1924, Parcel Post, values from 10 to 20 lire in blocks of six on part archival document, clearly
canceled in red with “Poste et Telegraphe / Madagascar / Collection de Berne” stamps, rare UPU
specimen.

300 - 400

30198

CCJ / View the image/s online
Sassone 54/63
1926-29 Libyan Sibyl and 1926-30 Pictorials small group of mint n.h. perf.11 incl. Sibyl 20c block of six
and 40c & 60c in lower marginals strips of four, and Pictorial 10c and 30c in blocks of four, very fine,
plus 1934 postage dues 5c to 20L set of 13 in mint n.h. corner marginal vertical pairs, some with some
toning on reverse otherwise very fine, from the estate of a British Army officer who served in the North
Africa campaign (Sass. €3’980+ for hinged singles).

100 - 150

30199

CCJ
Sassone 15-24, 11
Parcel Post: 1927-37 25c-20L (missing 10c) in mint n.h. blocks with two se-tenant pairs, eight of which
are in corner marginal pairs incl. the 10L, the 30c with some tone spots otherwise very fine and fresh,
plus 1915-24 12L in mint n.h. lower marginal block with two se-tenant pairs, from the estate of a British
Army officer who served in the North Africa campaign (Sass. €5’960ca.+)

150 - 200

30200

CCJ / View the image/s online
Sassone 172/182
1932 Pictorials group of mint n.h. blocks of four of the 25c, 1L25c, 2L, 2L55 & 10L (small adhesion spot),
very fine and fresh (Sass. €1’160 as mint hinged singles).

70 - 100

30201

F / View the image/s online
1948 Refugee Post airmail envelope to Italy from Mogadishu with 22 JA 48 cds on obverse along with
“SERVICE DES POSTES” s/l hs and Anti-Italian Riot triangular blue cachet, very fine.

100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Italian Colonies and Possessions
Eritrea

Libya

Somalia
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30202

CC
Sassone 8
1940, Express 1,25L on 30pa, perf. 14, mint n.h., extremely fine and outstandingly fresh, rare so fine;
signed G. Oliva.

150 - 300

30203

CCJ
Sassone 7-12
1926, Money Order Postage Dues, 20c to 3L, complete set of six in never hinged blocks of four, usual
to very good centring, some perfs. opened at base in the 2L, very fresh and scarce in this premium
condition.

200 - 400

30204

CCJ / View the image/s online
Sassone 39
Parcel Post: 1926 10L brown-lilac part sheet of 30 with complete margins on 3 sides, mint n.h., few light
creases (Sass. €12’000+).

360 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30202
30203

Posta Militare
Guerra d’Etiopia
30205

F / View the image/s online
1936, insieme di dieci pezzi comprendente un raro vaglia intero, raccomandata ricuperata dall’Idrovolante
I-Rodi, affrancature interessanti incluse mista Italia-Eritrea e commemorativi italiani, posta interna tra
militari nell’A.O.I. e rispedita a Milano perché destinatario irreperibile, ecc.

200 - 300

Seconda Guerra Mondiale
30206

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 253, 258
1942, involucro di tela di un pacco pesante 8,5 kg. per Forlì, contenente un surrogato, cioccolato e
burro, affrancato con “Imperiale” 1,25 l. (2) e 10 l., annullati con il bollo della P.M. n. 47, assegnato alla
57a Div. “Lombardia” in Slovenia, con a destra talloncino per pacco e timbro lineare corrispondente
dell’ufficio di partenza. Uso rarissimo del 10 lire nella posta militare (non catalogato da Marchese).

150 - 200

30207

F / View the image/s online
1943, telegramma del 5.2 da Revigliano inviato alla P.M. 69 in Russia, con il bollo “Ufficio Telegrafico Milit/8a
Armata” (Marchese p. 12) localizzato a Gomel in Bielorussia. Documento non comune con un bollo raro.

100 - 150

30208

F / View the image/s online
Posta Militare Fronte Francese: 1939-43, insieme composto da 24 pezzi, con varietà di usi, affrancature,
compresi anche un telegramma, manovre del 1939 ed un bollo ovale “R. Nave/F.R. 22”. Da esaminare.

150 - 200

30209

F / View the image/s online
1940-43, insieme composto da undici lettere, compresi rara fascetta di censura del CAI (Corpo Aereo
Italiano) in Belgio, lettera dallo stesso Corpo con la rara menzione manoscritta “Feldpost” dimostrante
l’inoltro attraverso la posta militare tedesca, bollettino di C/C, tre lettere parlanti del giornale “Ovunque”, e
quattro lettere con segnatasse annullati dalla P.M. incluso un caso raro con varie anomalie ed usi all’estero.

150 - 200

30210

F / View the image/s online
Posta delle banche nei territori occupati attraverso la posta militare: insieme composto da 18 lettere
da banche in paesi occupati o sotto controllo dell’Asse, indirizzate ad enti bancari o di credito in Italia,
quasi tutte affrancate, provenienti da uffici dislocati in Tunisia, Croazia, Albania, Serbia, Montenegro,
Grecia e Francia, inclusi anche raccomandate ed un uso espresso, come pure una lettera dalla Tunisia
di grande formato tassata in arrivo; accluso un articolo di Valter Astolfi sull’argomento. Da esaminare e
di notevole interesse.

200 - 300
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F / View the image/s online
1919, quattro pezzi Terre Redente, comprendente due buste con affrancature miste Trento e TriesteFiume e Regno-Trento e Trieste, con annulli della P.M. 92-A di Pola, una interessante cartolina illustrata
di grande formato con i 14 punti del Presidente Wilson, ed una cartolina affrancata della p.M. 173 di
Portorose.

200 - 300

Italian Occupations WWI
Venezia-Giulia
30211

Italian Occupations WWII
France
30212

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 11
BETASOM Submarine Atlantic Base: 1942-44 Group of six items including one rare incoming
stationer card from Italy, three examples with the “Forze Subacque Italiane nell’Atlantico” cds and
one applied on “Sommergibile nel Bacino Galleggiante” illustrated military postcard, cover with “XI
Gruppo Sommergibile” cds, as well as rare RSI period 50c overprinted on cover from Bordeaux (back
flap missing).

300 - 400

Ionian Islands
30213

CC / View the image/s online
Hellas 67 var
1941 Argostoli ovpt on 1937 issues; 15d in mint nh vertical pair showing double overprint, very fine,
signed Vlastos (Vlastos €700), and two 80l showing both halves of the inverted overprint (not originally
a pair), mint n.h., both signed.

50

Montenegro

30214

CC collection
Sassone 24-27
1942, Governorate, overprint black (Sass. 24/27), series of the four values, gum intact, fresh and very
beautiful, extremely rare. Cert. G. Oliva. (Sassone € 24,000); sold dubject to certification.

1’800 - 2’200

Foreign Occupations of Italian Territories or Under Italian Sovereignty
Anglo-American Occupation of Sicily
30215

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 1, 2
1943, cartolina da 15 c. del 15.9 da Vittoria per città, nel giorno della riapertura del servizio postale
in tale località, affr. con 15 c. (l’unico valore disponibile fino al 17.9) con bordo di foglio recante “LIED
MILI” per la tariffa per distretto; e raro esempio di posta a cavallo tra Regno ed AMGOT, con piego
dell’ottobre 1943 da Linguaglossa inizialmente affr. con “Imperiale” 25 c. per Troina, rispedito senza
nuova affrancatura (secondo la norma) per Petralia Sottana, e di nuovo rispedita a Linguaglossa, questa
volta con un “Amgot” da 25 c. in quanto, nel frattempo, non sono più validi quelli italiani. Non filateliche
e molto interessante.

200 - 300

30216

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 1 + (Regno) 243, 245, 248
1944, intero postale da 15 c. del 2.12 da Nicosia Sicula per Roma, affr. addizionalmente con “Imperiale”
5 c., 10 c. e 25 c. in mista con AMGOT 15 c. quando ormai era fuori corso. Si evidenza che il mittente
non disponeva di un altro francobollo da 5 c. per formare la tariffa da 60 c. ed ha così usato il valore
AMGOT da 15 c., anche se comportava un eccesso di 10 c.

100 - 150
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30217

F / View the image/s online
1944, gruppo composto da quattro pezzi, compresi cartolina con due 15 c. da Catania per Taranto (uno
annullato dalla censura), due lettere per N.Y., di cui una affr. con 50 c. ed 1 l. (2), l’altra con 50 c. in mista
con Regno 25 c. (8) con nastro adesivo trasparente della censura, e cartolina da 30 c.del 26.8.44 da
Acireale per Roma (valore accettato anche se non sarà valido fino all’1.9). Da esaminare.

200 - 300

30218

No lot.

30219

No lot.

30220

No lot.

Missions, Post Offices and Postal History Abroad
Morocco
30221

F / View the image/s online
1941 Group of five covers relating to the Italian Armistice Commission - Delegation in Morocco,
including picture postcard of Oudja, franked with French-Morocco 5c green tied by cds of the same
town, and a Casablanca postcard sent to Genoa with purple circular armistice cachet and the scarce
“Corrispondenza di Connazionali...” four-line handstamp in red (Astolfi type C1, p. 8) denoting single
taxation, an interesting and very scarce selection.

200 - 300

GF
Civilian P.O. in Adalia: 1922-25 Rare group of four covers/cards and three fragments, including two
travelled bearing the two types of cds’s used in Adalia, and a 1925 from the Italian Consulate in Adalia
carried by diplomatic bag to Rhodes, where it was posted and franked.

240 - 300

F / View the image/s online
1917-20 Group of seven items including mail from the Italian attaché to the Prefecture of Argirocastro
(Gjirokastër) carried by diplomatic pouch, military mail with “Ufficio Staccato/Intendenza Speciale”
cachet, “Comando Distaccamento R. M./Porto Palermo” circle, two postcards from the American Red
Cross Hospital in South Albania, with Italian Red Cross postage-free postmark, Italian Valona (Vlora)
cds, etc, as well as four view postcards.

100 - 150

Anatolia
30222

Albania
30223

Repubblica

30224

30225

30224

CCJ
Sassone 85
1954, Parcel Post, 1,000 Lire blue “Cavallino”, perf. 13 1/4 “a pettine”, a splendid block of four with
sheet margin at base, outstandingly well centred, full o.g.; extremely fine and rare in this quality.

2’000 - 4’000

30225

CC
Sassone 1836a
1988, National Soccer Championships, ‘’Milan Blue’’, 650L multicolored with yellow omitted, top sheet
margin example with emblem, background of the text as well as marginal control inscription in blue
instead of green; cert. Dr. H. Avi certificate.

500 - 700
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F / 64
1934 (Nov 9) Envelope sent by Zeppelin airmail from Vatican City to Mogadishu, franked with Vatican
1933 5c, 10c and 1L, as well as the Provisional 40c on 80c, tied by Vatican City cds, with the Rome
special air mail hs in black and the flight handstamp in red, arrival cds to the back dated Nov 11, a very
fine example of this special flight which commemorated the King’s visit to Somalia; cert. Enzo Diena
(1988).

200 - 300

Vaticano
30226

Luxembourg

30227

HJ
Michel 1d; Soluphil 1f
1852-59, 10c grey-black, horizontal block of eight, cancelled by nine-bar oval handstamp, just touched
at left, otherwise full to ample margins, small slight repair between the upper and lower stamps in
vertical pair at left not impinging on the design and vertical crease (with small paper breaks) between the
two blocks of four and passing along frame line of the left block, with the right block of four preserved in
good condition; the largest multiple recorded of the “Number One” of Luxembourg; cert. Demuth
(1985); ex Del Puente and Houser.

4’000 - 6’000

30228

F / 64
Michel 1d; Soluphil 1f
1852-59, 10c grey-black, used on cover from Weiswampach to Diekirch, tied by three-concentric
ring cancel with dot in centre, with accompanying strike of “Weiswampach/26 Juin 57” cds adjacent,
showing rare circled “AY” postmark at top left denoting that the letter originates from a rural mailbox
in the area of Weiswampach, backstamped on arrival; a very rare rural usage from this locality; signed
Fiecchi.

700 - 1’000

30229

H
Michel 2e; Soluphil 2g
1852-59, 1sgr flesh, strip of five, good impression, clear to to mainly ample balanced margins, showing
three strikes of eight-bar oval handstamp of Echternach; a very rare multiple of delightful freshness and
cleanness; cert. Demuth (1985); ex Del Puente and Houser.

2’000 - 3’000

The currency of the auction is the Euro.
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30230

F
Michel 2ec; Soluphil 2d
1852-59, 1sgr brown-red, well margined vertical pair and single with each showing part of frame line
of neighbouring stamp and tied by nine-bar oval handstamp on 13 May 1854 cover from Luxembourg
to Gotha (Germany), dispatch cds at base, the single stamp being additionally tied by framed “PD” (a
very rare usage on the stamp on cover), reverse showing Trier, Neunkirchen and Gotha ds; carried at
single rate for the third German distance corresponding to destinations 30 miles beyond the border;
cert. Demuth (1981); ex Seligson (Grand Prix), Del Puente and Houser.

1’000 - 1’500

Montenegro
30231

CC / View the image/s online
1921 Stamp issues of Gaeta set of twelve definitive values mint n.h., and set of seven postage dues
mint n.h., very fine examples.

80 - 100

30232

CCC / View the image/s online
S.G. R50-R60
1945 Set of eleven Montenegro Italian occupation surcharge overprint vertical pairs, 1l on 10c to 20l on
20l, mint n.h. (the 10l on 10c and 2l on 25c have slight gum disturbance), attractive and very fine set.

400 - 500

30233

C / View the image/s online
S.G. R50-R60
1945 Set of eleven Montenegro Italian occupation surcharge overprints, 1l on 10c to 20l on 20l, mint,
very fine.

150 - 200

Netherlands
Netherlands Colonies
Netherlands Antilles
30234

F / 64
1788-1790, Group of three entires all sent from St. Martin to Thomas Waite in Berwick, England, 1788
with ms “6” rate and “LANCASTER” entry hs (cover faults with small portions of contents missing), 1791
(Nov 26) entire with ms “7” rate, faint “LANCASTER” and “SHIP” hs, 1790 (Aug 1) entire from St. Martin
to England, with ms “1/6” rate, endorsed on backflap “Care of Capt Wm Bradley, Lancaster”, with
“LANCASTER” hs on obverse, plus a 1790 return letter from Berwick to St. Martin referencing being
carried by Capt. Bradley by the Rebecca, a rare group of mail from St. Martin.

1’000 - 1’500

F / 64
1848 (Jun 27) Wrapper from Paramaribo to the Netherlands, with 23mm Paramaribo circular despatch
ds, rated “60”and carried by Dutch ship with “Zee Brief” transit adjacent, reverse with Middelburg
arrival, very fine.

400 - 500

Surinam
30235
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30197
30182

30228
30226

30234ex

30237
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30235

30238

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30236

C
Facit 2-5
1856-57, Oscar I, 2sk to 8sk set of four mint with original gum, the 2sk with so light hinge mark that it
looks almost n.h., very fine and fresh.

400 - 800

30237

F / 64
1860 Wrapper to England franked with 1856-57 3sk vertical pair and 8sk tied by Bergen cds, with oval
Zeibrief Rotterdam ds, London “MORE TO PAY” and “BRITISH FOREIGN” hs all in red, and Birmingham
arrival, various rat markings, a few minor blemishes, a very attractive cover and a rare combination of
markings.

750 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Norway

Norwegian Missionary Society in Madagascar
30238

F / 64
1881 (Jan 16) stampless envelope from Norway to Reverend Aas at Morondava, “Norw. miss. on
the Westcoast of Madagascar”, sent care of a forwarding agent in Port Natal, South Africa, sender’s
endorsement at top, very fine and rare; cert. Behr (2019).

1’500 - 2’000

30239

F / 68
1886 (May 4) stampless envelope from Norway to Reverend Aas at Bertel, Morondava, endorsed at top
right by sender and top left by forwarding agent Capt. Wicks, fine; cert. Behr (2019).

1’500 - 2’000

30240

F
1894-95, 5v black, third printing (narrow setting on white paper), in vertical strip of three, cancelled
by ms “Ranomena 1/11 96” on envelope to a French resident Gustav Alby in Antsirabe (who had a
few months earlier taken part in the defence of Antsirabe against an attack by theMenalamba rebels),
paying the parcel rate of 1e5v and probably been attached to a parcel originally, collector’s annotation
at left, a few cover tears of which one affects the strip at top, a unique multiple franking and the most
important item of the Norwegian Missionary Mail, cert. Behr (2011). Illustrated in “Norsk Misjonspost
I Madagaskars Innland, 1867-1897”, by Karl Sanne, 1989.

50’000 - 60’000
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30241

F
Michel 2, 4
1853, 100r lilac mauve, strong colour and large margins all around, and 25r blue, die II, mostly large
margins, just touched at bottom left, both used on 12.9.1855 entire letter from Lisbon to La Chaux-deFonds (Switzerland), endorsed “Via Madrid y Bayonne”, each neatly tied by “1” numeral of Lisbon, with
manuscript charge paid by the addressee on receipt, with Basel and receiving cds’s on reverse; the 125
réis franking was just paying the domestic rate up to 1 3/8 ounces weight; the vastly superior quality
example of only three such first-issue combination frankings recorded on cover, with the added
significance of this being unique addressed to a foreign destination; ex “Cascais” collection.

25’000 - 30’000

30242

H
Michel 3b
1853 50R Blue-Green used with fine to large margins and neat “52” numeral, very fine; cert. Bühler;
signed Kretzschmar (Mi. €2’400).

600 - 700

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Portugal

Portuguese Colonies
Portuguese India
30243

F / 68
1858 (Oct 18) Folded letter to Arraiolos/Portugal, registered at Pangim “N. 21 18/10 58” in ms. with
boxed red “Goa/P.P.” alongside, endorsed “via de Suez” by the overland route with boxed “POR
ALEXANDRIA”, rate mark “120”, transit Lisbon of 12 Dec 1858.
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200 - 300

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30244

F / 68
1821 Folded entire from Smyrna, Turkey, to Venice, Austria with very rare red disinfection seal
“K.K.SCHUPP CONTUMAZAMT” (SCHUPPANEK DISINFECTION CENTRE), the office being just
north of Alt-Orsova on the Hungarian border (today in Romania). In 1821-1822 the normal postal
route through the Wallachia was disrupted because of the national uprising to evict the predominantly
Greek administration imposed by the Turkish government. This caused Austrian mail to be rerouted via
the Cerna valley and the subsequent disinfection of post took place in Schuppanek (Julpalnic). This
disinfection centre was open less than 1 year. Extremely rare disinfected mail of Schuppanek in
modern-day Romania.

1’000 - 1’500

30245

F / View the image/s online
1857 Cover to Bucharest struck with a clear impression of the “Braila / Mar 18” two line Cyrillic postmark
(PV53), and 1861 cover to Bucharest struck with a good impression of the “Braila / Apr 19” two-line
ds, very fine duo.

140 - 180

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Romania
Postal History

1858 (1st Nov.) - 1861 Moldavia - Handstruck at Jassy - Imperforate

30246

F
Mi 6 xa
1859 (Feb 9) Wrapper from Ismail to Jassy franked with an extraordinarily wide margin 40 par blue on
opaque bluish paper, very fine and exceptionally rare this large, cancelled by a prephilatelic “Franco”
hs in Cyrillic (Dragomir PM52) which belongs to the rarest cancellations on Romanian stamps; they are
known on 1858 issues of Moldavia; this is the only cover we have recorded offered at auction in the
past 25 years cancelled by this hs; cert. Gmach (2021).

6’000 - 12’000

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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30239

30243

30271

30244

30272
30252

30274
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30275

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page
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30247

F
Mi 7 ay
1858 (June 9) Registered letter sent from Berland to Jassy franked with a very fine 80 par brick-red
with good to very large margins, strong colour, tied by superb upright “Franco Berland” cancellation on
attractive and extremely fresh entire with the registered hs “Recpisse” in blue to front; a rare cover in
this outstanding condition; cert. Gmach (2021).

1’200 - 2’400

30248

No lot.

United Principalities 1862-1864
30249

HG / 76
Mi 9 I x
1862 Two examples of the 6 par red including a large piece sent from Jassy to Burcuresci with horizontal
strip of three in an incredible orange-red (very bright shade) and a green Jassy pmk, comes with a very
fine single in the dark brick-red shade, a scarce duo.

800 - 1’500

30251
30250

30250

G
Mi 9 I x a
1862 Small piece bearing 6 par brownish-red on medium brownish paper, good to huge four margins,
very fine impression, cancelled by “Franco Jassy” cancel in blue, with crisp strike of the “Jassy
Moldavia” cds in blue below; signed Heimbüchler.

100 - 200

30251

H
Mi 9 I xa
1862, 6 par red, large margins, cancelled by a blue double circular “Plasa De Sus Dist. Neamtu” with a
manuscript date “22.8” inserted into the center, a guaranteed genuine strike of this rural postmark; the
stamp seems to have been used outside of its validity and its cover was probably treated with postage
due; rural cancellations are major rarities on the 1862 issues.

400 - 800
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30252

G / 68
Mi 9 I xa
1862 6 par red, strip of five tied to large piece by an early scroll-type A62 postmark “Braila 12.11” in
black, strong colour, very fresh printing, two stamps touched and one with a mild crease otherwise
good to large margins especially across the base, a rare multiple; signed Pfenninger and Heimbüchler
(Michel €1’400 for singles).

300 - 600

30253

H
Mi 9 I xb
1862, 6 par carmine-red, clear to large margins, cancelled by a “Franco / Botoscheni” postmark which
is extremely rare on the 6 par stamps, has small nick in base although clear of design, probably a
unique example cancelled by this Moldavia cancel and in the scarcer shade; signed Grobe.

300 - 600

30254

H
Mi 9 I z
1862 Selection of six used singles of the 6 par red, in general very fine condition, including a striking
deep cherry red shade single, two scarce “Franco Folticheni” cancellation and scarce exceptionally fine
single cancelled by the unusual “Tekutsch” cds; these six stamps probably represent the largest
assembly ever achieved on this rare issue.

1’000 - 2’000

30255

H
Mi 9 l xa
1862 6 par vermilion on white wove paper, horizontal pair, four good to very large margins, cancelled by
“Franco Jassy” cancel in blue (Kiriac fig. 311) and with “Recepisse” cancellation, with a corner crease
outside of the stamp otherwise very fine and rare; signed; Thier (Mi €560); ex Hoepfner.

200 - 400

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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30256

F
Mi 10 I x
1862 30 par blue on wove paper, two single frankings on two similar envelopes (one with original
contents) from the same correspondence, addressed to ‘Mr. Marculescu’ at the ‘Ministry of Finance
in Bucharest’, each franked with four margin examples tied by a very fine “Predealul” cds in black
(Kiriac fig. 349) dated 29-2 and 28-3 respectively, some ageing and soiling to envelopes as expected;
Predeal is the rarest and highest priced S62 cds in the Heimbüchler handbook and the post office
archives indicate that Predeal was issued with just 295 30par stamps; no more than four covers are
believed to exist with this rare postmark; illustrated in Heimbüchler II (pg 114); signed Heimbüchler;
ex Heimbüchler collection pt 1.

6’000 - 12’000

30257

G
Mi 9 l z
1862 Small piece bearing horizontal strip of five 6 par red on laid paper, cancelled by “Franco Jassy”
cancel (Kiriac fig. 311) in black, this stamp on laid paper is very rare and underpriced and it has been
missing in many of the major collections of the past; this strip of five is the largest known multiple,
of which only one other is recorded in the Tomasini / Kunzi collection; signed; A. Diena; cert;
Heimbüchler (Mi €2’750 for five singles); ex Hoepfner.

2’500 - 5’000
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30258

H
Mi 10 I X
1862 30 par blue horizontal pair, just touching top of second stamp otherwise four margins, strong
colour, cancelled by the “Franco / Kahul” M3 postmark; rated “R” by Heimbüchler on the 1858 issue;
belongs to the rare postmarks on the 1862 issue; signed; Zoscsak; cert; Heimbüchler.

500 - 1’000

30259

HG
Mi 10 I x
1864 Amazing album page showing differing Franco hs on the 30 par blue, including the rare ‘Doroehoi’,
‘Huchii’ and ‘Kahul’ and the extremely rare ‘Niamtzu’ with a beautiful very clear strike; signed Dragomir
(no examples known on the 1858 issue according to Heimbüchler), in general very fine condition, we
believe this is the first time that such an outstanding selection containing a strike of ‘Niamtzu’
has been offered complete.

1’500 - 3’000

30260

G
Mi 10 I X
1862 Two 30 par blue two horizontal pairs, four large margins, vivid colour, cancelled by the “Franco /
Doroehoi” hs which belongs to the rare postmarks on the 1862 issue; it is rated “R” by Heimbüchler on
the 1858 issue and these are two delightful strikes; one has cert; Heimbüchler.

500 - 1’000

30261

DFE / View the image/s online
Mi 10 I x
1864 Album page comprising two cover fronts bearing 30 par blues, one in a deep shade just touching
base otherwise very large margins, the other cut to shape with clear margins in a lighter shade, a scarce
page.

600 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30259ex

30258

30262

30263

30262

H
Mi 10 I X
1862 Two single 30 par blues, four good to large margins, cancelled by the “Stirbeiu” ‘S62’ cds in blue,
only 3840 stamps were sold of the 1862 issue; this cancellation’s rarity has received the second highest
price for type ‘S62’ cancellations in the Heimbüchler handbook; one has cert; Heimbüchler.

500 - 1’000

30263

H
Mi 10 I Z
1862 30 par blues strip of three, two stamps slightly touched otherwise very fine and attractive multiple,
cancelled by the “Stirbeiu” star type cds in black; one of the major S62 type cancellation rarities; on a
strip of three of the 30 par 1862 it is probably unique.

800 - 1’500
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30264

GDFE / View the image/s online
Mi 10 I z, 10 II
1864 Album page comprising two 30 par blues tied to small pieces and a horizontal pair on cover all
with four margins and tied by the Giurgiu cds, an exceptionally fine page.

250 - 500

30266
30265

30265

G
Mi 10 II
1862-64 Fragment franked with two 30 par blues with vibrant deep colour, cut to shape in places but
with four margins, tied by “Franco / Niamtzu” hs; this postmark belongs to the rarest in existence on
the 1862-64 issue; it is unrecorded according to Heimbüchler on the 1858 issue; signed; Heimbüchler.

2’000 - 4’000

30266

H
Mi 10 Ix
1862, 30 par blue pair, large margins all round, neatly cancelled by a fine strike of the “Franco Bolgrad”
cancel (Type M3); tear in top right margin of right hand stamp, otherwise very fine and one of the rarest
of the M3 type cancels; the M3 type are unrecorded on the 1858 issue according to the Heimbüchler
handbook; fresh and attractive; signed Heimbüchler.

1’000 - 2’000

United Principalities 1864-1865 Prince Cuza

30267

A
Martin Reister essays group of 21, incl. two very rare examples showing parts of the paper watermark of
“LACROIX FRÈRES” or “L-J”, in a range of shades and colours, a fantastic lot of these essays.

2’000 - 4’000
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30268

A
Group of the “undocumented” essays, incl. three 2 par essays with bull’s head in the centre of a star on
envelope corner pieces, and three with a rampant lion in the centre in a rectangular frame on gummed
paper, each with embossed design in matching blue, yellow and reddish mauve, very fine and rare
essays. Note: Although their origin remains undocumented, these essays have been considered to
belong to the 1865 Prince Cuza issue for a very long time. They were mentioned in P. Murea’s 1938
philatelic work “Istoricul timbrelor postale românesti 1858-1938”.

800 - 1’200

30270
30269ex

30269

CCCA
1864-66 Essays (unadopted) for proposed Prince Cuza issue, on white wove paper, in red and brown,
single format proofs, imprinted “M.R.F.”, with central vignette showing Crowned Eagle and Posthorn,
beautiful impressions, very fine condition (Cohen fig. 1).

240 - 300

30270

HJ
Mi 12 y
1865 5 par blue on vertically laid paper in used block of four, good to very large margins, neatly
cancelled by Bucharest 27/1 scroll-type double-circle ds, very fine and exceedingly rare multiple as
only one other block of four is known (on a cover), cert. Heimbuchler (2007) which states that by
comparison to contemporary strikes and the state of wear of the cancel, it indicates that this is probably
a contemporary cancellation, ex Comelia (part 2, Dec 2007).

1’000 - 2’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30271

CCCJ / 68
Mi 13 x
1865 20 par pl.II type A, on white wove paper, in mint upper left corner marginal block of 14 plus four
blank spaces which were created after the sheet was enlarged from 192 to 200 subjects, in vivid pale
orange-red shade with fresh gum (12 stamps mint n.h.), pos. 2/2 showing variety cedilla on “C” of
“DECI”, horizontal crease between 1st and 2nd rows just touch one stamp, a superb multiple for the
specialist; signed Heimbüchler (see Heimbüchler p.151).

300 - 500

30272

F / 68
Mi 13 x
1865 Cover bearing superb 20 par red with marginal base, tied by “Dist. Teleorman PL. Tirgului 9/3” with
“Turnu Maburelle” arrival, some soiling otherwise very fine; extremely rare rural postmark.

500 - 1’000

30273

F
Mi 13
1865 (Jan 30) Cover from Bucharest franked with 20 par red tied by rare experimental trial cancellation
of framed network type in black (Kiriac-15R, fig. 362), an exceptionally rare mark in use for just five
weeks, the stamp being an exhibition quality item with the sheet margin at bottom and extraordinarily
large margins; this letter is explicitly mentioned in “Stampilografie Postale” by Kiriac p.94; the finest
cover recorded of this major cancellation rarity and possibly the earliest known use of the Cuza
issue; which was only sent to the Post Offices on January 21st 1865; ex Oddor (1934).

3’000 - 4’000

30274

F / 68
Mi 13 x
1865 (Feb 27) Wrapper sent from Botuschani to Bucuresci franked with a exceptionally fine 20 par red
with good to huge margins, tied by superb strike of the “Botuschani 17-2” cds with the word “Moldavia”
cut away, this type was only in use for six months on the Cuza issue -it is unpriced in the Dragomir
handbook; an absolutely magnificent cancellation of extremely fine exhibition quality; cert. Gmach
(2021).

200 - 500

30275

F / 68
Mi 13 x
1865 (Mar 30) Letter sent from Tirgu Oknel to Jassy franked with a very fine 20 par red with good to
large margins, strong crisp printing with vivid colour, tied by an ideal upright strike of a very rare blue “T.
Oknei Moldova” cds, horizontal filing crease through stamp; this pmk was only in use for five months
on the Prince Cuza issue; we have recorded only two other covers bearing this rare cancellation;
cert. Gmach (2021).

500 - 1’000

30276

F / 76
Mi 13 z
1865 (Aug 25) Return receipt which accompanied a registered letter sent from Bucharest, bearing 186465 20 par tied by crisp black grill cancel, with rare “BUCURESTI / POST. SUCC. No 4” blue doublecircle ds, some light creasing to receipt and stamp, attractive and rare, as the branch P.Os existed in
Bucharest during this period from 1st August 1865 to 22nd February 1866 after which they were closed
with the abdication of Prince Alexander Cuza, less than a handful of such usages are known.

500 - 1’000
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30249ex
30276

30278
30277

30279

30283
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30282

30284

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30277

F / 76
Mi 13 z
1865 (Nov 1) entire sent registered to Bucharest bearing 20 par horizontal pair with sheet margin at right
(left stamp with small crease), tied by rare “RECOMANDAT” blue-green boxed hs, paying the registered
latter rate of the first weight bracket, reverse with Bucuresci ds, apparently sent between the Minister
of the Interior and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, very rare with only a few such known covers with
his cancel.

500 - 1’000

30278

F / 76
Mi 13
1865 (Nov 12) Registered cover sent from Foltitscheni to Bucuresti franked with 20 par red horizontal
pair with marginal base, tied by over inked strike of the “Recomandat” hs in black, with “Foltitscheni
Moldavia 12-11” cds to front: which is by far the latest known date of this postmark; the cds has a bar
above the numeral “12” which may have been inserted as a repair -the cancel showing a high-degree
of wear; stamp defective top left and there is a small tear top left of cover with filing crease and some
soiling, but this is a rarity in combination with the ‘Recomandat’ cancelling the stamps.

300 - 600

30279

F / 76
Mi 13 x
1865 (Dec 28) Cover sent from Pitesot to Bucuresci, franked with very fine good to large margin 20
par red on rare light grey paper, tied by very fine black “Pitesot” cds, slight soiling. exceptionally fine
example; ex Odor collection.

150 - 300

1866-67 Prince Carol I - Coloured Papers

30280

CJ
Mi 14 y
1866 Three album pages comprising unused large multiples of the 1866 2b black on yellow thin paper
including one page with spectacular sheet marginal block of thirty (signed Heimbüchler BPP) with four
margins, another page with a side marginal block of twenty as well as two blocks of nine, all four margin
and a page with two irregular top sheet marginal blocks one eight and the eleven respectively: a great
attempt to reconstruct the four different printing stones of the 2b on thin paper (Mi €3’440 as singles).

1’500 - 3’000
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30285

30288

30289

30286

30296
30292

30300
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30302

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30281

CJ
Mi 14y
1866 2 par black on yellow thin paper, mint block of four from the lower right hand corner of the printing
sheet, probably Stone B, Types 3-6 and 3-6, small thin top, attractive fresh and very fine appearance.

150 - 200

30282

F / 76
Mi 16 x
1866 (Dec 17) Entire letter sent from Oltenita to Bucuresci, franked with very fine large margin 20 par
black on thick rose paper, tied by very fine blue “Oltenita” cds, mild horizontal filing crease, a scarce
postmark, exceptionally fine example; signed Pascanu.

250 - 500

30283

DFE / 76
Mi 16 x
1866 Returned receipt which would have accompanied a registered letter sent from Tirgul-Frumos to
Burcuresci, bearing 20 par black on rose thick paper, very fine four margin example, tied by simple grill
cancellation and with arrival cds to the front, light vertical crease, otherwise very fine on scarce return
receipt.

300 - 600

30284

HGF / 76
Mi 16 y
1866 Album page neatly written up comprising rare postmarks on the 20 par black on rose, including
ten stamps (two on piece) and one large part of cover, a number of the rare Post office’s that sold
less than 3000 stamps, several rarities are present; ‘Falciu’ (only 596 stamps sold), ‘Mihailleni’, ‘Husi’,
‘Cahul’, ‘Tirgul-Frumos’ which is an outstanding strike on piece, ‘Mihailleni’ full strike on piece and
extremely rare rural “Dist Teleorman PL. Tirgului” (probably unique), furthermore a rare strike of the
‘După Plecare’ hs, a very fine and rare selection.

2’000 - 4’000

30285

F / 78
Mi 16 y
1866 (Dec 17) Registered cover sent Focsani franked front and back with single 20 par black on thin
rose paper, the stamp on the back with four large margins and shows the P flaw of “Par” with broken
first leg, the stamp to the front is just touching top otherwise four margins, small tear top of cover, very
fine examples.

250 - 500

30286

JDCE / 78
Mi 16y
1865 20 par black on rose red thin paper, unused block of 60 from the upper left hand corner of the
printing sheet, printed from Stone E, showing spectacular variety “small moon in front of forehead”
and broken “I” in “DECI” on row 3/19 (similar to the variety mentioned in the Heimbüchler handbook
p.186), a rare block from this scarce printing; we have no record of another large block exhibiting
this plate flaw.

800 - 1’200

30287

F / View the image/s online
Mi 16y
1866 (May 8) Cover to Bucharest franked with a 20 par black on thin paper, four margins, tied by
“Giurgui” cds with a further strike to the front, with “Bucuresci” arrival to reverse dated May 8, attractive
and very fine example; ex Odor (1936).

150 - 200

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30288

F / 78
Mi 20
1868 Large part of cover from Braila to Bucuresci franked with two 18b light-red both with good to large
margins, tied by a super strike of the “Franco” postmark, with Braila cds to front, rare cancellation on
a double rate cover, repaired tear to left side not affecting stamps, otherwise fine and a scarce usage;
cert. Heimbüchler.

300 - 600

30289

F / 78
Mi 20
1868 Cover from Braila to Fokschann franked with 18b blood-red with large to very large margins, tied
by a super “Franco” postmark, with Braila cds to front, rare cancellation on cover, light crease to left
side of stamp and filing crease to cover, otherwise very fine; signed Heimbüchler BPP.

200 - 400

30290

F / View the image/s online
Mi 20
1868 (Jul 21) Lettersheet with 1868 18b, fine to large margins, tied by blue Budeu cds, reverse with
Brailla cds, filing fold affecting bottom of stamp otherwise fine.

80 - 100

30291

F
Mi 17, 18
1872 (Aug 24) Domestic paid letter sent from Galati to Bolgrad franked with a vertical pair of 2b orange
and a horizontal pair of 3b violet, both with good to large margins and vibrant colour, tied by Galati cds;
wrapper has repaired tear centrally at the top otherwise very fine, an attractive clean and fresh cover; a
very rare franking; this combination of use we have only recorded two other covers including one
cancelled the same day; cert. Gmach (2021).

3’000 - 6’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1868-70 Prince Carol I - New Currency

King Carol 1869 - “Without Beard” Imperforate
30292

F / 78
Mi 20 b
1868 Registered cover from Folticeni to Bucharest franked with two 15b carmine-pink to the front one
with with large to very large margins the other just touched, tied by a super “Recomandat” postmark
in bluish-green, with Folticeni cds to front, and another single 15b to the reverse with four margins
cancelled by simple grill cancel (not tied), filing crease and some imperfections, otherwise fine and
scarce cover; cert. Heimbüchler; ex Cornelia.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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500 - 1’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30293

F
Mi 22
1870 (March 27) Bolgrad Bisect 10b blue, Carol I with whiskers, imperforate with marginal base
(discovered in 1928 by I. Odor), one of 23 recorded and only three known tied to a Quntanta form used
for value declared, this one mentioned by Heimbüchler (pag. 298); unique usage of a marginal 10b
blue; we have recorded one other marginal Bolgrad bisect but with 10b yellow, which was offered in
2007 in the sale of the Cornelia collection for 15,000 CHF.

6’000 - 8’000

30294

H
Mi 22 a
1869, 10b blue, four margins, showing vivid colour, cancelled by a rare type A65 cds “Falciu 26.10”;
small tear midway down the left margin otherwise very fine; only 200 10 Bani stamps were sold in 1869;
a great rarity cancelled by this postmark.

200 - 400
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30295

H
Mi 24
1869, 25b orange and blue, large four margins, exceptional colour, superb clarity of impression,
cancelled by a railroad station post office double circle “Gara Roman Off Postal 25.4.71” in blue
(Dragomir type PG1); only four such post offices are known in the classic period (Dragomir pg. 184); the
‘Roman’ cancel is a major rarity and this superb strike is for certain the finest known; a superb
single.

500 - 1’000

30296

F / 78
Mi 24
1870 (April 8) Cover from Craiova to Vienna franked by a 25b orange and blue, four margins, tied by a
very fine “Craiova” blue cds, stamp has interesting plate flaw “break in first ‘C’ of Cinci”, horizontal filing
crease not affecting stamps, very fine and fresh cover.

200 - 400

King Carol 1871 - “With Beard” Imperforate

30297

F / View the image/s online
Mi 27
1871 10b yellow exceptionally fine marginal bisected and tied to a “Recipisa De Priimire” formular by
a very fine “Bolgrad” cds, three marginal examples of this bisected stamp exist -one other was part of
the Cornelia collection (2007 lot 5211) estimated at 15’000CHF; only Bolgrad bisects exist; here is one
of the two finest examples known of this famous bisect; signed Pascanu; ex Odor (who discovered
the Bolgrad archive in 1928).

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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10’000 - 20’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30298

F
Mi 29 I
1871 Registered cover bearing a horizontal pair of 10b blue affixed to both the back and front, the
latter which is just cut into on right side otherwise four margins, the pair on the reverse a side marginal
with large to very large margins, tied by “Dist. Teleorman/Pl. Tirgului” blue cds dated 27-2; rural cds
probably unique on registered mail and are important rarities; signed Pascanu.

10’000 - 20’000

30299

F
Mi 28 IIa
1872 Cover sent from Alexandria to Braila franked with new stones 1872 10b ultramarine, four good to
large margins, tied by blue-green “Alexandra” cds (Kiriac fig. 516) with boxed “P.D.” alongside, a rare
very fine usage; exceptional fine quality with a superb cancellation of the 15 known; this is by far
one of the finest; signed Heimbüchler.

1’500 - 3’000
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30300

F / 78
Mi 32a
1871 Folded cover bearing a vertical pair of 5b carmine perforated with beard issue, with marginal base,
fresh strong colour, tied by a single superb strike of the “Reni” black cds dated 8-9, cover has faults
otherwise a fine and scarce example; ex Odor collection.

500 - 1’000

30301

F
Mi 34
1872 Registered cover franked at the double rate with two 25b brown perforated with beard issue,
tied by superb blue “Slatina” thimble; a scarce postmark particularly on registered mail; signed
Heimbüchler BPP and Kiriac Dragomir.

10’000 - 20’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1872 Prince Carol I - Perforated

Later Issues
30302

F
zzzz
1909 Postal stationery card showing the rare value error 15 bani instead of 5 bani cancelled by
“BUCARESTI 29 0ct 1913” cds, the latest recorded date according the Savoiu catalogue, sent locally
without correspondence, very fine, a rarity of Romania postal stationery.

300 - 500

30303

F / View the image/s online
1928 6 Lei King Michael picture postal stationery card set of 25 including a rare registered, uprated
with 10 Lei, majority sent to Austria but also to Germany and USA, fine to very fine, quite scarce as a
complete set.

200 - 300

30304

CC
1944 “POSTA / ROMANA / 1944” ovpt on Hungary stamps on nine different issues, one example with
fault, the rest very fine mint n.h., rare stamps, not mentioned in Michel, including postal guarantee
document piece with “OFFICIEL PTT SIGHET” hs

1’500 - 2’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

H
1868, KUSTENDJE boxed Arabic cancel (unrecorded on cover) on Turkey Duloz issue 1 Pi. yellow
(faults), a major postmark rarity of the Turkish Post of Kustendje, Romania.

600 - 1’000

Ottoman Post Offices

30305

Russia

30306

30308

30306

F
Mi. 18
1877 (Aug 20) printed matter wrapper from St. Petersburg, to Cairo, Egypt correctly franked with a
vertical pair of 1866 1k black & yellow on horizontally laid paper perf.14.5 tied by “C. PETERBURG VII
EKSP. 20 AUG. 1877” cds, Trieste transit (Sept. 1, 1877), addressed to His Highness the Khedivate (of
Egypt), a unique destination rarity; certificate Mikulski (1993).

1’500 - 2’000

30307

CCCJ / View the image/s online
Standard 64; Mi. 55y
1889-92 3r50k Black & Grey, wmk horiz., horizontally laid paper, in mint sheet of 25, stamps mint n.h.
with some hinges and perf. separation in margins, missing two portions of selvedge at foot, very fine
and fresh; ex “Nikolai” (Standard 64, Mi. 55y).

200 - 300

30308

DCEP
1913 Romanov Tercentenary 5 Ruble, state 18 complete die proof in blackish brown on wove paper,
without the names of designer and engraver beneath the picture, pencil “25” on reverse, very fine.
Possibly from the Tsar collection published in the Yamschik-Post Rider 1983, No 12 page 15.

900 - 1’200

The currency of the auction is the Euro.

€
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30309

CCC
1924 “Golden Standard” specialist group incl. 8k dark olive no watermark perforation comb. 12 x 12
1/4, wove paper, mint l.h., very fine (Zverev 42A, Mi. 249 IB); 8k grey-olive no watermark imperforate,
wove paper, mint hr (slightly heavy), fine (Zverev 42b, Mi. 249 IU); 9k orange-red no watermark
imperforate, wove paper, mint hr, very fine (Zverev 43b, Mi. 250 IU); 30k dark lilac no watermark
imperforate, typograph printing on wove paper, mint l.h., wrinkles at right, fine (Zverev 48b, Mi. 255 IU);
40k grey no watermark imperforate, wove paper, mint with only trace of disturbance, light bend at upper
left, fine (Zverev 49b, Mi. 256 IU); 1r carmine & brown no wmk mint n.h. imperforate top left corner
marginal, small gum disturbance, very fine and rare (Zverev 51b, Mi. 258IU); and 5R blue & grey no wmk
imperforate, wove paper, mint hr, very fine(Zverev 54b, Mi. 261 IU), all ex “Nikolai” (7).

2’000 - 3’000

30310

CCJ
1924-41 Small Soviet Union group incl. 1924 postage due 1k surcharge on 100 Rub on pelure paper
in complete mint n.h. pane of 25, showing both types of overprint, minor creasing (Mi.10); 1938 (Feb
25) “NORTHPOLE I” station 80k mint n.h. imperforate block of four, minor bends, very fine and scarce
(Zverev 502a, Mi. 587U); and 1941 “Be A Hero” 30k carmine line perf.12 1/2, mint n.h., faint gum crease
not showing through, plus normal comb perf. mint nh, tone spots (Standard 726A, Mi. 825A, 825C), all
ex “Nikolai”.

400 - 500

German Occupation of Vilnius
30330

F / View the image/s online
Mi. 10-18
1941 (Aug 8) Envelope sent registered locally with German Occupation set of 9 tied by “VILNIUS C.”
double circle ds, further strike on reverse, scarce (Mi. €1’500).

150 - 200

Russo-Japanese War
30331

F / View the image/s online
1905 (ca.) Envelope to 22nd “Sibirsky strelecky pluk” in Chabarovsk with violet negative army cachet of
“1st rota Czar Mihail Nikolajevic” during the Russo-Japanese War, scarce.
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100 - 150

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30332

F / View the image/s online
1905 Trio of picture postcards from the Russo-Japanese War, with two bearing violet military unit
cancels of the 23rd artillery brigade, 4th battery, the third from Tsitsikar, Manchuria, bearing violet
military unit negative cancel alongside ‘KHARBIN ZHELYEZD-NODOR P.O. 21.5.05’ cds.

50 - 70

Russian Post in Levant

30335
30336
30333

30334

30333

G
1
1865 10pa brown and blue, a magnificent vertical pair from the bottom of the sheet, types 16 / 23,
in deep shade displaying excellent margins enabling to see most of the surrounding frame lines, tied
to piece by blue cds, a superb exhibition piece; cert. BPA (1964); ex Fabergé and Mehrtens (sold for
CHF2’200 in 1996).

600 - 900

30334

JDCE
3I
1866 10pa rose and blue with traces of vertical lines, vertical block of 12 (4x3) showing two sheet
corners and huge margins on three sides, just touched to bottom left, unused without gum, four stamps
affected by crease, a spectacular multiple.

200 - 300

Spain
30335

H
1851, 10r green used with fine to large margins, neat cancel, fine.

Michel 11

120 - 150

30336

HJ
Michel 15
1852 5r Green used block of four with fine to good margins, neat barred oval cancels, very fine; signed
A. Diena and Raybaudi.

200 - 300

30337

P / 96
Michel 518-529
Spain: 1930 Columbus airmails, punch-holed proof sheets in various colours with notes and indications
by the printers “W&S. Co. Londres” of required changes and adjustments on the printing plates. With 5c
in brown (10), scarlet (sheet), reddish orange (two sheets), 10c light green (two sheets) dark green (sheet),
15c violet (double sheet and single sheet), brown 10), 20c orange (block of 16) or blue (sheet+block of
10), 25c red (double sheet and block of 20, bottom of plate), 30c violet brown (double sheet and row of
eight), 40c dark blue rows of 5, of eight and corner block of 10), 50c orange (row of eight), 1pta violet
(row of eight, bottom of sheet plate), 4pta (two full sheets), 10pta brown and 10 pta carmine (each
(bottom block of 10), a total of 590 stamps from pair to full sheet of 25, magnificent specialist material.

5’000 - 7’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

CCJ
1918 “HTADO” 5c on 40c and 10c on 4p in mint complete sheets of 100, horizontal perf. splitting in
places, creasing and nicks in the margins as to be expected, high catalogue value (Yv. €14’000).

600 - 1’000

DFE / 96
1829 Folded part entire from Stockholm to Anismkog, showing manuscript three symbols of Swedish
Crown and complete dark feather attached with wax seal to state a high urgency, attractive and rare.

400 - 600

Spanish Guinea
30338

Sweden
30339

Switzerland / Schweiz

30340


Literatur: Mirabaud, P. & de Reuterskjöld, A 1899; The postage stamps of Switzerland 1843-1862;
Exemplar Nr.3 ! (von 150 in englisch), in aussergewöhnlich schöner LUXUS ERHALTUNG, in sehr
attraktiven Ledereinband mit Golddruck auf dem Buchrücken, Goldschnitt oben. In dieser ausnahme
Erhaltung ein ausserordentlich seltenes Angebot, dass mit Sicherheit zu den schönsten bekannten
Exemplare gehört.

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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3’500 - 4’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

H
Zum. 1W
Zürich 1843, 4 Rp. Type III mit waagerechten Unterdrucklinien, farbfrisch, tadellos und sehr gut- bis
überrandig gerandet durch schwarzen sowie schwachen blauen Stempel entwertet, eine solche
zweifarbige Abstempelung stellt laut dem Jakob Gnägi Handbuch auf der Zürich 4 ein Unikat dar.
Signiert Reuterskjöld und A.Brun. Attest Jean-Claude Marchand (2022). SBK = CHF 32’000.

5’000 - 10’000

Kantonalmarken
Zürich

30341

Orts-Post und Poste Locale

30343

30342ex

30342

HF
1850, Poste Local mit Kreuzeinfassung im Paar, leicht fehlerhaft; und Brief mit zwei Orts Post mit
Kreuzeinfassung. Marken und Beleg sind leicht unfrisch und fehlerhaft, beide mit Attest.

1’000

30343

G
SBK 23G
1857-62 Berner Druck, 4. Drucperiode, 10 Rp. blau im waagrechten Dreierstreifen, eine farbfr. und
voll- bis meist weissrandige Prachteinheit, jede Marke klar und übergehend entw. “MENDRISIO 3 OCT
62” mit weiterem nebenges. Abschlag auf Briefstück. Ein ansprechendes Stück; signiert von der Weid.

150 - 200

30344

F / View the image/s online
1846-51 Two entires incl. 1851 Folded entire from Constantinople to Bursa bearing extremely rare oval
“C.O.P. / P.P. / CONSTANTINOPLE” hs, very fine; cert. Guy de Vachat stating only two examples
recorded, and 1846 folded entire from Chios to Constantinople with oval “P.P. / CONSTANTINOPLE”
hs, restored top flap, minor soiling, fine; cert. Guy de Vachat (2010).

150 - 200

30345

H / View the image/s online
1913 200pi green & black, light cancel, very fine (Yv. €540).

100 - 150

30346

CCCJ / View the image/s online
1930 Airmail Bir Lira on 2ghr in mint n.h. sheet of 110, selvedge on three side, one corner creased
otherwise fine and rare (Mi. €33’000)

2’000 - 3’000
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Overseas

Overseas

30347 - 30636

Argentina

30347 - 30349

Brazil30350
China
Local Post
Shanghai

30351 - 30380
30351
30351

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)

30352 - 30361

1878-83 Large Dragon
1897 Red Revenues
1897-1911 Imperial Post
Chinese Republic

30352 - 30353
30354 - 30355
30356 - 30357
30358 - 30361

China Provincial Issues
North East Provinces

30362
30362

People's Republic of China

30373

Japanese Occupation

30374

Southchina - Kwangtung
Foreign Post Offices
French Post Offices
Italian Post Offices
USA Post Offices

30374
30375 - 30378
30375 - 30376
30377
30378

Macao30379
Taiwan30380
Colombia

30381 - 30382

Cuba30383
Egypt

30384 - 30454

Early Letters

30384 - 30385

Napoleonic Campaign
Consular Mail
British Post Offices
Suez
French Post Offices
Italian Post Offices
Russian Post Offices
Alexandria
Egyptian Post Offices Abroad

30387
30388 - 30389
30389
30390
30391 - 30392
30393
30393
30394

Consular Offices

30394

1864-1906 Essays

30395

1867-69 Penasson

30396 - 30407

1884 Changed Colours
1914-1922 Pictorials
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30386

30408
30409 - 30411

1922-1936 King Fouad I Definitives

30412 - 30419

Collections, Lots etc.

1936-1952 King Farouk Definitives

30420 - 30422

Bushire (British Occupation)

Commemoratives 1914-1953

30423 - 30441

Peru

Egypt Arab Republic Occupation
Palestine Gaza

30442 - 30443

Egypt Suez-Canal Company

30444

Airmails

30445 - 30449

Officials

30450 - 30451

Postal History

30452 - 30453

Revenues30454
Ethiopia30455
Haiti30456
Iraq

30457 - 30464

Israel30465
Japan
Japan Post in Korea
Korea

30466 - 30467
30467
30468 - 30471

Liberia30472
Mexico

30473 - 30477

Mongolia30478
Morocco30479
Local Issues

30479

Oman

30479A - 30481

Persia

30482 - 30656

Postal History

30482 - 30483

Indian Postal Agencies in Persia

30484 - 30494

1868-1879 Nasr ed-Din Shah
Lion Issues

30495 - 30507

1865 Essays
1875 Wide Spacing
1876 Narrow Spacing
1878-79 Re-engraved
1878-79 Five Kran Stamps

30495
30496 - 30499
30500 - 30504
30505 - 30506
30507

1876-1896 Nasr ed-Din Shah Issues

30508 - 30532

1896-1907 Muzaffer ed-Din Shah 

30533 - 30579

1907-1909 Mohammed Ali Mirza Shah 30580 - 30583
1909-1925 Sultan Ahmed Miza Shah  30584 - 30627
1925-1941 Riza Khan Pahlavi Shah 

30628 - 30636

1941-79 Mohammed Riza
Pahlavi Shah 

30637 - 30640

Censored Mail

30641 - 30646

Postal Stationery

30647 - 30651

Puerto Rico

30652 - 30656
30657
30658 - 30665
30666

Qatar30667
Saudi Arabia

30668

Sudan

30669 - 30670

Syria

30671 - 30672

United Arab Emirates

30673 - 30674

Abu Dhabi
United States
U.S. Possessions

30674
30675 - 30689
30689

Guam30686
Hawaii
30687
Philippines30688
Puerto Rico (US)
30689
Uruguay

30690 - 30692

50 t

Keep your collection alive

The digital solution: Museum of Philately
A modern presentation showcasing collectors, their outstanding collections and rarities
via the Internet and dedicated mobile applications. The Museum brings philately
to the 21st Century presentations and enables collections to be updated anytime.

museumofphilately.com

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30347

F / View the image/s online
1819 (Feb 3) small entire to Cordoba with very fine “BUENOS / AYRES” hs in red, ms “3” rate marking,
fine.

100 - 150

30348

F / 96
1858 Entire from Buenos Ayres to Rosario, handstamped with large blue oval negative cachet inscribed
“SUCURSALE DE LA ESTAFETA GENERAL DE BUENOS-AYRES / FRANCA 1857”, fine and striking cover.

300 - 400

30349

L
1859 Buenos Aires, 1p deep blue, horizontal tête-bêche pair, Sperati reproduction type A and B, very fine,
signed ”Jean de Sperati” in pencil on reverse. The unique original tête-bêche was owned by Caspary,
Ferrari, Lichtenstein and Boker amongst others, it is today presumed to be lost, ex Dr Carl Walske.

250 - 500

F / 96
1836 (Oct 20) consignee‘s letter from RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL to London, endorsed ‘p.John‘
and ‘Consignees of a Case‘ and contents mentioning “sending samples of earthenware”, struck on
reverse with step type “PENZANCE / SHIP LETTER” in black (Robertson S4). On the front extremely
rare postmark ”(CROWN) / EXEMPT SHIP LR” IN RED (Robertson EX1). Charged ‚3/-‘ on arrival triple
postage from Penzance with reverse showing arrival cds (Jan 27, 1837) in red. According to existing
rules, letters not exceeding one sheet and bearing the consignee‘s name on the ship manifest and
merchandise carried on the same ship, were exempt from maritime postal charge. The sole recorded
example of the rare ”exempt” ship mail postmark on mail from Brazil.

800 - 1’200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Argentina

Brazil
30350

China
Local Post
Shanghai
30351

C / View the image/s online
1865 8ca grey-green on pelure paper, mint, exceptional quality and scarce this fine.

Scott 7

100 - 150

Michel 1III-3III

200 - 250

Chinese Empire (1878-1949)
1878-83 Large Dragon
30352

H / View the image/s online
1883 Thick paper large dragon set 1 Ca.-5 Ca., used; Michel €1’250.

Additional images from larger lots
may be available at davidfeldman.com
If a lot of your interest is not pictured in our website, you may request images at info@davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

30353

H
SG 8d 100’000 - 120’000
1883 Large dragon thick paper clean cut perforations 3ca dark vermilion, variety imperforate between,
a vertical pair [24-14] setting unknown, cancelled by central strike of indistinct black seal; cert. Vachat
(2009). This is one of the most important varieties of the Large Dragon issue with only three
verified pairs known (a fourth pair has been reported but never pictured).

Estimate (€)

Provenance: Sir Percival David, October 1970; Beckeman Collection, November 1996, Huang Ming
Fang, June 2003.

1897 Red Revenues

30354

C
1897 4c on 3c, very well centred, mint o.g., a fresh and superb example; (Scott 82, $1,650).

Bidding Steps

Chan 89

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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300 - 400

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30355

C
Chan R1
1897 Red Revenue 3c crimson-red, surcharge omitted, perf. 14:14 1/2, in a rich shade and particularly
well centred, mounted mint. This stamp possesses an outstanding freshness which few others achieve,
one of the great rarities of China and an Asian showpiece of the highest calibre.

80’000 - 90’000

Note: In 1896 approval was granted to introduce revenue stamps. This met severe objection by the
public however and revenues stocks already received from the printers were put into storage. Around
the same time, the new Imperial Post office decided to introduce the services of parcels and postal
remittances which required high-value stamps. The unreleased and high-quality Red Revenues were
well suited for taking high value surcharges.

1897-1911 Imperial Post

30356
30359

30356

C
Chan 111d
1898 CIP watermarked 30c rose in horiz pair with variety imperf between, mint large part o.g., fine and
scarce (Chan $1’200, S.G. 115a £5’000, Mi. 54 var).

300 - 500

30357

F / 148
1898 (May 14) Commercial cover from Foochow to Holywood, Co. Down, Ireland, with Imperial Chinese
Post 5c pair tied by a clear sharp strike of the FOOCHOW/14.MAY.98 dollar chop, with further strike
adjacent 4 days later, further franked with Hong Kong 5c blue tied by HONG KONG/MY.22 cds four
days later, Belfast arrival bs, cover tear, fresh, very fine and attractive combination franking.

500 - 800

Chinese Republic
30358

CC / View the image/s online
1912 Revolution 1c to $1 short set mint n.h. and 1912 Republic 1c to $1 short set mint n.h., some with
gum bends incl. Revolution $1, several being marginal examples, mostly fine to very fine.

80 - 100

30359

CCJ
Chan 181
1912 Statistical Department Republic overprint $1 red and flesh in mint n.h. block of six, very fine and
scarce multiple (Chan $2’280+, S.G. 204 £4’500+, Mi. 106 €1’980+)

1’000 - 1’500

30360

F / View the image/s online
1920s Group of six covers/cards including three very large red-band covers sent registered to Japan
with Junk or Junk ovpt’d issues (with 14c, 17c and 37c frankings), a 1 1/2c and 2c postal stationery
cards used and 1c on 3c vert. pair on pc.

200 - 300
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30337

30348

30361ex

30376 (front)
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30339

30350

30378

30376 (reverse)

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30361

JDCE / 96
1938-41 Dr Sun $5 deep green & scarlet imperf. proof in complete sheet of 50, showing centres shifted
to the lower left, marginal markings and inscriptions, ungummed, some creasing in the margins only,
very fine.

500 - 700

China Provincial Issues
North East Provinces

30362

30362

30364

HJ
Chan NEP7; S.G. P84
1948 (Oct) Parcels Post $500’000 on $5’000’000 grey-lilac block of 4 fine, CTO by central Shanghai
17.11.48 cds, very fine.

200 - 300

People’s Republic of China
30363

DCE / View the image/s online
Michel 31I-33I
1950, 1st Anniversary (C4) $800, $1000 and $2000 each a vertical bottom marginal pairs, mint no gum
as issued (Mi. €1200+).

200 - 250

30364

JDCE
Michel 74
1950 $2000 olive green R4, single (slight corner nick) and block of four, mint no gum as issued, a rarity
in mint condition (Mi. €2’400).

400 - 600

30365ex

30366

30365

DCE
S.G. 1493-98
1951 Tien an Men with pink network background set of 6 high values to $200’000, unused without gum
as issued, the $200’000 with a light diagonal bend otherwise very fine (SG £4’750, Mi.100-105 €8’500).

1’500 - 2’000

30366

CCDCE
1952-63, Small group incl. 1952 Gymnastics set in unused blocks of four (original printing on thin paper,
odd small imperfection), 1962 Mei Lan-Fang mint n.h. set (10f and 50f with tone spots), 1963 Kids
unused set of 12 and Taiwan 1965 set of 2.

300 - 500

30367

JDCE / View the image/s online
Michel 148I-175I
1952 Radio-gymnastics S4 complete set in blocks of four, mint no gum as issued, six values with tone
spots, otherwise F-VF; Michel €2’000.

300 - 500

30368

JDCE / View the image/s online
Michel 534/545 (3)
1960 goldfish set S38, mint never hinged, 38.12.-2 corner crease, several with tone spots, two trace of
hinge, otherwise F-VF; two more sets cto used, one with full clean gum; (Michel €900).

150 - 200
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30369

CC / View the image/s online
Michel 570-88 ex
1960-61, chrysanthemums S44 (I-III) complete set, mint never hinged ex-2nd set 8f. 44-18 (5) no gum,
few tone spots; Michel ca. €1500.

250 - 300

30373

30374

30373

30370

6’000 - 8’000

CC
1962 Mei Lan-Fang 3f mint n.h. mini sheet, very fine and scarce (S.G. £11’000).

One of the Great Rarities of the Cultural Revolution

30371

C
Yang W84 90’000 - 105’000
1968 1968 Mao’s Inscription to Japanese Worker Friends 8f black and red, mint n.h., unissued, a fine
example of this Cultural Revolution rarity.
Note: In 1962 Chairman Mao received a delegation of Japanese workers sympathetic to the Communist
ideas of his China. In response to this Mao wrote an ‘inscription’ to Japanese workers to encourage
them in their quest to bring Communism to Japan. In 1968, on the sixth anniversary of the workers visit,
it was decided that this inscription would be committed to a stamp and issued throughout China. The
Japanese government heard of this and strongly objected on the basis it might inspire an uprising. China
complied with this and the stamp was officially withdrawn from issue.

30372

JDCE / View the image/s online
1979 Scientific youth T41 souvenir sheet, mint never hinged; Michel €2100.

30373

CC
1980 Gold red ape 8 f, mint never hinged; Michel €2800.
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Michel Block 19

400 - 600

Michel 1594

500 - 700

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C
Michel dues 1
1945 Postage due $100/$2 orange, mounted mint with large part OG, very fine; signed Pascal Scheller;
rare; Michel €1000.

250 - 500

Japanese Occupation
South China - Kwangtung
30374

Foreign Post Offices
French Post Offices

30375

F
1864 France 1862 Napoléon III Empire perf. issue, 10c (7), 20c (15, including strip of nine) and 40c (15,
including a strip of six and nine), a number showing faults which as to be expected from such a high
multiple rate, all tied by clear ”5104” numeral of Shanghai, sent to USA with Marseille transit and red
boxed PD, Boston arrival and red framed transatlantic handstamp ”Br. Service” (British packet), opened
at the sides for presentation. This remarkable 9fr70c transatlantic mail rate to the USA, showing
thirty seven stamps represents not only the highest pre-UPU franking from Shanghai to the USA
but also the largest franking of the French post in Shanghai by its number of stamps.

7’000 - 10’000

30376

F / 96
1895 (Mar 8) Cover to Germany franked with France "CHINE" 25c Sage tied by Shanghai cds sent
to Hannover and redirected to Erfurt with blue one line "NACHZUSENDEN NACH" and ms " Erfurt",
reverse with embossed flap "INSPECTORATE GENERAL OF CUSTOMS STATISTICAL DEPARTMENT"
and the rare departure cds "CUSTOMS SHANGHAI MAR 8 1895" normally only found as departure
markings on inland mail or as transit marking on foreign mail as it is most unusual to find foreign mail
from Shanghai that was not directly posted at the foreign post offices, very few such CUSTOMS
SHANGHAI covers are known, and thought to be unique to Germany.

700 - 1’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / View the image/s online
Sassone 80
1919 (Nov 5) “Il 7” (“Dei Diavoli Neri”) newspaper issued by the Italian troops in China sent inside a
paper wrap from Tientsin to Alessandria (Italy), franked by “Michetti” 15c (faulty) tied by slight strikes
of “Distaccamento R. Marina Italiana in China” cds in violet; it was carried at triple rate, so two more
newspapers would have been carried. Very rare.

100 - 150

Italian Post Offices
30377

USA Post Offices
30378

F / 96
1893 Spectacular round the world Belgium 10c postal stationery card cancelled ”LIEGE 5. JAN 1893”
also sent to Shanghai, China. Redirected numerous times including with U.S 1890-93 5c brown (x3)
franking cancelled by bar showing New York registration label and arrival backstamp ”U.S. POSTAL
AGENCY / FEB 17 93 / SHANGHAI ” (type 10). Finally it reached the recipient on board the “Caledonian”
of the Messagerie Maritimes at Suez, Egypt. The postal stationery card travelled through Egypt,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka (Ceylon), China, USA, French Indo-China. A rare registered round the
world post card with transit handstamp of the US post office in Shanghai.

500 - 1’000

CCJ
Postal Tax: 1953-56 20a chocolate and 50a carmine on pale rose in mint complete sheets of 50, fine to
very fine (Scott $1’050+).

100 - 150

DCE / View the image/s online
Michel 137A-142A
1952 Reduction of Ground Tax set, imperforate, unused without gum as issued, very fine; Michel €1’100.

200 - 240

Macao
30379

Taiwan
30380

Colombia
30381

F / 101
3+4b+6(x3)
1859 (Sep 26) Complete folded letter (in English) from an English merchant in Bogota to his brother in
Hamburg, franked by First Issue 5c and 20c tied together on face by "9." hs, with pair of 20c plus 10c
tied together on reverse by same, all stamps displaying ample to large margins, sent via the English
mail with British P.O. Cartagena bs (10.10.1859) and London transit (Nov.1) plus Hamburg Prussian mail
bs (St. P.A. / 4 Nov. 59), ms "2/8" (2sh8d) rated in London plus ms "46" (schillings) in red crayon on
arrival. Nothing comparable is known for its multicolour franking and rare destination. This item
escaped the grasp of other famous collectors of Columbia such as Londono, Hubbard and Goeggel,
and is in a special class all its own. The 75 centavos double weight Colombian franking (note small m/s
"2" on reverse confirming 2nd echelon of weight) paid for the internal transit from Bogota via Honda to
Cartagena (25 centavos) plus 50 centavos for maritime postage, and was given to the British Consul
in Cartagena for onward transmission, with the use of the British post being necessary as Colombia
did not then have a postal convention with Prussia, and the "46" applied at the Prussian postal agency
in Hamburg represented all charges for a double weight letter from Carthagena, including the British
charge. The cover was carried from Cartagena to St. Thomas by the ship "Solent" on Oct. 10 and was
transferred to the "La Plata" which carried it to Southampton - both steamboats of the RMSP. One of
the most important First Issue covers from anywhere in South America and a true-world class
rarity; cert. RPSL (1980); ex Langlais and Hackmey.

40’000 - 50’000

30382

C / View the image/s online
Scott 421-436
1935 Third National Olympiad 5c to 10p mint l.h. set of 12, very fine and mostly very well centred incl.
the 10p which is especially scarce as such; signed Roig (Scott $1’225).

200 - 300
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / View the image/s online
1843 & 1844 pair of entires from Cuba to France; 1843 (Nov 16) with British P.O. St. Jago-de-Cuba
despatch, reverse with London, Paris and Bordeaux arrival cds, obverse with “COLONIES & c.ART 12”
hs and Calais transit along with French accountancy hs, fine, and similar 1844 (Sep 8) cover from the
British P.O. at Havana, a fine duo.

100 - 150

30381 (see description in previous page)

Cuba
30383

Egypt
Early Letters
30384

F / 102
1857 Folded letter sheet to Almeria, Spain, showing senders docketing and oval cachet “Adolfo Patxot/
Alexandria” on reverse, letter was carried by ships’s captain and mailed in San Roque and franked with
Spain 1856 4cu rose, tied oval grid, with Almeria and San Roque cds alongside, an unusual and scarce
usage from Egypt.

850 - 1’000

30385

F / 102
1876 (Feb) Incoming stampless cover sent from Bombay to Cairo via Suez with “4” and “15” hs and
ms “6d” rate markings, reverse with Bombay, British Suez, Egyptian Suez and Cairo arrival cds, incl.
original contents, very scarce.

1’000 - 1’500
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30384

30385

30408
30387

30411
30410

30426
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30442

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F
1799 Early entire from Rosette to Cairo, bearing s/l ROSETTE hs, addressed to General Kleber, endorsed
by General Menou who authorised the letter to be sent free from postal charge, missing left backflap,
plus coloured print of General Kleber, engraved image of General Menou and coloured image of Fleber
at the assault of Acre, a fine and scarce, only 9 are recorded.

4’000 - 5’000

Napoleonic Campaign

30386

Consular Mail
30387

F / 102
1875 Stampless envelope mailed from the Spanish Consul showing consular cachet in blue on the
reverse, addressed to the President of the Audiencia of Palma Mallorca, carried free of charge within
Egypt, showing double rate “2” at upper left, cancelled by POSTE EGIZIANE/CAIRO cds, array of transit
and arrival bs, charged “1P.50” on arrival, unusual and rare; cert. Todd.

750 - 900

British Post Offices
30388

HGJ / View the image/s online
1864-77 Selection of GB stamps used in Egypt with a range of issues incl. 1d red pl.116 strip of six with
“B01”, pl.98 block of six with “B02”, 4d vermilion pl.15 and 5s both with dubious cancels and reperfed
(32) (S.G. £1’187+), plus India IEF 3p block of four on piece with FPO 35 cds, Xmas Seal 3m pair on
piece and GB KEVII 1d on paquebot cover underpaid to France with postage dues.

100 - 150

F
1864 Preprinted Telegram addressed to Bombay, franked Queen Victoria 1s green pl.1 (fault at lower
right) cancelled by “B02” with “SUEZ/NO.17.64” cds alongside, intact wax seal on reverse, fine and rare.

1’200 - 1’400

Suez

30389
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

C / View the image/s online
1899-1923 Mint group with Alexandria incl. 1899 40c in gutter pair with “9”, heavy hinging (Yv. €350),
forged 50c gutter pair with “0” between, 20c, 30c and 40c singles, 1921-23 8m on 20c with both
surcharge types in pair (Yv. €300), used 10c stationery card; and Port Said with 5c & 10c blocks of four,
single 50c, 1F & 2F plus 50c type I used and 1F used, ok to fine condition.

100 - 150

French Post Offices
30390

Italian Post Offices

30391

F
1864 Folded entire from Alexandria to Florence initially franked GB 6d left uncancelled as mailed at the
Italian Post Office and presumably handed to ship captain, it was the franked by Italy 1863 60c two
singles, tied by “Amulante Livorno - Firenze” cds, with boxed “Francobollo Insufficiente” in blue with
“8” hs alongside, array of bs, one stamp defective, an unusual and a remarkable combination usage.

3’000 - 3’400

30392

H / View the image/s online
1870 Italian Postage Dues, 9 stamps with values to 60c cancelled in Egypt, mostly good strikes, scarce
assembly.

100 - 150

Russian Post Offices
Alexandria

30393

F
1866 ROPIT 2pi blue, good to very large margins, neatly tied on folded cover from Alexandria to
Beyrouth, by “785” numeral in blue, endorsed “Pr. Vap. Russe” alongside, showing Cyrillic ROPIT
ALEXANDRIA and ROPIT BEIRUT bs, very fine and an attractive showpiece; cert. Scheller & Du Vachat.
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5’000 - 6’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F
1881 Entire from Chio to Trieste, franked De La Rue 1pi red, tied by scarce V.R.POSTE EGIZIANE/SCIO
cds with similar and oval merchants cachet alongside, fine and rare.

1’000 - 1’200

Egyptian Post Offices Abroad
Consular Offices

30394

1864-1906 Essays

30395

AK
E52
1871 Essays of V. Penasson, eight 1pi essays for postal stationery (mostly on carton paper) in yellow,
blue, black, violet, green, red, purple-brown and deep green, a couple with thins, and a 1pi red on buff
envelope (9).

400 - 600

1867-69 Penasson

30396

CDCEA
1867-72 Unadopted essays: Attractive selection of twenty essays all neatly mounted and written up on
four album pages, usual faults, generally fine, a scarce assembly (20).

600 - 900

30397

CHJ / View the image/s online
D8
1867 5pa orange-yellow, mint and used selection all neatly mounted and written up on two album
pages, showing mint and used blocks of four showing all four types, plate flaw with “Chain” variety etc.,
a fine and scarce assembly (18).

150 - 200
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30398

H
D8-D12
1867 5pa to 2pi attractive selection of sixteen singles, all showing an array of different cancels,
including three scarce Suez Canal pmks, the rest with array of Egypt Used Abroad including Bairout,
Constantinopoli, Gedda, Iskanderiya negative, Smirne, Tripoli, Volos, all neatly mounted and written up
on three album pages, a scarce assembly (16).

400 - 600

30399

CHJDCE / View the image/s online
D9
1867 10pa lilac, mint and used selection all neatly mounted and written up on three album pages,
showing mint block of four and used blocks of four and six, and strip of four, showing all four types,
plate flaw with extra Arabic “heh” variety etc., mixed condition, and scarce assembly (26).

400 - 600

30402

30403ex

30400ex

30400

CHJDCE
D10
1867 20pa blue-green, mint and used selection all neatly mounted and written up on four album pages,
showing mint blocks of four, in different shades and showing all four types, varieties include printed on
both sides and double impression, mixed condition, scarce assembly (22).

300 - 400

30401

CHFJDCE / View the image/s online
D11
1867 1pi rose-red, mint and used selection all neatly mounted and written up on four album pages,
showing mint blocks of twelve and used block of four, plus proofs, shades and two covers, mixed
condition, a scarce assembly (28 plus two covers).

200 - 300

30402

H
D11
1867 1pi dull rose-red, perf. 15x12 1/2, cancelled by a very fine strike of the “CANAL DE DUEZ / KIL.
83” 28 DEC 68 cds, very fine example of this scarce cancellation.

100 - 150

30403

HJDCE
D12
1867 2pi blue, unused and used selection all neatly mounted and written up on two album pages,
showing mint and used reconstruction with all four types, varieties include imperf. and extra row of
vertical perforations, a fine and scarce assembly (11).

300 - 400

30404

CH / View the image/s online
D13
1867 5pi. brown, unused and used selection of seven singles, showing array of shades and all four
types present, mixed condition, a scarce group (7).

200 - 300

30405

DCE
1867 5pi. brown, unused, reconstruction of all four types, a fine and scarce lot (4).

D13

200 - 300
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30406

H
D13
1867 5pi. brown, horizontal strip of three used, types III-IV-III, showing POSTE EGIZIANE / ALESSANDRIA
cds, third stamp rejoined and minor thin, fine, used multiples of the five piastre value are very rare; cert.
Todd (2011).

200 - 300

30407

H
D13
1867 5pi. brown, used, two horizontal pairs forming a reconstruction of all four types, one pair with
missing top left corner, used multiples of the five piastre value are rare (4).

150 - 200

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30406

30407

1884 Changed Colours
30408

F / 102
1889 5m postal stationery card sent to Germany, cancelled with very fine “Piroscafi postali Inglesi”
cursive maritime hs, Cassel arrival alongside, very fine.

300 - 400

1914-1922 Pictorials

30409

CCJ
D66-D66g
1921-22 Second Pictorial Issue 2m vermilion, complete n.h. sheet of 200, showing the scarce reverse
watermark error, plus all listed positional plate flaws, very fine and probably a unique intact sheet.

6’000 - 7’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30410

F / 102
D90
1922 Crown Overprint: 200m maroon, used as a revenue on a page of a complete Greek passport, tied
by Suez Canal Police cachet, other Egyptian & Greek revenues on the other pages, rare usage of the
Crown ovpt high value.

600 - 800

30411

F / 102
D90
1922 Crown Overprint: 200m maroon, used as revenue on a page of a complete Greek passport, tied
by Arabic cachet, other Egyptian & British Consular revenues on the other pages, rare revenue usage
on passport.

600 - 800

1922-1936 King Fouad I Definitives

30412

30413

30412

A
E223
1922, King Fouad Portrait Essay of Harrison and Son London, 5m red-brown large die proof imperforate
and unwatermarked paper, very fine.

240 - 300

30413

A
E223
1922 Harrison & Sons of 5m orange essay die proof, imperforate, unwatermarked paper, no gum,
hinged, very fine and rare.

240 - 300

30414

30415

30414

A
1922 Essay of Harrison: 5m dark blue, large die proof (76 x 92mm), very fine & scarce.

E223

240 - 300

30415

A
1922 Essay of Harrison: 5m dark green, large die proof (76 x 92mm), very fine & scarce.

E223

240 - 300
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30416

CCJP / View the image/s online
D93g, D95ct(d), E233
1923-24, First Portrait Issue 3m pale brown imperf. block of four, 5m red-brown colour trial wmk upright
imperf. block of four on gummed paper, and 15m blue imperf. watermarked essay in block of four, all
with full original gum, fine to very fine.

240 - 300

30417

JP / View the image/s online
D91ct(c)
1923-24 First Portrait Issue: 1m black, colour trial in imperf. gummed wmkd paper, block of four, crease
at bottom, very fine (NP $260+).

240 - 300

30420
30418

30418

HJ
D102
1923-24, First Portrait £E1 blue, and indigo-violet, irregular block of nineteen used on the reverse of
part parcel card, tied by GHURIA CAIRO cds, addressed to El-Obeid-Sudan, showpiece; cert. Todd.

5’000 - 6’000

30419

CCJ / View the image/s online
D129b-D135b
1927-37 King Found “Postes” Issue 1m to 20m, complete set of Royal misperfs., in mint n.h. blocks of
four, very fine and scarce (28).

300 - 400

1936-1952 King Farouk Definitives
30420

CCJ
D153b
1937-46 Young Farouk 50pi green and sepia, mint nh top right corner sheet marginal imperforate block
of four, fresh, very fine and an extremely rare positional block, showpiece, only 50 imperforate stamps
printed.

1’400 - 1’600
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30421

CCJ
D154e, D154f
1937-46 Young Farouk £E1 blue and sepia, mint n.h. two top right corner sheet marginal imperforate
blocks of fours, one showing FRAME ONLY and the other showing CENTRE ONLY, fresh, very fine and
an extremely rare positional blocks, exhibition showpieces, only 50 imperforate stamps printed with
each variety.

9’000 - 12’000

30422

CCJ
D160a
1944-51 “Military” issue 10m bright violet, mint n.h. block of four printed on gummed side with reversed
watermark, rounded corner perf. at lower right, a scarce multiple; cert. Egypt Study Circle (1969) (NP $600+).

200 - 300
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30423

H
C17-C20
1926 Port Fouad 5m to 50pi used set of four with 21 DE 26 first day of issue Port Fouad cds, very fine.

600 - 800

30424

CCP
C29b-C32b
1929 Prince Farouk’s Birthday complete set of four, showing Royal misperfs., three values with sheet
margins, fresh, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

30425

C
C29c-C32c
1929 Prince Farouk’s Birthday complete set of four mint showing CENTER COLOUR ERRORS, minor
gum toning, fine and scarce.

200 - 300

30426

F / 102
C29c-C32c
1929 Prince Farouk’s Birthday complete set of four with error in colour of centre in black and brown, neatly
cancelled CAIRO/12.FE.29 first day cancel on unaddressed envelope, very fine and probably unique.

2’400 - 2’600

30427

CCCJ
C36f
1931 Graf Zeppelin 27m on 50m orange-brown, mint bottom sheet marginal block of four showing
two stamps with “5” spaced out from “0”, all with “Unione Filatelica Nationale Roma” handstamp on
reverse, a unique specimen proof block.

1’600 - 1’800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Commemoratives 1914-1953

30423

30424ex
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30428

CCCJ
C42-C46
1933 Aviation Congress complete mint set of five in corner control blocks of four, lightly hinged on top
two stamps, 13m with a little perf. separation, a scarce set.

360 - 400

30429

F / View the image/s online
C47-C55
1934 UPU Congress group of six commercial or philatelic usages with values from 1m to 20m, an
unusual and scarce group (6).

100 - 150

30430

CCC
C82
1938 King Farouk’s Birthday in mint lower left “A/38” control block of four, lower two mint n.h., margins
at foot with corners clipped, very fine.

400 - 600

30431

CC
C82d, C82e
1938 King Farouk’s 18th Birthday £E1 green & brown, mint n.h. top sheet marginal imperforated singles,
one showing CENTER ONLY and one showing FRAME ONLY, very fresh, fine and an extremely rare and
spectacular Egyptian showpiece.

12’000 - 15’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30428
30430

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30432

A
1946 Essays by the Survey Department for the 80th Anniversary of the First Stamp designed by Henry
J. Fresco, a unique group of seven essays comprising of: 1) Hand sketch on large tracing paper, four
enlarged designs. 2) Hand sketch for the layout of the miniature sheet in ink on tracing paper. 3) Hand
sketch for the 10m value in ink on tracing paper 4) Photographic essays for the miniature sheet se-tenant
with enlarged four stamps 5) Proof for perforation of miniature sheet 6) Letter with outer envelope from
“Ministere des Communications - Administration des Postes” addressed to the designer Mr. Henery J.
Fresco 7) Small photographic picture of the Essays group A truly wonderful exhibition assembly.

7’000 - 8’000

30433

A
C98-C101
1946 Composite essays by the Survey Department for the 80th Anniversary of the First Stamp designed
by Henry J. Fresco, hand-drawn miniature sheet with different formats on normal unwatermarked paper
with the four issued stamps at the centre, light creases and small thin, a unique unrecorded showpiece.

2’000 - 2’400

30434

CCP
C98b-C101b
1946 First Stamp Anniversary complete set of four with Royal misperfs., fresh, very fine and scarce.

300 - 400

Lot n°

30432

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30433
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

JA
C110
1946 Arab League Congress 15m bright violet, complete sheet of fifty (50), imperforate on thick greenish
surfaced rubber matting, applied to card (240 x 260mm), showing control number A/46 at lower left,
the printing shows bends made by the roller gripping the rubber, a unique showpiece and of great
importance to the connoisseur.

10’000 - 12’000

CC
MS4c
1949 16th Agricultural & Industrial Exhibition miniature sheet, mint n.h. uncut se-tenant pair from the
Royal collection, two sheets of eight each have been issued, one complete sheet remains and the other
has been cut into se-tenant pairs, hence; one of only four existing pairs.

3’000 - 3’600

30436

30435

30435

Note: Adjoining sheet with Arabic inscription written by the Diwan (Minister) donating the item to King
Farouk.

30436

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30437

CC
C136
1951 Royal Wedding 10m green & brown, both in mint n.h. imperforate pair with Doctor blade streaking,
very fine and an extremely rare pair, exhibition showpiece.

7’000 - 10’000

30438

C
C136c
1951 Royal Wedding 10m green and red-brown, mint single showing the Royal misperf., very fine and
scarce.

260 - 460

30439

CC
MS5h
1951 Royal Wedding miniature sheet showing the imperforate error, very fine and extremely rare for the
popular and attractive issue (NP MS5h).

5’000 - 7’000

30440

CC / 118
NP MS4a,c
1951 Royal Wedding miniature sheet mint n.h. showing inscription & crown double in black, a unique
showpiece together with another sheet with inscription printed in grey; ex John Sears.

7’000 - 8’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30438

30437
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30441

CC / View the image/s online
MS14b
1961 9th Anniversary of Revolution miniature sheet mint n.h. showing black inscription double, a unique
showpiece; cert. Hass; ex John Sears.

800 - 900

Egypt Arab Republic Occupation Palestine Gaza
30442

CCJ / 102
D224
1953 Marechal 40m sepia, 3 bars, complete n.h. sheet of 100 including all positional plate flaws, fresh,
very fine and an important showpiece; signed Greg Todd.

4’400 - 4’600

30443

CCJ / 118
P68c
1959 Nefertiti 55m on 100m brown-red, mint n.h. block of 42, showing variety misplaced “Palestine”
upwards, apparently the largest known multiple, hence unique.

1’000 - 1’200

Egypt Suez-Canal Company

30444

F
1869 Folded letter sheet endorsed from “Tinisah” to Alexandria, franked 1867 1pi neatly tied by
POSTE VICE-REALI EGIZIANE/ISMAILIA cds, and stamp endorsed with “Ch. VI 8/2.69”, additional
endorsement “Pressée” (Urgent), some cover faults with tear affecting stamp, an unusual and rare Suez
Canal usage; cert. Todd.

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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4’400 4’600

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30445

F
1914 (Nov 3) Envelope Marc Pourpe flight on envelope franked Pictorial 5m, and tied by Heliopolis cds
addressed to Bristol, England, with very fine strike in large violet “Poste Aerienne Cairo-Khartoum / LNA
Marc Pourpe 1913-14” cachet in violet, transit and arrival bs, and extremely fine and rare, one of the
finest recorded; cert. Todd.

6’000 - 7’000

30446

F
1914 (Jan 22) Marc Pourpe flight on postcard, franked Pictorial 4m (defective), and tied by Heliopolis
cds addressed to England, message “Greetings by First Flight Aerial Post from the Sudan” with large
violet “Poste Aerienne Cairo-Khartoum / LNA Marc Pourpe 1913-14” cachet, rare; ex. Garrett.

3’000 - 3’600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Airmails
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30440ex1

30440ex2

30443

30447

30449
30448

30452
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30453

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30447

F / 118
1924 Combination US Airmail cover from the American Mission in Minia to Illinois, franked by Crown
5m strip of three & 1923 USA Airmail 8c all tied by Tanta cds, cover endorsed at base “Via Air Mail from
New York to Chicago” in manuscript and prepaid to facilitate the extra costs of this service, rare usage.

500 - 600

30448

F / 118
1924 Uprated 5m stationery envelope with First Portrait 5m red-brown, sent from the American Mission
in Minia to Illinois, endorsed “Via Aerial Mail from New York to Chicago”, with USA Airmail 8c paying the
additional postage to make up the correct rate, unusual and scarce combination usage.

400 - 500

30449

F / 118
1924 Airmail cover sent from Cairo to USA, franked by First Portrait 5m block of four tied by Shepheard’s
Hotel Cairo cds, with USA Airmail 8c paying the additional postage to make up the correct rate, unusual
and scarce combination usage.

360 - 400

30450

CCJ / View the image/s online
O58-60
1938 15m purple, block of six, 20m blue, corner sheet marginal block of six, plus 50m green, single,
pair, and strip of three, all mint n.h. showing Royal misperfs., fresh and very fine (18).

100 - 150

30451

CCJ / View the image/s online
O64, O67-69
1952 4m. yellow-green, 15m purple, 20m blue and 50m green, all in mint n.h. bottom left corner sheet
marginal control blocks of four, with two identical 50m blocks, fresh and fine (20).

100 - 150

Officials

Postal History
30452

F / 118
1913 Maritime: Picture postcard franked De La Rue 5m rose, neatly tied by BARON CALL./OSTERR.
LLOYD/18.IX.13 cds (Tchil. fig. 145), addressed to Vienna, scarce maritime usage.

600 - 700

30453

F / 118
1924 Maritime: Uprated 5m stationery envelope to Guatemala, franked with First Portrait 10m deep
rose, in combination with France Sower 10c, 30c and 60c, all tied by Paquebot cds, arrival bs, a scarce
combination to a rare destination.

200 - 260

Revenues

30454

A
1885, De La Rue hand-drawn essay on thin paper, manuscript “Dec.18.85” at top right and “6” bottom
right, an attractive and unique essay.

900 - 1’000
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30457

30456

30461

30460ex

30465

30467
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30466ex

30469

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F / View the image/s online
1911 (Nov 28) Envelope sent registered to Switzerland with 1909 1/4g pair, 1/2g, 1g and 2g tied by
bilingual Addis-Abbeba cds, paying 2g rate plus 2g registration, Zurich arrival bs, open on three sides,
attractive franking and possibly the earliest known date of use of this cancel.

150 - 200

F / 120
1785 (Feb 15) incoming entire from France to Port-au-Prince, with very fine strike of the “St. MARC”
entry hs, very fine and fresh cover.

300 - 400

30457

F / 120
1854 Stampless envelope (without contents) sent from Mosul with manuscript endorsement “STEAMER/
MOSUL” at lower left and “BOSTON / 18 APR / 5 cts” arrival postmark. Reverse side manuscript date
“April 22nd `54”. Written by the U.S missionary Dwight. W. Marsh (1823-1896) stationed in Mosul (1850
- 1860) to his sister Clarissa Dwight Marsh. The cover was carried by river steamer along the Tigris after
which it was taken per dromedary service to Beirut via Damascus through the Syrian desert (postal
route opened by the British in 1843 between Beirut and Bagdhad). This is the earliest recorded
transatlantic mail cover from Iraq of which only two are known (the other one franked with a U.S
stamp offered in the next lot).

1’000 - 1’500

30458

F
U.S. 1851 3¢ Washington imperforate (closed vertical tear) tied by “New York Jan (20)” datestamp on
3 page entire letter from Mosul, Iraq, dated Nov. 23rd 1856 to ST. LOUIS, U.S.A. Lower left with ms
“STEAMER / D.W MARSH, MOSUL”. The cover was taken to Baghdad per steamer along the Tigris and
then carried by British dromedary service through the Syrian desert to Beirut where it was put on board
a packet (postal route opened by the British in 1843 between Beirut and Bagdad). The letter travelled
nearly 3 months till its final destination, St. Louis U.S. Written by the missionary Dwight Whitney Marsh
who was posted at Mosul from 1850 to 1860. During his stay in Mosul, Marsh acquired two Assyrian
reliefs from Nimrud for his alma mater. The reliefs were the first of their kind to arrive in the U.S. In this
letter the author makes reference to the Anglo-Persian war (Nov. 1 1856 - Apr. 4 1857) “News from
Persia and India is warlike but Persia will probably yield and England be saved the cost of another war
- Persia ought to be humbled, she has treated England haughtily”. He concludes the letter by saying “I
hope slavery will not prevail tomorrow” in reference to the U.S presidential elections which took place
on the 4th Nov (18th quadrennial presidential election), where Democrat James Buchanan defeated
Republican nominee John C. Frémont. This amazing 1856 cover represents the earliest use of a
postage stamp in Iraq and the only known cover to bear a US stamp. one of the major items of
Iraq postal history.

5’000 - 10’000

Lot n°

Ethiopia
30455

Haiti
30456

Iraq
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

30459

Estimate (€)

30463

30459

H
1870-72 5pi pale blue, neatly cancelled by Mosul cancel, scarce; cert. BPA (1959).

180 - 240

30460

F / 120
1892-1914 Group of six Ottoman covers from Karbala (one with negative seal interestingly written by
an Iraqi Jew from this Sheaa Muslim holy city), Baghdad, Najaf negative and censored, Karie Bachi and
one from Alep.

500 - 600

30461

F / 120
1892ca. Cover franked with bisected 1pi on 2pi UPU Empire stamp tied by Baghdad negative seal and
scarce Telgrafhane-i Kurna (ASP type 1) arrival negative seal, fine and rare with very few Kurna seals
recorded (this example illustrated in the ASP).

400 - 500

30462

F / View the image/s online
1922-29 Group of four first flight and airmail covers including British Occ. stationery cover to Cairo, first
India-London return flight with Rutbah cachet, plus 1931 cover from Poona to Bushire (5).

200 - 300

30463

CS
S.G. 92s
1931 25R violet with “SPECIMEN” perfin, mint o.g., faint discolouration at top from hinge, fine and
scarce.

200 - 300

30464

CC
1948-53 group of mint never hinged souvenir sheets (8), 1948 airmails perforated (2) imperforated (3),
1948 sheet of 6 imperforated (2, one corner crease), 1953 coronation.

500 - 600

CC / 120
1952 Menorah 1’000m in mint n.h. complete tab strip of five from the bottom of the sheet, very fine.

500 - 700

HGS / 120
1885, Telegraph Stamps, 1s to 1y, the lithographed complete set of ten values on thin white paper, each
example showing Kanji-style “Specimen” overprint, mounted on sheet made of tissue-type paper, as
well as 27 used values on fragments, very scarce; ex Shaul Ladany.

300 - 500

Israel
30465

Japan
30466

Japan Post in Korea
30467

F / 120
Scott 3
1900 (Aug 1) postcard to Tokyo with 1 1/2s ultramarine tied by crisp red cds, very fine and rare usage
of this stamp, signed Holcombe.

Find the bid form on the last page of this catalogue.
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600 - 800

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F
1884 Official courier mail, cover with badge of horses imprinted in black on the reverse, very fine and
very rare with only 4-5 of these covers recorded (two in vermilion and two in black, ex “Kondo Grand Prix
Collection” (the opening page of the collection, David Feldman 1994, lot 50000, realised CHF12’000).

4’000 - 5’000

30469

F / 120
1901 Russia 4k postal stationery card cancelled by “GENSAN / I.J.P.O” 5 JAN 1901 cds in black with
boxed paquebot hs on reverse, with New Year greetings, very fine.

240 - 300

30470

F / 124
1902 (Jan 21) Envelope sent to Switzerland franked with 1900-05 1c green and 3c red-orange strip of
three, sent via the French P.O. with Seoul and Shanghai French transits, Bulle arrival, two stamps with
small faults otherwise fine.

260 - 300

30471

F / 124
1939 (Jun 27) long printed envelope addressed to China with large boxed “A.R.” in red, franked Japan
1937-38 50s chestnut & deep blue vertical pair and 6s rose-red horizontal pair tied by crisp “KEIZYO
TYOSEN” 27.6.39 cds, Shanghai arrival bs, fine.

500 - 700

DCEP / View the image/s online
1860 6c, 12c and 24c imperf. proofs in black on unwatermarked wove paper, fine; cert. Behr (2017).

160 - 200

30473

F / 124
Scott 4, 4a
1856, 4r red, single used on cover from Zacatecas to Aguascalientes with interesting “Agencia Pral/
Delc Tabaco/Zacatecas” sender’s cachet, and very fine vertical half used as 2r on 18.6.1858 entire letter
to Durango tied by “Mineral/del Oro” oval hs (Schatzkès fig. 278), with “2” due marking on reverse; each
with cert. Mepsi (2022).

150 - 200

30474

F / 124
Scott 4b
1856, 4r red, quarter used as i real on 2.6.1858 entire letter from Morelia to Pátzcuaro, tied by “Franco/
Morelia” cds, very fine; cert. Mepsi (2022).

200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Korea

30468

Note: Until 1884, the official courier mail service was run exclusively for military and official
communications. Ki-Bai on horse and Bo-Bai on foot came into operation in 1597 and MA-PAE badge
of horse imprint was used on official mail.

Liberia
30472

Mexico
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30471

30470

30474

30473ex1

30484

30477

30489ex

zz
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30493

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30475

HJ
Scott 5b
1856, 8r violet without overprint, well margined block of four, with indistinct cancellation and not postally
used, folded between stamps, a scarce and appealing multiple; cert. Mepsi (2022).

200 - 300

30476

F / View the image/s online
Scott 94
1873 (Apr 27) Entire from Tampico to Bordeaux, France, with 1872 no wmk 12c with Tampico district
overprint and “40 73” consignment number, good margins, paying the single internal rate, tied by oval
“Franco/Tampico” cancel, carried to Veracruz and put aboard RMSPC “Corsica” to St. Thomas and
transferred to RMSPC “Moselle” to Plymouth, with Anglo-French Treat 1F60c accountancy hs, with
“12” decimes charge, Calais transit and Bordeaux arrival bs, very fine.

50 - 80

30477

F / 124
1877 (May 17) entire from Veracruz to Cuba with 1874-80 10c black marginal with partial printer’s
imprint, tied by “FRANCO” cds, and overlapped by Feance 40c pair cancelled by French “MEXIQUE”
octagonal ds with further strike below along with “3” hs, reverse with French “Ligne B / Paq. Fr. No.4”
paquebot ds and Havana arrival, a fine and attractive mixed franking.

800 - 1’200

Lot n°

30475

30478

30481ex

Mongolia
30478

CCJ
3D
1924 Sceptre of Indra 5c perf.11 mint n.h. block of four, folded along perfs, a very fine and rare multiple
(Mi. 3D).

200 - 300

Morocco
Local Issues
30479

F / 124
1900 (Apr 30) Envelope to Germany franked with Mazagan-Marakesh local 5c (2) tied by “J. Brudo
Marakech Maroc” cds, in combination with German P.O. 3c on 3pf (2), 5c on 5pf (2) and 10c on 10pf tied
by Mazagan Deutsche Post cds, Oppel arrival bs, some water staining on envelope, scarce.

600 - 800

30479A

G
1931 India 1/2a New Delhi in block of four tied to piece by Muscat hatched cds with "MUSCAT/DUE"
horseshoe hs adjacent, minor foxing, plus Officials 1937-39 2R pair with Muscat machine cancel,scarce
India used abroad.

150 - 200

30480

CC / View the image/s online
S.G. 138, 145
1971 5b on 3b reddish purple mint n.h., and 1972 25b on 40b black & orange in mint n.h. strip of three
(one stamp showing variety short Arabic “2”) and single, very fine (S.G. £1’160).

150 - 200

30481

H
1978 40-75 surcharge set of three; fine used.

S.G. 212-214

400 - 500

Oman
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30482

F / View the image/s online
1870 Native stampless cover from Shiraz to Isfahan sent with governmental mailman (Chaparr) (07 Jan
1870), cover is handmade & there is another letter written inside the cover.

150 - 200

30483

F / View the image/s online
1899-1909, group of five covers incoming from London with QV (1) and KEVII (4) 2 1/2d or 5d frankings
to Isfahan via Russia, Tabriz and Teheran, and one from Bombay (6).

60 - 80

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Persia
Postal History

Indian Postal Agencies in Persia
30484

F / 124
1855 Wrapper (reduced slightly) franked with India 1854 4a cancelled by diamond of dots, with “REG’D
LETTER NO” in red, sent to Mirza Abdolkarim Shirazi (Iranian merchant) in Calcutta, reverse with Indian
circular datestamp 22 Nov 1855 and Calcutta GPO arrival 29 Nov 1855, some imperfections; cert.
Persiphila (2014).

400 - 600

30485

F / View the image/s online
1884-93, Incoming group of 6 covers from Bombay & Madras sent to Yezd (4 with 3 endorsed via
Bushire or Bandar Abbas), Ispahan and Shiraz (registered), with a range of frankings, some incl.
contents, mixed condition.

150 - 200

30486

F / View the image/s online
1887-88, Two covers incl. QV 1/2a green tied by crisp Bushire squared circle ds on cover to Bandarabas,
and QV 1/2a green vert. pair tied by neat Bandar-Abas squared circle ds, very fine duo.

50 - 70

30487

F / View the image/s online
AHWAZ: 1922 (27.2) Envelope from Ahwas to Cairo, franked India GV 1a red block of three, tied
AHWAZ/27.FEB.22 cds and Cairo arrival alongside, scarce; ex Parsons.

100 - 150

30488

F
Bunder Abbas: 1886-97, Group of five covers sent locally in Bandar Abas with QV 1/2a green frankings,
three with singles and two with pairs all tied by squared circle ds, fine.

50 - 70

30489

F / 124
BUSHIRE: Group of fives covers incl. 1867 (10.1) native envelope from Bushire to Bombay bearing
“BUSHIER” ring cds and boxed framed “BUSHIRE/P.O./BEG 4 ANNA”, very fine; cert. Sadri (2011);
1867 native stampless cover mostly likely from Bushire to Bombay, rated “2 anna” manuscript, with
small Bombay thimble arrival bs; and 1881-85 three covers each franked QV 1/2a blue on reverse, each
tied by a different Bushire cancel.

150 - 200

30490

F / View the image/s online
Bushire: 1878-1919 Attractive group of three covers all from Bushire to Bombay, plus one postcard
addressed to Belgium, showing four different types of Bushire cancels, all with transit and arrival mkgs,
a fine group (4).

60 - 80

30491

F
1887-89, Group of three covers from Bushire to Bandar Abbas incl. QV 1/2a green tied by squared
circle, pair tied by squared circle, and unfranked with 1a postage due hs, fine.

50 - 70

30492

F / View the image/s online
Bushire: 1895 Envelope sent from Bushire to Bombay franked on the reverse with India QV 1a tied by
“BUSHIRE NO 16 95” squared circle, arrival “BOMBAY 28 10 95” cds (possible date slug error), opened
along side with small tear, scarce.

60 - 80

30493

F / 124
1921 Cover sent registered from The Imperial Bank of Persia in Bushire to London, with rare Bushire
registration label on front and reverse with KV5 2a strip of three, Battersea arrival ds, fine.

500 - 600

30494

F / View the image/s online
1883 (Dec 26) Envelope from Linga to Bandar Abbas with QV 1/2a green tied by Linga squared circle
ds, arrival bs, fine.

100 - 150
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

1868-1879 Nasr ed-Din Shah Lion Issues
1865 Essays
30495

CCJA / View the image/s online
Lion label in gold on cream paper, perf. 11 1/4, in mint n.h. corner marginal block of four, very fine.

50 - 70

1875 Wide Spacing (SG 5-13) (Persiphila 5-9)

30496

C
Persiphila 5S7, 6S1, 7S5, 8S1
1875, Rouletted issue set of four in mint sheets of four; 1sh black setting 7 DBCA, signed Sadri; 2sh
blue setting 1 ABCD, signed Sadri; 4sh orange red setting 5 CDAB, signed Holcombe; and 8sh green
setting 1 ABCD, light crease affecting one stamp and small stain; a fine and very rare set in sheets.

7’000 - 8’000

30497

F
Persiphila 6, 5
2sh. blue, rouletted, two examples type ‘B’ and ‘C’, used with 1sh. black, rouletted, type ‘A’, on 1876
cover from Rescht to Tehran, tied by RESCHT/30.3.76 cds, very fine and a rare franking; ex Farahbakhsh
and Youseffi.

9’000 - 10’000

Please ensure your bids arrive on time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30498

CHJ
Persiphila 6, 8, 26
1875 Rouletted issue 2sh blue in mint sheet of four type ABCD and 8sh green mint sheet of four ABCD,
and 1878-79 re-engraved 1Kr in used block with just touched to good margins, signed Sadri, fine to
very fine.

2’500 - 3’000

30499

CH
Persiphila 6, 8A, 17
1875 Rouletted issue 2sh blue in mint sheet of four type ABCD, imperf. 8sh green in unused sheet of
four (minor staining), and 1876 4kr olive yellow, an irregular block of three, types A/BD from setting 2,
central pinhole clear of design, otherwise fine.

2’000 - 3’000

1876 Narrow Spacing (SG 15-19) (Persiphila 13-17)

30500

CHJ
Persiphila 13-17, 26
1876 1sh to 4Kr set in blocks of four, the 1sh (tiny thin spots, signed Dr Dadkhar), 2sh and 4sh (signed
Holcombe) in mint blocks and each with clear margins, and 1Kr, 4Kr (thin spot, signed Sadri) plus reengraved 1Kr in used blocks with mixed margins, fine to very fine.

5’000 - 6’000

30501

H / View the image/s online
Persiphila 16
1kr carmine, selections of eleven used singles, showing all four type A to D present, few faults or
defects, mixed to fine (Persiphila $1’320), all signed Sadri.

100 - 150
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30502

H
Persiphila 16a
1876 1kr carmine, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, OPPOSITE DIRECTION, couple of
small thins, fine and a very rare variety (Persiphila $5’000).

240 - 300

30503

H
Persiphila 16b
1876 1kr. carmine, used single showing PRINTED BOTH SIDES, OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS, thin, a very
rare variety (Persiphila $5’000).

300 - 400

30504

H / View the image/s online
Persiphila 16f
1876 1kr. carmine, selection of sixteen used singles, all presented in reconstructed sheetlets, showing
an array of paper and printing variations including the scarcer laid paper, few minor faults, generally
fresh and very fine, all neatly mounted and written up on an exhibition page, some signed Sadri (16)
(Persiphila $8’300+).

500 - 700

30503

30505

1878-79 Re-engraved (SG 37-39) (Persiphila 26-28)
30505

H
Persiphila 26
1878-79 Re-engraved 1Kr carmine on white paper, used pair, clear to good margins, early stage printing
in carmine with blotchy ink, fine and scarce (Persiphila $1’500+).

150 - 200

30506

H
Persiphila 27A
1878-79 Re-engraved 1 Kr red with bronze on yellow paper, type A, very close at lower right otherwise
clear margins, neat Shiraz cds very fine; signed Dr. Dadkhar ; cert. Sadri (Persiphila 2015, $15’000).

900 - 1’200

1878-79 Five Kran Stamps (SG 40-43) (Persiphila 30-37)

30507

H
Persiphila 30A
1878-79 5Kr light greyish blue, type B, on medium white wove paper, fine to large margins, neatly used,
some creasing an small thin spots, scarce; cert. IPSC (2020) (Persiphila $2’000).

400 - 500
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30508

F
Persiphila 18B, 40, 41B
1876 First Portrait Issue 1sh perf.12 in combination with Second Portrait Issue 2sh perf.13 pair, tied on
reverse by Tabriz cds with Teheran arrival on front; and Second portrait issue 1s perf.13 pair and two
singles tied to reverse of cover tied by Boushire cds; a very fine and attractive pair of covers.

2’400 - 3’000

30509

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 20
1876 First Portrait 5ch. rose and black, tied on reverse of 21 January 1878 small neat native envelope,
by ISPAHAN cds, sent to Hamadan, very fine.

70 - 100

30510

F
Persiphila 44A
1879-80 2ch Portrait Issue 1Kr tied to reverse of cover by blue Meched cds sent registered to Teheran
with partial “RECOM” hs on front and arrival cds, very fine and scarce registered usage.

1’800 - 2’400

30511

F / 132
1882 Stampless envelope from Kerman to Yezd with rare negative free rate (Madjani) marking in violet,
very fine.

200 - 300

30512

F / 132
Persiphila 60
1882 Registered mail acknowledgement of receipt (Return Receipt), from Yezd to Teheran with 1882
Retouched 5 Chahis, type a, tied by blue Yezd postmark, very fine and scarce.

700 - 900

30513

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 60, 96, 97, 123
1882-97, Group of four covers incl. 1882 5ch type a from Yezd, 1889 Typographed issue 1k from
Meched (noticeably misperfed), 10ch from Teheran, and 1897 5ch on 8ch from Teheran, fine.

50 - 70

30514

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 60a
1882 Retouched Single Currency Recessed Issue, 5 Chahis type b showing scarce variety showing
Farsi “YOST” instead of “POST” on two covers from Yezd, one with single franking and one with 188586 Typographed 1 Kran.

250 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1876-1896 Nasr ed-Din Shah Issues
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30515

F / 132
Persiphila 60A, 60B
1882ca. Retouched single currency recessed issue 5c type a (3) and type b (1) tied on reverse of
commercial envelope by oval Teheran ds, sent registered to Yezd with arrival cds on obverse, very fine.

200 - 300

30516

F / 132
Persiphila 61
1883 Registered mail acknowledgement of receipt (Return Receipt), from Yezd to Rafsandjan franked
with 1882 Retouched Portrait 10 Chahis issue tied by blue Yezd postmark (“22” inverted), with scarce
red Rafsandjan postmark below (Söhrne type I, rarity 5 out of 6).

1’000 - 1’500

30517

CDCE / View the image/s online
Persiphila 66P1-66P6
1882 Petitin Issues: Attractive unused selection of all six values, plus some duplication, some slight
faults, mixed to fine (Scott $600+) (20).

100 - 150

30518

F
1885-86 Typographed issue group of four covers from Yezd incl. 1k & 5ch, 1k, 10ch & 5ch and 10ch
frankings, fine.

50 - 70

30519

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 86, 87
1885-86 Typographed 1ch single and 2ch pair tied on reverse of small envelope by Rafsandjan script
cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5), very fine.

50 - 70

30520

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 88
1886 Registered mail acknowledgement of receipt (Return Receipt), from Kazvin to Teheran franked
with 1885-86 Typographed Definitives Shevidi 5 Chahis, small part of receipt & stamp was scissored
due to the cancellation.

200 - 300

30521

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 88
1885-86 Typographed 5ch tied on reverse of small envelope by Rafsandjan script cancel (Sohrne I,
rarity 5), very fine.

50 - 70

30522

F
Persiphila 88, 89
1885-86 10ch brown on four covers from Yezd (perf.12, perf.12 1/2 (2) and perf.13, one with violet
cancel) and 5ch from Rafsandjan, fine.

50 - 70

30523

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 89, 89
1885-86 Typographed 5ch (2) and 10ch tied on reverse of envelope by Rafsandjan type I cds (rated
rarity 5 according to the Illustrated Postmarks of Iran 1876-1925 by Sohrne), sent registered with reg’n
label adjacent, very fine.

70 - 100

30524

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 90, 60A
1885-86 1K slate perf.13x13 1/2 and 1882 5ch type a perf.12 tied by Yezd cds to reverse of cover, minor
peripheral cover tears, fine.

50 - 70

30525

F / 132
1886 stampless envelope sent from Lar to Yezd with two clear strikes of the scarce negative Mobarake
Lar postmark, incl. contents, very

300 - 400

30526

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 60, 88, 94, 102
1888-94 Group of five covers all with 5c frankings tied by scarce Rafsandjan postmarks in red (Söhrne
type 1, rarity 5 out of 6), all in good condition.

250 - 300

30527

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 94
1889 Typographed Issue 5ch on reverse of envelope tied by Rescht octagonal cancel (Sohrne 7, rarity
5) with further strike adjacent and Teheran arrival cds, very fine.

50 - 70

30528

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 101/106
1891 Nasr ed-Din Shah Qajar issue, two covers sent to “Motamed Alsoltan” from Rescht to Tehran,
one with 14ch (2) & 2ch of Mehrabi issue total 30ch rate, other with 1kr(2) and 5ch (3) total 55ch rate;
both tied by scarce Rescht octangular postmark (Söhrne type 11, rarity 5 out of 6), a scarce usage of
the 14ch.

400 - 500

30529

M / View the image/s online
1894, document related to Persia customs from Bandarabbas with red Khorasan agency mark &
negative Bandarabbas customs marking.

120 - 150
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Symbol(s) / Photo page
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30530

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 110/132
1894 Typographed & 1897 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar white paper Chahi values, group of six covers
with a range of frankings and rates, all different cancels incl. oval Kazvin postmark, fine.

150 - 200

30531

F / 132
1895, stampless envelope from Tehran to Kashan with rare negative Tehran free rate (Madjani Tehran)
marking in blue, very fine.

150 - 200

30532

F / 136
Persiphila 130
1897 White Paper 5ch strip of three on cover from Share Rey to Yezd, with very fine strikes of the Shah
Abdol Azim native script postmark, Tehran bs, light cover folds clear of stamps, very fine.

200 - 300

1896-1907 Muzaffer ed-Din Shah (SG 113-297)
30533

F / View the image/s online
Stampless cover with Mohammareh script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5) in black, roughly opened at right, fine.

70 - 100

30534

F / View the image/s online
1897 stampless envelope, incl. original contents, with Lar native script postmark on reverse, fine.

100 - 150

30535

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 122
1898-1911, 1 Chahi registration label stamp on group of four covers (1897 to 1901), one with scarce
Teheran Sengledge postmark.

200 - 300

30536

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 126, 132
1897 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 1ch vertical strip of five and 10ch vert. pair tied to reverse of envelope
by very fine strikes of the Kazeroun script cancel (Sohrne II, rarity 3), sent registered with label along
with Chiraz and Teheran cds, very fine.

100 - 150

30537

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 127
1897 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 2ch single tied to reverse of envelope by a superb strike of the Dizfoul
script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 3) with further strike adjacent, very fine.

50 - 70

30538

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 130
1897 Mozaffar-edin Shah Qajar (white paper) 5ch tied on reverse of envelope by Kazvin oval ds (Sohrne
II, rarity 4), indistinct arrival, very fine.

50 - 70

30539

F / 136
Persiphila 130, 454, 469
1897 5ch yellow on cover from Kakhak tied by fine strike of the negative seal cancel, with Gonabad
(rarity 5), Meched, Yezd and Teheran ds, corner torn away; and 1911-21 1ch & 5ch tied by crisp Mezinan
cds (type I, rarity 5), Charous ds below; scarce cancels on cover.

400 - 500

30540

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 174
1899 green paper issue, two 1ch grey on newspaper wrapper from Bushire to Isfahan with Tolou
(sunrise) handmade logo, fine.

250 - 300

30541

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 178
1899 Mozaffer-edin Shah Qajar (green paper) 5ch on reverse of envelope tied by Bonab octagonal
cancel (Sohrne 2, ra rity 5) with further strike adjacent and Tauris arrival cds, very fine.

100 - 150

30542

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 178
1899 Mozaffer-eddin Shah Qajar (green paper) 5ch tied on reverse of envelope by oval Khoy ds (Sohrne
II, rarity 5), with further strike and Tauris cds adjacent, very fine.

70 - 100

30543

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 190, 193
1900 Special Adjutant Provisional 1ch and 4ch tied to cover by Teheran type 6 cds, reverse with
commercial wafer seal, very fine.

70 - 100

30544

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 190/194
1900 Special Adjudant Provisional Issue, group of four covers franked with Special Adjudant control
handstamp in the centre of pair of stamps, one cover inverted handstamp, one cover with faulty franking
otherwise fine.

250 - 300
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30545

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 191, 192
1900 Special Adjutant Provisional 2ch and 3ch tied by Tehran cds, reverse with commercial wafer seal,
very fine.

70 - 100

30546

F
Persiphila 194, 194a, 162
1900 Special Adjutant Provisional 5ch on three covers incl. inverted overprint from Shiraz and upright
overprints from Meched and Tauris, plus two with 1899 Arabesque Control hs on covers from Ispahan
and Bushire, fine.

50 - 70

30547

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 205
1900 5ch on 8ch tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the scarce Chouchter script cancel
(Sohrne I, rarity 5), obverse with Khoremabad cds, very fine.

100 - 150

30548

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 224, 221
1902 “PROVISOIRE” 1K and 10ch tied on reverse of envelope by Teheran oval ds, sent registered with
reg’n label on obverse, very fine and scarce usage of the 1K.

100 - 150

30549

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 249/254
1902 Rosette hs issue (large letter currency), group of five covers incl. 2ch & 3ch from Teheran, 10ch
from Bushire, 10ch pair sent registered from Tauris to Maracha, 12ch from the French Legation in Persia
to France via Baku, and 1K sent registered from Meched, a fine group.

100 - 150

30550

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 251
1902 Rosette 5 CHAHIS, very good to large margins, tied by Yezd cds to envelope sent to Ispahan,
very fine, signed Sadri.

50 - 60

30551

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 262
1902 Small Letter “Chahis” 5c on reverse of envelope tied by Khiaban Sepah Salar (Tehran) script ds
(Sohrne 31, rarity 4) with further strike adjacent, fine.

100 - 150

30552

CCJ
Persiphila 276
1902 Tehran Local Post Issue 2 Chahis red-brown on yellow netted background with ‘P.L. Teheran’ overprint
in black, mint n.h. block of four (pos. 1-4), light horizontal gum bends at top, fine; cert. IPSC (2021).

350 - 400

30553

L / View the image/s online
Persiphila 288
“Meched Stamps According to Karman”, 1996, HB, pp.154, numbered 77/100 and signed by the
author, some minor separation of the binding on the first page, very scarce and a must-have for the
Meched collector, plus a group of 8 Meched forgeries.

200 - 300

30554

CHDCE
Persiphila 288-294
1902 Meched set of six, all CTO with various amounts of gum, all four margined, 1Kr affected by water,
fine to very fine.

800 - 1’000
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30555

DCE
Persiphila 289
1902 Meched 2ch black, red initials, unused with good to very large margins, very fine; cert. Sadri (2016)
(Persiphila $1’000).

250 - 300

30556

DCE
Persiphila 290
1902 Meched 3ch black, red initials, unused with good to very good margins, small light wrinkle at right
mentioned for accuracy, very fine and extremely rare unused with very few examples recorded; cert.
Sadri (2016) (Persiphila $2’000).

1’500 - 1’800

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30555

30557

30556

30558
30559

30557

H
Persiphila 292a
1902 Meched 5ch pair showing error corner figures transposed and inverted on both stamps, cancelled
by the extremely rare Baroujer cds, right stamp damaged, very rare variety, incl. normal CTO for
comparison.

800 - 1’000

30558

C
Persiphila 293c
1902 12ch Meched mint with gum, fine to vary large margins and pin perforated on two sides, good
impression and fine, extremely rare with very few examples recorded with gum, certified Sadri (2015).

1’500 - 2’000

30559

CH
Persiphila 293c
1902 Meched 12ch vertical pair, pin perforated, CTO, showing wmk “C”, stained by the gum otherwise
very fine.

400 - 500

30560

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 300, 303
1902-04 Portrait Issue 1ch and 5ch on reverse of envelope tied by Khiaban Amin Hozour (Tehran) script
ds (Sohrne 26, rarity 4) with commercial wafer seal adjacent, obverse with Teheran and Ispahan ovoid
ds, very fine.

100 - 150

30561

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 300, 303
1902-04 Mozaffer-eddin Shah Qajar 1ch and 5ch tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the
Behbahan script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 4) in violet, very fine.

70 - 100

30562

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 300-301
1902-04 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 1ch single and 2ch vertical pair each tied to reverse of envelope by
a superb strike of the Lar script cancel (Sohrne III, rarity 2), obverse with Yezd and Chiraz cds, minor
cover creasing, fine.

100 - 150
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30563

F / 136
Persiphila 301, 303, 306
1902-04 Portrait Issue 1kr, 5ch and 2ch on reverse of envelope tied by Maidan Amin Sultan (Tehran)
script ds (Sohrne 27, rarity 5), sent registered with further strike on obverse, reg’n label and Kurdistan
ovoid ds, very fine.

150 - 200

30564

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 302, 305, 306, 366
1902-04 Portrait Issue 1K, 12ch and 3ch plus 1905-06 1 CHAI on 3ch tied on reverse of envelope by
“TEHERAN SENGLEDGE” cancel, sent registered to Koum with reg’n label and arrival on obverse, very
fine.

100 - 150

30565

F / 136
Persiphila 302, 306
1902-04 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 2ch and 1Kr tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the
scarce Fassa script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5), very fine.

200 - 300

30566

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 303
Group of two covers, one unused with governmental Direction General Des Postes Persanes Label
other used with “AMINE DAROZARBE. TEHRAN (PERSE)” label franked with 1902-04 5ch red rose tied
by oval Tehran Maidan, very fine.

200 - 300

30567

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 303
1902-04 Portrait Issue 5ch tied on reverse of envelope by oval Miandoab ds (Sohrne II, rarity 5), with
further strike adjacent and Tauris cds on obverse, very fine.

100 - 150

30568

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 303
1902-04 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 5ch pair tied to reverse of envelope by a very fine strike of the
Djahroum script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 4) with further strike adjacent, very fine.

70 - 100

30569

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 303
1902-04 Portrait Issue 5ch tied on reverse of envelope by oval Teheran Maidan ds (Sohrne 21, rarity 2),
with commercial wafer seal adjacent, very fine.

40 - 50

30570

F / 136
Persiphila 303, 300
1902-04 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 5ch & 1ch tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the scarce
Merend script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5) with further strike adjacent, fine.

200 - 300

30571

F / 136
Persiphila 306
1902-04 Mozaffar-eddin Shah Qajar 1Kr tied to reverse of envelope by a very fine strike of the scarce
Zaragh script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5) with further strike adjacent, very fine.

200 - 300

30572

G / View the image/s online
Persiphila 320b
1903 Official Correspondence Issue 2kr blue perf. 11.5x11 pair with ‘Service’ overprint in violet, used on
a piece, cancelled with ‘CRMAN CHAH 1/3/1091’ postmark, fine; cert. IPSC (2019).

100 - 150

30573

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 329, 330, 376
1903-04 Surcharge issues, group of four covers with a variety of surcharged stamps, one cover with
Rescht 1905 postmark.

100 - 150

30574

F / 138
Persiphila 329
1904 3ch on 5ch pair on reverse of cover with very fine strike of the Ghaine lion intaglio cancel on the front
along with Meched cds, stamps tied by Charoud cds, couple of horizontal cover creases, fine and scarce.

200 - 300

30575

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 329
1904 3ch on 5ch issue on three covers incl. two on cover from Ghomicheh along with six 1ch, one on
cover with 2ch and 10ch from Yezd and pair on cover from Yezd, fine.

50 - 70

30576

F / 136
Persiphila 330
1904 6ch on 10ch tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the Bam lion intaglio cancel (Sohrne II,
rarity 5) with further strike adjacent, very fine.

100 - 150

30577

F / 138
Persiphila 300, 306, 329
1905 cover sent registered from Kum to Yazd via Kashan, with rare Kum registration hs on obverse with
reg’n label adjacent, franked on the reverse with 1902-04 1ch & 1Kr and 1904 3ch on 5ch, very fine.

250 - 300
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30578

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 374, 374c
1906 Provisional typeset issue 1ch, six examples tied on both sides by Yezd elliptical ds on a cover to
Meched, with one stamp showing “PERSANSS” for “PENSANES” variety, minor soiling, fine.

70 - 100

30579

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 382
1907 Portrait Issue 3ch pair tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the Khomain script cancel
(Sohrne I, rarity 5), front with Koum and Ispahan ovoid ds, minor cover soiling not detracting, fine.

100 - 150

1907-1909 Mohammed Ali Mirza Shah (SG 298-319)
30580

JDCE / View the image/s online
Persiphila 401
1909 Tehran local post issue 1 Chahi violet blue paper with “P.L TEHERAN” handstamp in unused block
of 10, fine; cert. Persiphila (2019).

200 - 300

30581

CCJ / 138
Persiphila 414 var
1907-09 Shah Qajar Issue 3Kr light blue with Ministry of Foreign affair violet overprint in complete mint
n.h. sheet of 25, with full selvedge showing perforated “CC” at lower right, very fine and very rare with
this being one of only two complete sheets of the 3Kr with this being the finest, a showpiece.

1’500 - 2’000

30582

CCJ
Persiphila 415 var
1907-09 Shah Qajar Issue 4Kr yellow with Ministry of Foreign affair violet overprint in complete mint n.h.
sheet of 25, with full selvedge showing perforated “CC” at lower right, very fine and unique complete
sheet of the 4Kr, with this being the key value in this issue, a spectacular showpiece.

6’000 - 8’000

30583

F / 138
Persiphila 430
1909 Coat of Arms Issue 2k on waybill tied by Rescht cds with Enzeli cds adjacent, other side with fine
strike of the scarce Chafaroud intaglio cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 6), very fine.

500 - 600

1909-1925 Sultan Ahmed Miza Shah (SG 320-601)
30584

F / View the image/s online
1910-12, group of four Telegraph envelopes from Administration of Telegraph Persane in Tabriz to Khoy,
one with 1910 Magenta Coat of Arms marking, two with 1911 blue & green blue marking & one with
1912 blue marking, all with Telegraph letters inside.

150 - 200
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30585

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 527/531
1915 “1333” Lunar date issue, group of six covers incl. 3ch, 6ch, 9c, 10ch & 1 Kran values, very nice
group.

150 - 200

30586

F / View the image/s online
1911-21 First Portrait issue on 10 waybill slips with values up to 30kr, all from Teheran, many seem to
be missing a stamp.

100 - 150

30587

FDFE / View the image/s online
1911-21 Portrait issue: Frankings on ca.180 covers, part waybills and the odd front, range of cancels,
mostly 6ch and 9ch frankings, condition generally good, useful mix.

50 - 100

30588

F / 138
Persiphila 454, 469
1911-21 Portrait Issue 1ch and 5ch tied to envelope by a fine strike of the violet Hendidjan intaglio
cancellation (Sohrne II, rarity 6), with Bender Deilam cds adjacent, stamps overwritten by recipient’s
notes with some minor ink corrosion to the envelope, fine and scarce cancel.

200 - 300

30589

F
Persiphila 454/462
1911-21 Portrait Issue 1ch (3), 2ch (2), 13ch and 1kr tied to complete waybill to Recht by very good
strikes of the Chafaroud negative circular postmarks (Sohrne I, rarity 6), arrival bs, very fine and
attractive item with such fine strikes. Note: Chafaroud (Shafa Rud) is a small village in the north-east of
Gilan province. Thee 2006 census shows that village population was about only 255.

1’000 - 1’500

30590

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 454/468
1911-21 First Portrait issue on 50 waybills from Teheran to various destinations, with range of frankings
with values up to 30Kr.

300 - 500

30591

F / 138
Persiphila 456
1911-21 Portrait Issue 3ch, two singles on reverse of envelope with the obverse showing a fine strike
of the rare Yengui-Imam intaglio cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 6), stamps tied by Teheran cds with the rare
Taleghan lion circular cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 6) adjacent, very fine.

500 - 600

30592

F / 140
Persiphila 456
1911-21 Portrait Issue 3ch, two singles, on cover from Tezerdjan with rectangular intaglio despatch
(Sohrne I, rarity 5) adjacent to the stamps which are tied by a Yezd cds, Kirman cds adjacent, very fine.

200 - 300

30593

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 456
1911-21 Portrait Issue 3ch pair tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the Khonsar script cancel
(Sohrne II, rarity 3) with further strike adjacent, along with Sultanabad and Kachan cds and “C” control
hs, very fine.

150 - 200

30594

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 456
1911-21 Portrait Issue 3ch pair on reverse of envelope tied by a fine strike of the violet Ram Hormoz
lion intaglio cancellation (Sohrne I, rarity 4) and Bender-Nasseri cds, very fine.

100 - 150
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30595

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 456
1911-12 Portrait Issue 3ch pair tied on reverse of envelope by Meched cds, with Nassirabad Sistan
transit adjacent, obverse with Dozdab oval ds (Sohrne II, rarity 4) and Kirmanchah arrival, very fine.

50 - 70

30596

F / 140
Persiphila 457
1911-21 Portrait Issue 6ch tied to reverse of envelope by a very fine strike of the rare Guarakan oval
script cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5), with Teheran arrival adjacent, very fine.

300 - 400

30597

F / 140
Persiphila 457
1911 cover from Bender Nasseri to Bushire with scare Ramhormoz negative postmark (Söhrne type I,
rarity 4) tying 1911-21 6ch along with despatch oval ds, very fine.

200 - 300

30598

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 457
1911-21 Portrait Issue 6ch on reverse of envelope tied by Bender Nasseri bilingual cancel (Sohrne 1,
rarity 5) with commercial hs and Isfahan arrival cds adjacent, very fine.

100 - 150

30599

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 457
1911-21 Portrait Issue 6ch on reverse of Persian Treasury envelope a fine strike of the scarce Keredj
lion circular cancel (Sohrne I, rarity 5) in violet with further strike adjacent along with Teheran cds, some
creasing and small soiling at top, fine.

100 - 150

30600

G / View the image/s online
Persiphila 471B
1911 Ahmad Shah Small Portrait Issue 12ch green & blue, perf. 11.5x11, tall, used on a piece with Djulfa
Esfahan ‘19-XII-14’ cancellation postmark as well as Karachi rectangular censor marking dated ‘21 JAN
1915’, fine; cert. IPSC.

70 - 100

30601

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 472
1911-21 Portrait Issue 24ch tied to reverse of envelope by a fine strike of the Dekhord intaglio cancel
(Sohrne I, rarity 4), with Isfahan cds adjacent, very fine, signed Sadri.

150 - 200

30602

F / 140
Persiphila 484
1911 Azarbaijan “Officiel” Provisional 2Kr tied complete waybill by Tauris ovoid ds, fine and scarce.

350 - 400

30603

F
Persiphila 484, 487
1911 Azarbaijan “Officiel” Provisional 2Kr (2) and 10Kr (8) tied to complete waybill by Tauris ovoid ds,
via Tehran to Isfahan with arrival bs, a very rare usage of the 10Kr and an extremely high franking, a
showpiece of the “Officiel” issue.

2’000 - 3’000

30604

F / 140
Persiphila 484, 488
1911 Azarbaijan “Officiel” Provisional 2Kr (2) and 20Kr tied to mostly complete waybill by Tauris ovoid
ds, no stamps missing, a very rare and difficult-to-find usage of the 20Kr.

600 - 800

30605

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 521, 529, 618, 619
1915-19, Group of five covers incl. 1915-17 Revalued 5ch on 1K with 1911-21 10ch (2, both from Yezd),
1915 “1333” 9ch from Bam, 1919 “1337” 6ch on 1K and 6c on 10ch single frankings from Kirman, fine.

50 - 70
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30606

F / 140
Persiphila 526
1915ca. “1333” Handstamped issue 2ch, three singles tied to reverse of envelope by two Bender
Machour intaglio cancellations (Sohrne type I, rarity 6), sent to Bushire with 22.X.16 arrival adjacent and
censor cachet on front, fine and scarce.

300 - 400

30607

F / 140
Persiphila 527
1915 “1333” Lunar date issue, cover from Bam to Yezd franked with two 3ch coat of arms with 1333
handstamp with the overprint on the left stamp shifted to down and almost omitted, a nice error on cover.

200 - 300

30608

CC / View the image/s online
Persiphila 527 var
1915 ‘1333’ Lunar Year Issue 3 Chahis light green & maroon (perf. 12.5x12) of 1909 Coat of Arms issue
with ‘1333’ overprint in black (with extra dot after ‘1333’), with overprint on top stamp mostly on the
stamp below, in mint n.h. vertical pair, top stamp with diagonal crease and weak perfs between stamps
and margin; cert. IPSC (2021).

250 - 300

30609

JDCE / View the image/s online
Persiphila 532-540 var
1915 Ahmad Shah Coronation Issue, set of nine values from 1ch to 24ch showing printing on both sides
and one side with inverted centres, all are corner marginal blocks of four, very fine.

400 - 500

30610

CC / View the image/s online
Persiphila 541-544, etc.
1915 Coronation issue, collection of 27 sheetlets of five including Service and Parcel issues, four of
these sheetlets with inverted centre variety, very fine.

1’000 - 1’500

30611

G / View the image/s online
Persiphila 558A
1915 Ahmad Shah Coronation Official Mail Issue 1 Kran black, chestnut & silver (perf. 11x11.5) with
‘SERVICE’ overprint sheetlet of five, unused, no gum, very fine; cert. IPSC (2021).

100 - 150

30612

F
Persiphila 457, 472, 618, 674
1916-24, Group of three covers incl. 1911-21 6ch Portrait issue on cover from Salmas to Tauris, 1911-21
24ch and “1337” 3ch on 10ch tied by Merend type III cds, and 1924 6ch on cover tied by Baft cds, fine.

50 - 70

30614

30613

30615

30613

CCJ
Persiphila 587
1917ca. Kemanshah Provisional 12ch on 1kr, perf. 11 1/2c11, tall vignette, in mint n.h. lower marginal
plate block of four, very fine and scarce rare positional multiple.

2’000 - 3’000

30614

H
Persiphila 587
1917 Kermanshah Provisional Issue 1 Kran blue & carmine, perf. 11.5x11, tall, with ‘12 Chahis’ surcharge
in black, used with Kermanchah postmark, fine; cert. IPSC (2021) (Persiphila $3’500).

700 - 900

30615

CCJ
Persiphila 588
1917ca. Kemanshah Provisional 24ch on 1kr, perf. 11 1/2c11, tall vignette, in mint n.h. lower marginal
plate block of four, very fine and scarce rare positional multiple.

1’500 - 2’000
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30616

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 597
1917 ‘1335’ Handstamped Issue, two 3ch on 10ch on reverse of cover from Dalaki to Shiraz tied by
negative Mobarake Dalaki postmark (Söhrne type I, rarity 5) with further strike adjacent, very fine.

100 - 150

30617

30618

30617

CS
Persiphila 607, 608 var
1918 WWI Armistice Commemoration Issue 2t green brown & gold and 3t claret brown & gold,
perf. 11.25x11.5, on the 1915 coronation issue with ‘Novembre 1918’ overprint in black, as well as
“MUESTRA” in blue, mint original gum, hinged, the 2t has large thin on the upper half as well as a tear
on the upper right corner, cert. IPSC (2019). Note: The Muestra (Specimen) overprint was applied by
the receiving country after delivery from the UPU.

300 - 400

30618

CJ
Persiphila 611 var
1918 “1337” Lunar Date 3kr grey & sepia mint block of four all showing inverted ovpt, hinge perf.
reinforcement, very fine and a unique block showing this variety, showpiece; cert. Sadri (Persiphila
611var).

1’100 - 1’400

30619

F / 140
Persiphila 613
1918 ‘1337’ Lunar Date Issues, large piece of waybill franked with twelve 5 Krans Coat of Arms with
1337 handstamp, only 4’079 5 Krans stamp overprinted with 1337 handstamp.

200 - 300

30620

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 629
1919 3ch Provisional Issue 3ch (2) tied to reverse of cover by Dizabad lion cancellations (Sohrne I, rarity
4), with Sultanabad-Arak arrival, very fine.

60 - 80

30621

CCJ / View the image/s online
Persiphila 631a var
1919 Zinc Plate Issue 6 Chahis violet imperforate block of four, pos. 5-6/7-8, showing kiss double
overprint, mint n.h., the second overprint is on the right side of first and faint, very fine; cert. IPSC (2020).

200 - 300

30622

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 650, 656
1922 “Contrôle” 2ch pair and 10ch pair tied to reverse of cover by Shahr Babik type I cancel (rated
rarity 5 in Illustrated Postmarks of Iran 1876-1925 by Sohrne), Yezd arrival, fine.

70 - 100

30623

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 654
1922 “Controle” Issue 6ch, four examples, on reverse of envelope tied by Shahr Babik bilingual cancel
(Sohrne 1, rarity 5), with Yezd arrival cds on obverse, very fine.

100 - 150

30624

F / View the image/s online
1924-26, group of ten covers with Taxe Persu & free rating (Madjani) markings, including scarce
Sultanabad Taxe Persu marking & some governmental free rating covers.

150 - 200

30625

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 674
1924 Portrait Issue 6ch on reverse of envelope tied by Torbate Djame bilingual cancel (Sohrne 1, rarity
5), with Meched arrival cds adjacent, very fine.

100 - 150
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30626

GJ / 148
Persiphila 683
1924 Large Portrait Issue 20Kr in multiples on three partially complete waybills from Tehran, one with
block of 15, one with block of 6, two singles and 9ch, and one with block of 8 plus 9ch, very hard to find
this issue on waybills (extremely rare on complete examples).

400 - 500

30627

CCJ / View the image/s online
1 Kran “Societe” private Qajar era stamp or Cinderella in complete sheet of 50 with full original gum &
good condition.

200 - 300

1925-1941 Riza Khan Pahlavi Shah (SG 602-O849)
30628

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 711/718
1926 “Règne de Pahlavi” Issue, group of seven covers all with Règne de Pahlavi stamps from 1926
to 1928 all sent to Manchester, England, one cover with Linga postmark, one with Dozdab postmark.

150 - 200

30629

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 777/784
1929 Reza Shah Pahlavi Coronation issues on eight postage due receipts, two with blue Mohammareh
postmark & consecutive numbers 26161, 26162, one with Tchahbahar postmark, one with Dozdab
postmark & one with Bender Nasseri postmark.

100 - 150

30630

30631

30630

CCF
Persiphila 700, 703
1925 Pahlavi Provisional Govt Issue 1ch and 5ch tied to reverse of commercial cover by Kachan 4 Feb
26 cds, sent to Tehran with arrival cds, very fine and extremely rare commercial usage which are very
hard to find as this issue was in circulation for a very short period.

1’500 - 2’000

30631

CCF
Persiphila 701
1925 Pahlavi Provisional Govt Issue 2ch in top marginal vertical strip of three tied to reverse of cover
by Astrabad 31 Mar 26 cds, sent to the Chief of Post & Telegraph Office, Mirza Jamshid Khan Rajaee in
Tehran, arrival cds on obverse, very fine and rare usage as this issue was in circulation for a very short
period, incl. mint n.h. vert. strip of three.

1’000 - 1’500

30632

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila 714, 729
1926 “Règne de Pahlavi” 9ch & Reza Shah portrait 6ch tied to reverse of cover by India Karachi cds,
somewhat soiled but unusual usage.

200 - 300

30633

F / View the image/s online
1910-27, Group of three commercial covers to Switzerland incl. 1927 “OVERLAND MAIL, BAGDADHAIFA” hs with 1926 1Kr and 1926-27 1ch & 6ch tied by Teheran cds, and two 1910 covers with 1909
Arms 13ch frankings (one single franking from Ispahan, one mixed values from Tauris), attractive trio.

200 - 300
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30634

CCF
Persiphila 808Ad
1931-32 Lithographed Issue 3c mint n.h. block of 9 with central stamp showing centre omitted error,
with two either side showing centre partially omitted, very fine and fresh, a stunning showpiece and
quite probably unique as such.

12’000 - 15’000

30635

DCES / View the image/s online
Persiphila 753-54
1935 “Postes Iraniennes” ovpts. on 1931-32 16ch & 27ch high values, with diagonal bilingual Specimen
overprints, seldom seen, no gum, very fine.

40 - 60

30636ex

30636

30639

CS
Persiphila 841-848
1935 SPECIMEN Overprint on complete set of 8 “POSTES IRANIENNES” overprints on 1929 Coronation
Issue, mint hinge remainder (Persiphila 841-848, $3’400).

400 - 600

1941-79 Mohammed Riza Pahlavi Shah (SG 850-2097)
30637

CCJ / View the image/s online
1966 Mohammad Reza Shah 12th Definitive Issue 1 Rial orange perf.10.5 mint marginal block of 20 with
mispalced perfs, very fine.

150 - 200

30638

F / View the image/s online
1966 Mohammad Reza Shah, group of three postal tag sent from Tehran, two with 12th Definitive Issue
usages incl. one with 200 Rials.

100 - 150

30639

CS
Scott 1637a
1972 White Revolution Issue 20 Rials imperf. miniature sheet with gold omitted, mint n.h., very nice &
scarce error; cert. IPSC (2021).

400 - 500
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30640

CCJ
Scott 1656b
1972 Mohammad Reza Shah 14th Definitive Issue 8 Rials, perf. 13.5x13, W5, mint n.h. block of four with
the centre image of the Shah missing, very fine and rare error; cert. IPSC (2021).

900 - 1’200

Censored Mail
30641

F / View the image/s online
1916, Russian censor used by Russia in Baku on incoming & outgoing mail from Iran: Group of two
covers & 4k stationery card sent from Baku to Tabriz & Isfahan with Russian censor mark.

200 - 300

30642

F / 148
Persiphila 631
1919 (Sep 6) Cover from Ordou Homayouni (The Qajar Royal Camp) to Rasht, franked with 1919 Zinc
Plate Provisional 6ch violet perf.11, (pos.5/5) paying domestic rate, cancelled with “ORDOU” 6/9/19
departure, Tehran transits and Recht arrival, with rectangular 55.5mm x 18mm violet military censor
“PASSED BY CENSOR - NORPERFORCE” hs, redirected to Lahidjan, very fine and scarce Ordu
postmark; cert. IPSC (2019).

300 - 400

30643

F / 148
Persiphila 673
1924 (Aug 16) Cover from Bushire to Shiraz, franked with 1924 Ahmad Shah Large Portrait 6ch sepia
perf. 11.5, tied by Bouchire departure and and Chiraz arrival postmarks, censored on arrival in Shiraz
and opened by the Reza Khan forces, closed by two narrow sealing tapes on two places and received
three different dull violet censors of Shiraz military forces, one rectangular in Farsi “Censored” on back
side of the tape on cover, the second censor word of “Shiraz” in Farsi, applied on the front end of the
tape on cover, and the third censor is a small oval with word of “Shiraz” on the front end of the tape on
cover, very fine; cert. IPSC (2019).

1’000 - 1’500

30644

F / 148
Persiphila 673
1924 (May 23) Cover from the Interior Ministry in Kermanshah to Tehran, franked with two 1924 Ahmad
Shah Large Portrait 3ch perf. 11.5, tied by Kirmanchah departure with Teheran arrival adjacent, with
black rectangular Kermanshah Military Censor, 39x18mm, on sealing tape on both sides of the cover,
in Farsi inscription of ‘Military Censor - Sur 1303’, which was mostly applied directly on covers and is
rare on sealing tape; cert. IPSC (2019).

700 - 900

30645

F / 148
Persiphila 674
1924 (Sep) Cover from Rasht to Tehran, franked with 1924 Ahmad Shah Large Portrait 6ch sepia paying
domestic rate, tied by Recht departure with Teheran arrival adjacent, with black rectangular negative
censor, 46.5x15mm, reading in Farsi “Recht censored by the military”, very fine; cert. IPSC (2020).

200 - 300

30646

F / View the image/s online
1944-45, Incoming group of eight covers from India, from Karachi & Bombay to Yezd all with censor
marks & sealed.

100 - 150

Postal Stationery
30647

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila PC13, PC14
1892 Nasr ed-Din Shah Qajar second postal cards issue, 2ch + 2ch green and 4ch + 4ch red to
message/reply cards, both pre-cancelled with scarce octagonal Rescht postmark, good condition.

300 - 400

30648

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila PC25
1910-13 Revalued 2ch on 5ch postal stationery card, used 1911 from Isfahan to Yezd with “C” control
mark, minor creasing.

150 - 200
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30649

F
Persiphila PC28
1915 2ch on 6 “Chahis” on 5ch postal stationery card, unused, heavy crease at foot, scarce (Persiphila
$550).

50 - 70

30650

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila PE2B
1889 6ch postal stationary envelope from Kaschan to Germany, reverse with Teheran, Moscow and
Frankfurt arrival cds, vertical fold, fine.

150 - 200

30651

F / View the image/s online
Persiphila PE4a
1893 Coat of Arms 5ch slate blue postal stationery envelope cancelled by Ghasre-Chirine lion
cancellation (Sohrne II, rarity 2), with further strike adjacent, fine.

100 - 150

Collections, Lots etc.
30652

HF / View the image/s online
1890s-1950s, Collection of 65 covers, waybill & documents departed from or arrived to Bushire or
any relation to Bushire from 1888 (Nasseredin Shah era) to 1948 (Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi era),
including Indian Postal Agencies in Persia covers, censored covers, Par Avion, Surcharged stamps on
cover, Taxe Percu covers, documents, invoices & some stamps with Bushire postmarks.

1’200 - 1’500

30653

F / View the image/s online
1902-21, Group of 5 covers incl. 1921 BENADERS Ports issue First Portrait Ahmed Shah 10c on 6c (2)
tied to backflap of printed envelope by “BENDER ABBAS” 10 NOV 22, vertical crease; 1911-21 Portrait
frankings incl. 1917 cover with blue Persian government boxed censor of Isfahan, 1911 cover with “C /
HAMADAN” control mkg in black, 1912 cover showing small neat “C” control marking of Arak in violet;
and 1902-1904 Full Portrait Issue on registered cover franked 1ch (2), 2ch and 1Kr tied by TEHERAN /
SENGLEDGE cds to Astrabad.

150 - 200

30654

F / View the image/s online
1911-1922 Group of 4 waybill slips with frankings incl. 1915 Parcel Post 2kr and 3kr pair, another with
2kr & 10ch, 1922 Controle 10kr pair, 3kr and 24ch, and 1911-21 First Portrait 10kr block of five, 5kr and
9ch pair from Astrabad, fine

100 - 150

30655

F / View the image/s online
1928-1937 Attractive collection neatly housed in red Lighthouse album showing a fine array of more
than 60 airmail covers, mostly 1st flights and special flights, very fine and a wonderful lot for the airmail
specialist (60+).

400 - 700

30656

F
1933-38 Postal Stationery: Specialised collection mint & used of these issues showing the different card
colours, several SPECIMENS, with and without additional frankings, noted scarce 1936 90D (French
inscription) card to Palestine and Switzerland & 1938 90D unused and used to England, nearly all fine
to very fine (45 items).

300 - 500

Bushire (British Occupation)

30657

CDCE
S.G. 1/14, 24, 25
1919 Group including Coronation 2Kr carmine, slate & silver mint o.g., setting VI pos.2, very fine and
perfectly centred, cert. Scheller (2022) (S.G. £1’900), Coronation 1Kr black, brown & silver, setting VI
pos.1, mint o.g. (thin) (S.G. £2’000), and unused First Portrait 1ch, 2ch, 3ch, 6ch (2, one mint with large
gum thin), 9ch, 10ch, 12ch, 24ch, 1Kr, 2Kr, 3Kr, 5Kr and 10Kr, all very fine, a rare group; signed Scheller.

1’500 - 2’000
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30658

F
Scott 3, 8
1858, 1d deep blue, vertical pair featuring transfer types 12/17, cut into at bottom, large margins in
other respects, in combination with 1858-59 1p rose, clear to large margins, both used on 21 April
1859 cover from Arica to Arequipa, tied by “Arica/Abril 59/Vapor” cds’s, an exceedingly scarce mixed
first and second issue franking paying the double rate; cert. Moorhouse (2013); ex Rider, Bustamante,
Hubbard and Lugón Badaracco.

2’000 - 3’000

30659

F
Scott 5
The Unique Error of Colour on Cover to an Overseas Destination 1858, ‘Medio Peso’ red error of
colour, a large margined example used on 1858, March 3 double rate cover from Lima to Paris, neatly
tied by “Lima” oval of dots, with framed “GB2F87 5/10C” accountancy marking, London & Calais transit
all alongside, and additional “24” arrival rate marking, Callao transit backstamp, some minor cover faults
mentioned for accuracy only; the only know example of this famous error of colour on an overseasdestination cover, as well as the earliest usage known of this variety; cert. Moorhouse (2008).

10’000 - 15’000
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30660

F
Scott 11, 12
1861, 1p red, second retouch, an extraordinary horizontal block of 20 including half of two transfer
blocks, including types 11-15+11-15 / 16-20+16-20, with sheet margins at left and right and just cut
very slightly into in two small places at right, additionally strip of three with types 1-2-3, in combination
with 1862-63 1d red, all tied by dotted hs of Otusco on large judicial wrapper to Trujillo, with manuscript
docketing on reverse stating that the appellant was paying the postage and dated 30 May 1863,
correctly paid with the franking for the “56 1/2 oz” weight indicated (1 peseta per each 2 ounces);
vertical filing fold not detracting from the spectacularity; an exceptional and unique mixed franking;
ex Eitner.

10’000 - 15’000

30661

H
Scott 12
1862-63, 1d red, an extraordinary strip of “six”, exhibiting at right large part of the embossing only and
thus featuring a blank impression, cancelled by framed “Certificación” handstamps (Emsing E85) and
additionally by pen crosses at left; an extremely rare and spectacular variety; ex Lugón Badaracco.

300 - 500

30662

H
Scott 14a
1868-72, 1d green, frame inverted, an impressive example exhibiting a coil join, clear to predominantly
large margins, some paper adhering to the reverse; of the just four items recorded with these two
varieties, this is unique with a datestamp; cert. Moorhouse (2013), signed Holcombe; ex Bustamante,
Eitner and Lugón Badaracco.

1’000 - 1’500

You may bid LIVE by Internet at davidfeldman.com
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30663

F
Scott 14
1868-72, a very fresh horizontal strip of six and four singles in remarkably different shades, of these
singles three just touched in one margin, tied by appealing “Cajatambo” oval hs in red on large judicial
wrapper to Huasco, with an additional strike in red struck below one stamp when the franking had not
been completely applied (the humid gum of the stamp absorbed part of the fresh ink of the postmark),
with part “Judicatura de 1a Ynstancia de la Provincia de Cajatambo” sender’s marking at base and
usual docket on reverse denoting the contents and the payer of postage, dated 13 May 1872; couple
of filing folds of little consequence; a rare and attractive high franking, additionally enhanced by the
combination of the same denomination in such contrasting shades.

1’500 - 2’000

30664

H
Scott 14a
1868-72, 1d green, frame inverted, horizontal pair of great freshness with good to mainly large margins,
lightly cancelled by Moquegua octagonal handstamp leaving the design quite clear, very slight bend
between stamps of no importance; the vastly superior quality example of only two pairs recorded,
being unique without reparation and consequently of utmost desirability; cert. P.F. (1994); ex
Magonette and Lugón Badaracco.

2’000 - 3’000

30665

No lot

Bidding Steps

All bids in Euro

50-100

5

500-1000

50

10’000-20’000

1’000

100-200

10

1’000-2’000

100

20’000-50’000

2’000

200-500

20

2’000-5’000

200

50’000-100’000

5’000

5’000-10’000

500

100’000-200’000

10’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

F
1859 (Nov 10) Envelope to France with 1855-73 1/2rp blue-green, just touched at lower right otherwise
good to large margins, cancelled by very fine oval, endorsed “vapor Espanol”, carried to St. Thomas
with Danish entry and passed to the British P.O. with partial cds on reverse, sent to London with “GB /
1F60c” Anglo-French accountancy hs and “8” decimes hs, French transits incl. St. Malo arrival, portions
of backflap missing, a very rare if not unique example of this routing via Danish West Indies.

2’000 - 3’000

P
1979 Shaikh Khalifa imperf. values (12 out of the 13 issued stamps) on special individual presentation
cards, imperf. and overprinted “SPECIMEN”, prepared for 1979 Rio de Janeiro UPU Conference, only
10 sets produced.

1’500 - 2’000

Puerto Rico

30666

Qatar

30667

Saudi Arabia
30668

CC / View the image/s online
1975 King Faisal 40p mini sheet, mint n.h., very fine (S.G. £550).

S.G. MS1102

150 - 200
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30669

CCC / View the image/s online
1931 15m mint with wmk sideways inverted, fine (S.G. £275), and very fine1935 General Gordon mint
n.h. set of 9.

100 - 150

30670

CS / View the image/s online
1970 Revolution 2p, 4p and 65m mint n.h. withdrawn on the day of issue, very fine, plus issued set of
three.

100 - 150

30671

F / 148
1875, Incoming cover from Zofingen (Aargau) to Aleppo, Syria bearing Switzerland 1868 25 Rp.
green ”Sitzende Helvetia” issue, a fresh example with usual perforations, tied by clear despatch
cds ”ZOFINGEN 12.X.75”. Transit postmarks TORINO (Oct 14), BRINDISI (15 Oct), Italian P.O.
”ALESSANDRIA D‘EGITTO” (Oct 21), French P.O. ”ALEXANDRIE EGYPTE” (Oct 29), ”BEYROUTH
SYRIE” (Nov 2) and ”ALEXANDRETTE SYRIE” (Nov 5). Upon arrival the PD handstamp was crossed out
and the cover was rated with ‚9‘ décimes postage due. In October 1875 the GPU treaty was already in
force in Switzerland and the majority of the European countries, while France did not join until January
1st, 1876. The 25 Rp. franking and the PD handstamp had therefore been applied erroneously, thinking
that the GPU rate was also valid to the French P.O. in Alexandretta. However at that point in time, the
bilateral contracts were still in force with 90 centimes for an unpaid letter to a French P.O. in the Levant.
The last part of the journey from the French office in Alexandretta to Aleppo was most likely done by
courier. Only five covers franked with this issue are known sent to Syria, with a postage due
handstamp it is unique.

2’000 - 3’000

30672

F
1862 Incoming mail from Switzerland, sent to Aleppo franked with 1857-60 Strubel 20 Rp orange with
full margins and five 40 Rp green, with fresh colours and full margins, only one is short at top margin, all
cancelled by clear strike of “BERN 21 Feb 1862” cds and single line postmark “ROGGWIL” and black
“P.P”, although the cover is underfranked no postage due was applied, only the Urs Hermann certificate
speculates that the underpaid rate is due to missing stamps. Right hand side of the envelope roughly
opened. Backstamps include “Marseille 22 Fevr. 62” and Turkish arrival 2 Mars 62. Only two covers
franked with classic imperforate stamps of Switzerland are known sent to Syria and this franking
is unique; cert. Berra-Gautschy (2006), Marchand (2009) and Urs Hermann.

6’000 - 8’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Sudan

Syria
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

S.G. 50a

80 - 120

CCG / View the image/s online
S.G. 80
1971, 5f on 50f group incl. mint n.h. corner marginal block of four, mint n.h. single and used on piece,
very fine (S.G. £950).

200 - 300

United Arab Emirates
30673

CCJ / View the image/s online
1976 50f on 75f mint n.h. right marginal block of four, very fine (S.G. £360+).

Abu Dhabi
30674

United States

30675

H
Scott 2, 9
1847 10c black, good even margins, neatly cancelled by blue cds across corner, light corner bend
otherwise very fine, and 1851-57 1c blue type IV with interpane centre-line at left (just touched at right
and top) with neat New York cds, plus a faulty example with traces of cancel.

150 - 200

30676

F / 148
Scott 65
1861-62 5c rose, a spectacular vertical block of 16, on large envelope from Chillicothe to Columbus,
Ohio, tied by segmented cork cancels with dispatch cds below at left, edge faults to cover affecting
some stamps, still though a stunning multiple on cover, one of the largest recorded, paying 16 times
the 3c single rate per 1/2 oz.

250 - 500

30677

F / View the image/s online
Scott 26, 36, etc.
1858-63, Group of three covers incl. 1858 envelope to France with 1857-61 3c and 12c tied by red
barred circles and New York “PAID” cds, Paris arrival, very fine and attractive franking (Scott $475); and
1c Franklin tied by red New York City on entire sent locally but underpaid with “DUE2” hs, and pair of
1c on cover sent locally in Boston (missing backflap).

150 - 200

30678

F / 162
1859 Envelope to Sweden endorsed “via New York first closed mail”, with “28”, oval “STEAM SHIP”
hs and Helsingborg arrival ds on obverse, reverse with New York and Hamburg ds, minor cover
imperfections, fine and scarce.

200 - 300

30679

F
68, 77
1868 (Feb-May) Two single rate covers to Switzerland, one from San Francisco to Locarno, fully prepaid
with vertical pair of 1861-62 10c green (couple of short perfs), San Francisco and red New York cds’s at
right, Basel and Locarno backstamps, conveyed by the Cunard SS “Scotia” (cert. P.F., 1983); the other
from Grand Rapids to Frutigen, with 1861-66 15c tied by red “5” within circle showing 5c credit and
New York cds, conveyed by the HAPAG “Cimbria”, dispatch, transit and arrival cds’s on reverse, the
15c affected by diagonal crease.

140 - 200

30680

DCE
Scott 118
1869 Pictorials 15c brown & blue type I with grill, unused (regummed), centred slightly to right but with
perfs clear of design, fresh colour, very fine (Scott $3’250).

300 - 500
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30681

CC
Scott 279Bjs
1897-1903 Specimen Booklet: Practically complete booklet showing seven out of eight panes of six of
the Washington 2c red, with each stamp with Specimen ovpt, plus Specimen also on the booklet cover,
front cover torn and repaired by tape, plus back cover part missing, still an extremely rare example of
this booklet, practically never offered on the market, a true rarity.

300 - 600

30682

H
Scott 294a
1901, Fast Lake Navigation 1c green & black showing INVERTED CENTRE variety, machine barred
cancel, rebacked over creases and sealed tears, fine appearance and rare; cert. PSE (2006) (Scott
$25’000).

3’000 - 5’000

30683

CS
Scott 296Sa
1901, Electric Automobile 4c deep red-brown & black mint h.r. showing the INVERTED CENTRE variety
with SPECIMEN ovpt, fine and scarce; cert. PF (1969) (Scott $11’500).

3’000 - 5’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30682

30683

30681

30686
30684

30684

CCJ
Scott 299
1901 10c Pan American Exposition mint nh marginal imprint plate block of six with “Bureau, Engraving
& Printing” and “1151”, weak perfs vertically and probably expertly re-attached, still a very attractive
and scarce positional multiple.

600 - 800

30685

F / View the image/s online
Express Mail: 1829-1890, three stampless covers each bearing manuscript Express mail, plus 1869
2c showing Express mail theme and Express Wells Fargo illustrated envelope from Mexico, plus two
reprints of express stamps, mixed to very fine.

100 - 150

U.S. Possessions
Guam
30686

C
1 var
1899, 1c green from the 1900 Special Printing, original gum with light hinge, “SPECIAL SURCHARGE”
hs on reverse, very fine and very scarce; cert. PF (2009).
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400 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

DFE / View the image/s online
Scott 28
1861-63 2c pale rose on vertically laid paper, mixed margins, tied by pen cross to part envelope sent to
Revd. F Modeste at the Catholic Mission, faults, still scarce; cert. Behr (2017)

240 - 300

Hawaii
30687

Philippines
30688

CC / View the image/s online
214b
1900, 2c carmine, booklet pane of six, mint n.h. with fresh original gum not being affected by the usual
tropicalization; cert. PSE (2002); (Scott $450).

100 - 150

Puerto Rico (US)
30689

F / View the image/s online
1900 (Apr 21) 2c postal stationery envelope uprated with 1c and 2c tied by Arecibo Station duplexes,
sent by a commercial importer to Spain, “Missent” hs below, reverse with San Juan and arrival cds,
very fine.

120 - 150

Uruguay

30690

F
1870 entire letter send by Ballon Monté to Montevideo, Uruguay, franked France 80c Napoleon III,
tied by star cancel and PARIS DEC 70 cds alongside on Very Fine small entire dated “Paris 16 dec
1870” with interesting contents about the bombing of Paris and the eating of horses. The letter travelled
by the balloon “le Général-Chanzy” which left Paris on December 20. 1870 and had the bad luck to land
in Germany near Rothenburg ob der Tauber (Bayern), the two passengers were arrested and the mail
confiscated and only later restituted. Ballon Monté mail to Uruguay are of great rarities, only around five
are known and this GÉNÉRAL-CHANZY CATASTROPHE MAIL IS UNIQUE TO URUGUAY. The Yvert &
Tellier catalogue does not record mail to this destinations but ones of similar rarity are priced at around
30-40.000€. Certificate Jean François Brun (2022)

8’000 - 10’000

30691

162
1876, cover from Genova to Cujaba (Cuiabá, Provincia Matto Grosso), Brazil, with departure cds
“GENOVA 13 JU 76” franked with Italy 1863 30c brown and showing alongside clear transit h.s”
MONTEVIDEO 26 JU 76” and charged 10 centésimos postage due for the Uruguay transit. Most likely
carried by the Italian shipping line Compagnia Lavarello to Uruguay. Very Fine. This is probably the
only known pre-UPU transatlantic mail cover from Italy sent in transit via Uruguay to reach Brazil.

1’200 - 1’800

30692

F / 162
1879 (Apr 28) Entire to Switzerland franked 1877-79 5c green rouletted pair, tied by barred “A” ovals with
“T” in triangle alongside, taxed 80, re-rated to 1.30 in ms with Swiss postage due 1878 10c, 20c and 100c
blue applied on arrival tied by Heiden cds, very fine ornate “CONSULAT SUISSE MONTEVIDEO” blue
cachet alongside, some cover creasing affecting one 20c due and some light peripheral toning affecting
some perfs, a spectacular and busy combination cover with the 100c due being particularly scarce.

240 - 300
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Venezuela

Venezuela

30693 - 30809

Maritime Postal History

30695 - 30729

RMSP Ship Mail

30730 - 30733

French Consular Mail

30734

German HAPAG Mail

30735 - 30739

St Thomas-La GuairaPuerto Cabello - Robert Todd Issues

30740 - 30775

St Thomas-La GuairaPuerto Cabello - Jesurun Issues

30776 - 30785

Coro-La Vela Issues

30786 - 30790

1880 UPU Issue

30791 - 30793

1902-1903 Maritime Blockade

30794 - 30809

Carúpano
Guayana

30798 - 30799
30800 - 30809

Vietnam30810
Vietnam South

30810

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30693

F / 162
Scott 4a
1861-62 1/2r orange, second coarse printing, two examples including one with top sheet margin, both
with good to huge margins, tied by over-inked “0” numeral cancels to undated folded cover to Caracas,
an uncommon multiple usage exhibiting a spectacular marginal example; cert. Holcombe (1998).

300 - 500

30694

C
160a
1900, 1b slate without overprint, “Bolívar Negro”, extremely fresh mint with o.g. and light h.r., usual
centring of the stamps originating from the only one sheet which “escaped” from the overprint; a very
fine example of the most valuable and charismatic stamp of Venezuelan philately; cert. Heister
(2020) and B.P.A. (1974).

8’000 - 10’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Venezuela

The Eduardo Borberg F.I.P. Gold Medal Collection
of Venezuelan Maritime Mail - Part I

30695

F
1818 (Oct 24) Entire folded letter from La Guaira to London, bearing “I Thomas” straight-line hs, this
being the oldest recorded marking of the Venezuela-St. Thomas route; charged “16” decimes on arrival,
red London arrival (24.12) on reverse, a very rare usage.
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750 - 1’000

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30696

F
1832 (March 10) Entire letter from Caracas to Santa Marta, Colombia, carried via St. Thomas, with bold
blue “1” numeral paying the Caracas-La Guaira rate, black “2” (Reales) and “Correo de Venezuela/
Guayra Franca” double-circle hs alongside, transit oval “Foreign Letter Office/St. Thomas” on reverse.
Addressed to General Carlos Sublette, the President of Gran Colombia which then included Venezuela,
Colombia and Ecuador; cert. Asofilca (2009).

750 - 1’000

30697

F / 162
1833 (Feb 16) Entire letter from La Guaira to Broadhead (Great Britain) via St. Thomas and Portsmouth
with framed “Portsmouth/Ship Letter” hs and vermilion cds “D 13 AP 1833” on reverse, amended rate
notations on front; very scarce.

300 - 400

30698

F / 162
1837 (April 17) Entire letter from Puerto Cabello to Marseilles (France) with oval “Restres & Co./St. Thomas”
forwarding agent marking (unrecorded by Rowe) on reverse, carried via Bordeaux by the “Frédéric”, with
June 13 cds confirming this via and Marseilles June 18 arrival on back, boxed French “Pays d’Outremer”
hs rarely used on mail from the Caribbean, charged with 10 centimes; cert. Meri (2019).

500 - 750

30699

F / 162
1840 (Aug 24) Entire letter from Caracas to London, carried by private mail service of “Valentin Salboch y Cía.
La Guayra” large oval mark with ms date “Set 10 1840” on reverse, red “Republica de Colombia/Guayra./
Franca.” large oval and “2/3” ship letter rate on front, backstamped on arrival, scarce; cert. Meri (2002).

250 - 300

30700

F / 162
1845 (Feb) Wrapper sent from La Guaira to Madrid, endorsed “Fragata Carmen” indicating it was
transported via a frigate, with very fine straightline “De Yndias” in red and “5R” rate applied also in red
to front, with arrival “Madrid Castellana” dated March 1845 to the reverse in red, very clean uncreased
example, a rare transatlantic mailing; cert. Asofilca (2021).

400 - 500

30701

F / 162
1845 (Sept 18) Entire folded letter from La Guaira sent to London bearing the scarce Páez triple circle
“GUAYRA/FRANCA” mark in red to front, manuscript charge mark “2” denoting a 2s rate applied at
London with dated arrival 20 Oct 1845 on reverse, two vertical filing creases otherwise a fine example
of this scarce mark and rate.

200 - 300

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Maritime Postal History
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30678

30691

30692

30693

30697
30699
30698

30699

30702
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30700

30701

30703

30704

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30702

F / 162
1846 (Sept) Entire letter from Caracas to Bordeaux (France), with vermilion Páez “Correo de Venezuela/
Guaira Franca” double circle, reverse with attractive A. Moreau y Cía. three-line forwarding agent hs of
La Guaira in green, transits of New York (Oct. 6) and arrival, front with, boxed vermilion “Colonies/&c.
Art. 12” and French entry cds, “1/-” packet rate crossed out and transformed into 20 centimes to collect
on delivery, interesting and rare.

250 - 300

30703

F / 162
1850 (Sept 25) Entire folded letter from La Guaira to London with fine example of the black triple circle
“GUAYRA/FRANCA” to front, with very fine and crisp transit mark of “St. Thomas” dated Oct 16 and
smudged London arrival Nov 1 in red to the reverse, very light vertical filing creases, a fine and clean example.

200 - 300

30704

F / 162
1852 Wrapper sent from La Guaira to Cadiz, endorsed “vapour Caledonia”, with very fine straightline
“Yndias” in red and “5” mark to front in black indicating 5 reales, with arrival cds to back 22 July 1852,
scarce example; carried on the Caledonia which was a 107ft steamship built in Port Glasgow and
acquired by the Spanish Navy in 1850 from the British Cunard Line; cert. Asofilca (2021).

300 - 500

30705

F / 164
1857 (Nov 4) Entire letter from La Guaira to Bordeaux, with bold “4” reales paid on dispatch, via St.
Thomas Nov. 7 under Anglo-French treaty with boxed “GB/1F60c” accountancy marking, transits of
London, Calais and Paris, 16 centimes charged; a rare combination of rates; cert. Asofilca (2010).

250 - 400

30706

F / 164
1861 (Mar 27) Entire letter sent from Puerrto Cabello to New York, endorsed “pr Joseph Maxwell” with
“Ship” mark in black lower left, the number “5” mark, a transit dated mark from Philadelphia dated April
20 and the commercial cachet in black of “F. Kerdell & Co.”, two vertical filing creases, otherwise fine
and scarce combination.

150 - 200

30707

F / 164
1861 (Sep 7) Entire sent from La Guaira to New York, endorsed “Per via St Thomas” with a US
“Steamship 20” circular in black and the rare British “Paid at St Thomas” crown circular, to the reverse
Robert Swift St Thomas oval cachet in blue and the circular dated St Thomas ‘SP 14’, two vertical filing
creases and some soiling, otherwise very fine and rare; only a handful of examples recorded and
scarce this fine; cert. Asofilca (2009).

500 - 800

30708

F
1861 (Nov 7) Entire letter sent from Caracas to New York, endorsed “by way of St. Thomas” with a US
“Steamship 10” circular in black and visible underneath is the rare British “Paid at La Guayra” crown
circular, to the reverse there are corresponding towndated circular marks for “La Guayra” dated Nov 8
and “St. Thomas” on Nov 11, vertical filing creases, otherwise fine; less than five covers are recorded
with the crowned circle; cert. Meri (2002) and Asofilca (2009).

2’000 - 2’500
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30705

30706

30709

30711

30707

30714

30713

30715

30716

30718

30721

30723
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30709

F / 164
1863 (Mar 28) Entire letter sent from Maracaibo to New York, with circular “5” American steamer mark
in black to the front, manuscript note inside documenting arrival April 24, has vertical filing crease to
left; the ships carrying such mail almost always stopped over in Bermuda on route to New York; cert.
Asofilca (2010).

150 - 250

30710

F
1867 Mourning envelope sent from Caracas to Paris, sent via St Thomas on a British steam carrier
and bearing to the front a superb strike of the rare private circular mark “St Thomas - La Guayra & Pto.
Cabello Steam Packet”, also to the front the hs charge mark “10” in black, Calais transit ‘SP 15’ and
the accountancy mark “GB/1F60c”, to the reverse a red London cds dated ‘SP 14’ and a faint arrival, a
very fine cover; five examples known struck with this distinctive steamship handstamp, this being
undoubtedly the finest; cert. Asofilca (2009).

3’500 - 5’000

30711

F / 164
1867 (Nov 9) Wrapper sent from Caracas to New York, via St Thomas bearing to the back a strike of
the rare private circular mark “St Thomas - La Guayra & Pto. Cabello Steam Packet”, to the front
an undated Caracas circular in black, a manuscript “20” and a commercial oval cachet “J. Braun Y Ca
Caracas”, there is an internal note indicating the cover arrived on 31st December in New York, has two
vertical filing creases, otherwise a good example of this rare mark; one of five covers known showing
this steamship handstamp; cert. Asofilca (2009).

750 - 850

30712

F / View the image/s online
1868 Wrapper sent from La Guaira to Philadelphia via St Thomas with very fine strike of the American
Steamship “10”, although without the transit payment applicable in St Thomas, an unusual item, some
climatic toning, otherwise fine and scarce; cert. Asofilca (2009).

150 - 200

30713

F / 164
1869 (July 24) Entire sent from La Guaira to Bordeaux, via St Thomas, with bold strike of the “Guayra
Franca” circular cancel, endorsed “per W I mail”, with charge mark “10” and the accountancy mark
“GB/1F60c” (Anglo-Franco treaty), a Calais transit dated ‘Aug 14’ also to front, on the reverse a London
cds ‘Aug 14’, Paris ‘Aug 15’ and arrival ‘Aug 16’, tear to back, otherwise fine and scarce.

150 - 200

30714

F / 164
1871 (Nov 8) Entire sent from Caracas to Bordeaux, via St Thomas, with fine strike of the “Correos
Caracas De Venezuela” oval cancel, carried to St Thomas on the Sider steamer and then reshipped
onto the RMSP Nile that departed on 14 November destined for Plymouth, with charge mark “12” and
the accountancy mark “GB/1F60c” (Anglo-Franco treaty), a Calais transit dated ‘Nov 28’ also to front,
on the reverse a London cds ‘Nov 28’, central horizontal filing crease, otherwise fine and scarce; cert.
Asofilca (2010).

100 - 150
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Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30715

F / 164
1873 (April 9) Entire sent from La Guaira to Bordeaux, via the more unusual Bremen-Paris route,
although endorsed “via Southampton”, with St Thomas transit dated ‘AP 28’, reaching Southampton
on May 16 and Bremen May 17 (cds to reverse), with arrival to back dated ‘May 19’; slight wrinkling to
edges, otherwise fine and scarce; cert. Asofilca (2010).

200 - 300

30716

F / 164
1875 (July 21) Entire sent from La Guaira to Malaga, endorsed “via St Thomas”, with fine strike of the
Correos La Guaira undated to front, and a rare British Post Office “La Guayra Paid” in red dated July
although there is no date slug, also a “London Paid” in red dated ‘Aug 28’, and a Malaga arrival to the
back dated ‘SP 1’, horizontal filing crease and some slight soiling, however a very scarce cover with the
British La Guayra Paid mark; cert. Meri (2019).

500 - 700

30717

F / View the image/s online
1878-1879 Album page with two entires sent from Caracas to New York, the first sent in 1878 endorsed
“pr Bermuda” with Caracas undated to front as well as a “U.S. Charge to Collect 6 Cents” in black
and has a Asofilca certificate dated 2010, the other entire being sent in 1879 on the steamship “Maria
Reynolds”, both have filing creases, otherwise clean and fine, a scarce page.

200 - 250

Incoming Mail
30718

F / 164
1851 (Jan 25) Letter sent from St Thomas to Carúpano, with spectacular strike of the rare oval “Foreign
Letter Office - St. Thomas” in black to the reverse, has horizontal filing crease not affecting the mark,
an exceptionally fine example of this British steamer mark; an exhibition quality piece; cert. Asofilca
(2010).

400 - 600

30719

F
1856 (July 28) Letter sent from Puerto Rico to Carúpano, with a very fine strike of the rare British crown
circle “Paid at San Juan Porto Rico” in black to front, charged 1 shilling in red manuscript, with hs
“2” in black (2 reales) and double circle “Guayra Debe” also to front, in addition the blue cachet oval of
“PJ Hermanos San Juan de Puerto Rico”, on reverse circular dated San Juan 29 July and transit for St
Thomas dated 31 July, horizontal filing crease centrally, very rare example of the British paid mark from
San Juan on mail to Venezuela, extremely rare this fine regardless of the destination; cert. Asofilca (2009).

1’500 - 2’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30720

F
1855 (Nov 25) Wrapper sent from Trinidad to Caracas, franked with Trinidad 1d red tied by indistinct
horizontal oval, with rare “Paid at Trinidad” crown circle in red, “Caracas Debe” double circle in black
and “2” hs in black alongside indicating 2 reales postage due, to the reverse is a dispatch cds dated
Nov 25 and transit in St Thomas dated Nov 30, has creasing and some of the back torn and missing,
however a rare and unusual combination of marks, the Trinidad paid not normally found on such covers
and no doubt applied erroneously; cert. Asofilca (2009).

1’000 - 1’500

30721

F / 164
1860 Outer wrapper sent from Genova to Maracaibo, endorsed “ per Antoine”, with “Costa Hermanos
& Co - St Thomas” cachet in blue to front, and an exceptional strike of the rare “Express - St Thomas
Office” oval in red to the reverse, filing creases and hinged to front; one of less than ten examples
recorded.

700 - 1’000

30722

F
1860 (Dec 6) Entire sent from St Thomas to Carúpano, with Páezb”Carúpano Debe” arrival postmark
and a “1” numeral to front indicating postage due, commercial cachet in blue of “von Lindeman Brothers
St Thomas”, with the rare oval “Foreign Letter Office - St. Thomas” in black to the reverse, has a
horizontal filing crease not affecting the cancellations, a fine and rare example of this British steamer
mark; cert. Asofilca (2010).

500 - 600

30723

F / 164
1863 (July 1) Entire sent from La Havre to Carúpano franked with French 80c tied by a indistinguishable
lozenge cancel, a La Havre cds front, endorsed “Per des Antilles”, also to the front is a boxed “P.P.” in
red, a charge mark “2” in blue and a La Guaira cds dated ‘Jul 21’ also in blue, on the reverse is a St
Thomas transit dated ‘Jul 16’, has a horizontal filing crease and tear to the front centre, otherwise a fine
and scarce example.

250 - 300
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30725
30724

30728
30727

30729

30758
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30734

30759

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30724

F / 168
1869 (Aug 4) Entire from St Thomas addressed to Carúpano and Trinidad, no postal markings to
substantiate its route or arrival in Carúpano, although time elapses before it is franked with a GB 4d
vermilion tied by the “C51” horizontal oval of the British Post Office in St Thomas with cds in red of St
Thomas dated ‘SP 1’, there is an arrival in Trinidad on the reverse dated September the date not clear
but possibly 18th; has a horizontal filing crease; otherwise an intriguing and scarce cover; cert. Asofilca
(2009).

200 - 300

30725

F / 168
1870 (May 9) Entire sent from Santander (Spain) to Carúpano franked with horizontal pair of Spanish
1870 200m pale-brown, sent erroneously on a Spanish schooner from Cadiz to Trinidad Cuba, arriving
June 4th where it was redirected to St Thomas on June 10th, arriving 23rd where it was sent onto
Trinidad, from there it was forwarded to Carúpano arriving July 14th; an interesting cover which was
missent to Trinidad Cuba because the handler in Spain was not familiar with the distinction made on
the front of the cover “Trinidad de Barlovento” which was the Spanish term to distinguish the “Island of
Trinidad” from the Cuban town called Trinidad; ironed-out horizontal filing crease and paper surface loss
at the end of “Barlovento”; otherwise a fine and scarce cover; cert. Asofilca (2009).

200 - 300

30726

F
1871 Cover sent from St Thomas to New York, franked with a rare combination of Danish West Indies 3c
red and a US 10c brown both tied by the New York Steam Ship circular, date unclear although possibly
‘FEB 15’, the DWI stamp additionally cancelled by a black 5 ring undated obliterator, also to the front a
St Thomas cds dated ‘FEB 13’, to the reverse the forwarding agent’s cachet “Nunes Fills & Co” dated
‘FEB 13’; horizontal and vertical filing creases and some minor faults, but an appealing and scarce US
and DWI mixed franking; cert. Moller (2001) and Asofilca (2009); ex Seybold, Ackerman and Knapp.

2’500 - 4’000

30727

F / 168
1871 (May 16) Entire sent from Santander (Spain) to Carúpano franked with two 1870 Spanish 200m
pale-brown, sent via a Line B French steamer, arriving in St Thomas on May 20 and presumably
forwarded by a private steamer to Carúpano, horizontal filing crease and small tears top, otherwise fine
and scarce; cert. Asofilca (2010).

200 - 300

30728

F / 168
1872-1879 Selection of four covers sent to Mexico written-up on two album pages, comprising three
franked with GB 4d vermilion sent from St Thomas to Veracruz tied by “C51” duplex and upright oval, all
have Asofilca certificates, the fourth cover is a wrapper sent from La Guaira to Veracruz franked with a
pair of French 30c cinnamon, comes with a Holcombe certificate, a fine group of covers in fine condition
for the origins and destination.

300 - 400
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30729

F / 168
1874 (March 14) Entire sent from Bordeaux to Caracas franked with five French 40c orange-yellow, tied
by a lozenge cancel, endorsed “via Southampton”, a boxed “P.P.” in red, as well as a ‘London Paid’ in
red dated 16 March, dispatch to the reverse, two vertical filing creases one through the second stamp
from right and the left hand stamp has oxidised and is discoloured, otherwise a scarce example of mail
from Europe being sent via the British route to St Thomas rather than the usual French steamers via St
Lucia; cert. Asofilca (2009).

400 - 500

RMSP Ship Mail

30730

P
1875 Two plate proofs of the 10c printed in black on white card, the first “Before Hardening” dated “Feb.
18 1875”, the second “After Hardening” dated “Feb. 19 1975”, very fine a fresh examples, attractive
and scarce so fine.

500 - 600

30731

CCCJ
1875 10c rose, complete mint n.h. sheet of 30 with marginal surround, excellent centring, vivid colour,
fresh appearance, some toning in top right and the odd minor tone spot lower left but hardly noticeable,
otherwise pristine and very fine, a superb exhibition piece.

750 - 1’000
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30732

CCCJ
1875 10c rose, two mint top marginal corner blocks of four, from opposing corners, with original gum,
good centring, fresh colour, both allow for varieties to be observed in positions 1, 8, 5 and 12, the right
corner block is n.h., comes with an unused single, very fine examples.

300 - 400

30733

H / View the image/s online
1875 10c rose used with manuscript cancellation, almost perfect centring, fresh colour and in fine
condition, scarce.

50 - 60

French Consular Mail
30734

F / 168
1878 (Feb 18) Lettersheet sent from Puerto Cabello to Bordeaux, sent via the French post office in
Puerto Cabello (at the time in transition) the French octagonal dated ‘FEB 18’, the double circle Puerto
Cabello, a triangular “T” rate mark and the hs “24”, would have travelled to Puerto Rico and changed
ship to sail on the French steamboat number ‘2’ of the line ‘B’ from the port of Veracruz, arriving at St
Nazaire and reaching Bordeaux one month later, an interesting cover with a faint horizontal filing crease,
otherwise clean and fine, a rare transitional cover; cert. Asofilca (2009).

400 - 600

German HAPAG Mail

30735

CCJ
Michel 1
1875 10c yellow and green-blue, full complete sheet of sixteen private postage stamps, with original
gum, superbly centred, fresh vibrant colour, imperforate to the left and top, exceptionally fine and most
desirable, with only three complete sheets recorded.

1’500 - 2’000
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30736

G
Michel 1
1875 10c yellow and blue-green on fragment, tied by concentric circle cancel, alongside a commercial
cachet “Crasemann & Stavenhagen - Hamburg”, scarce and very fine used example of this private
shipping stamp.

100 - 150

30737

CHL
Michel 1
1877 (Jan 1) 10c yellow and blue-green, from the top of the sheet, affixed inverted on fragment of a
cover, tied by small concentric circle cancel, with St Thomas cds dated 25.1.1877 at left; cert. Asofilca
(2010); also a horizontal pair unused, a single unused and two singles used with pen cancels, a very
scarce and interesting group.

500 - 700

30738

F
Michel 1
1877 (Nov 3) Letter sent from La Guaira to St Thomas, franked with a pair and a single of the HAPAG 10c
yellow and blue-green, tied by blue La Guaira HAPAG type a oval handstamp from César Múller Agents,
carried on the steamer “Lotharingia”, arrival cds on reverse, paying a three ounces letter weight, small
tear in top into first stamp on the left and a vertical filing crease on right hand side which affects the last
stamp on the right, otherwise very fine; one of three recorded letters known with the triple postage,
and one of the greatest rarities of Venezuelan maritime mail; cert. Asofilca (2010).

15’000 - 20’000
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30739

F
Michel 1
1876 (Dec 30) Cover from Liverpool to Caracas endorsed “German Steamer”, bearing HAPAG 10c yellow
and blue-green in strip of three, tied by concentric rings cancel with accompanying “St. Thomas/23-1
1877” cds below, “Lamb & Co./St. Thomas.W.I.” forwarding-agent double oval, two vertical filing fold
characteristic of the Boulton correspondence, one passing through one stamp at left, not detracting
from the only cover recorded exhibiting a strip of three, a great rarity of the elusive HAPAG mail
and the maritime mail of Danish West Indies; cert. Brettl (2004) and P. Behr (2016).

25’000 - 30’000

St Thomas-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello - Robert Todd Issues

30740

JDCE
1864 St Thomas - La Guaira, 4 Centavo black on blue paper, two complete sheets of twenty, one the
normal shade the other a deep blue grey paper, presented on an album page with a single (pos. 17),
both strong vibrant printings, four margins, illustrate the type II stamp sheets with irregular setting, a tiny
bit of toning in places to be expected, a rare and impressive group.

1’000 - 1’200
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30741

CJ
Yvert 10
1864 2r yellow, complete sheet of 100, original gum, good centring, vivid colour with a vibrant shade,
some slight soiling not detracting and in very good condition in the circumstances, extremely rare and
desirable.

2’500 - 3’000

30742

C / View the image/s online
Yvert 10
1864 Study on two album pages of the 2 Reales yellow, comprising 23 examples, including marginal
strip of four, vertical pair and illustrating the five different types, as well as varieties and the watermark,
some apparent faults, otherwise very fine, a scarce selection.

300 - 400

30743

DCE / View the image/s online
Yvert 1A
1864 Album page study of the 1/2 Centavo black on white paper St Thomas - La Guaira Private shipping
stamps, including 11 examples from stone I and II, written-up neatly illustrating the various varieties in
the design, most are fine or very fine, two are cut into, otherwise an attractive and scarce group.

150 - 250

30744

JDCE
Yvert 2, 2A
1864 Album page study of the 1 Centavo black on pink paper St Thomas - La Guairas Private shipping
stamps, set-out upon two pages including 24 examples of which there is an unused four margin block
of eight (cert. Meri 2002) which shows the sheets four transfers (type I to IV), it covers stone I to III
and illustrates the various characteristics of each, most are four margin examples with fine to very fine
appearance, a most attractive assembly neatly presented, a scarce group.

250 - 350
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30745

DCE
Yvert 4
1864 Album page study of the 2 Centavo black on green paper St Thomas - La Guaira Private shipping
stamps, including 17 unused single examples illustrating the four types as well as the characteristics
and varieties of each, apparent faults although there are several very fine looking examples, a scarce
assembly.

250 - 350

30745ex

30746ex

30748ex

30749ex

30746

JDCE
Yvert 5
1864 Album page study of the 3 Centavo black on yellow paper St Thomas - La Guaira Private shipping
stamps, including two complete sheets of 20 one four margin, both vibrant fresh examples, also six
singles, the page illustrating the two types as well as the characteristics and varieties of each, in the
main a fine selection with just the odd fault, a very rare group.

1’000 - 1’500

30747

DCE / View the image/s online
Yvert 5, 6
1864 Album page study of the 3 Centavo black on yellow paper St Thomas - La Guaira Private shipping
stamps (9), featuring types III and IV, their positions on the sheet and characteristics, also including
two examples of the 4 Centavo black on blue paper, in the main fine with four margins, a few cut into,
a scarce selection.

300 - 400

30748

CDCE
Yvert 6
1864 Album page with thirteen examples of the St Thomas - La Guaira 4 Centavo black on blue paper,
illustrating types II to IV, the positions on the sheet, characteristics and varieties, a few have apparent
faults, although mainly of fine appearance, an attractive group.

300 - 400

30749

JDCE
Yvert 6
1864 St Thomas - La Guaira, 4 Centavo black on blue paper, complete sheet of twenty, with gum, fresh
printing, strong detail, four margins but for a small nick in the top of the margin of the fourth stamp,
comes on a page detailing the four types and their characteristics, a fine and rare item; cert. Meri (2002).

500 - 600
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30750

CH
Yvert 7 + 7-10
1864, Study on two album pages comprising 13 examples of the Robert Todd adhesives including the
complete set of four, the rest 1/2r red including ten unused and three used, well written-up illustrating the
issued colours, perforations and types, some faults and minor imperfections, an appealing presentation
of these scarce adhesives in good to fine condition.

200 - 300

30751

HDCE
Yvert 7A-10A
1864 Album page study of the La Guaira St Thomas stamps with the zig-zag perforation, comprising
nine stamps, including the rare 1/2 Real grey (2) of which 1 is unused and 2 Reales green (7) also 1
unused, illustrating the various shades and one variety, a few faults although in the main very fine, a
scarce selection.

250 - 350

30752

CJ
Yvert 8
1864 1/2 Real blue-grey, mint complete sheet of 100, good centring, strong vibrant colour, comprising
the offset row in its lower part and the corner error without indentation on position 1, some toning and
creasing to be expected, still very fine for this exceptionally rare sheet; cert. Meri (2002).

2’500 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30750ex
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30753

CJ
Yvert 8
1864 Study on two album pages of the 1/2 Real Grey La Guaira St Thomas private shipping stamps,
comprising 23 unused examples, including top right corner marginal block of four (climatic toning),
which is the only known example with a perforation change and illustrating the drawing displacement
in the second row, a scarce and fine assembly.

400 - 500

30754

CH
Yvert 9
1864 Study of the 2 Reales green set out neatly on two album pages, comprising 16 adhesives, of which
there are 9 unused and 7 used examples, illustrating the watermark, varieties, paper types, shades and
cancellations, very attractively presented, good to very fine order just the odd fault, a scarce group.

300 - 500

30755

F
Yvert 9
1864 Cover sent from Puerto Cabello to Hamburg, franked with vertical pair of 2 Reales green, endorsed
top “via West Indies mail”, tied in transit by London “50” foreign office cancel, with very fine strike of the
rare “Hamburg Consulate in Puerto Cabello” mark in blue-green to the front and extraordinarily to the
reverse also, London dated ‘AU 29’ and Hamburg arrival to the reverse, slight soiling and edge wrinkles
not detracting from the great beauty and freshness of the stamps and handstamps; illustrated in the
Ringström-Tester on page 23; signed Holcombe; only two covers known with the dual castle marking.

4’000 - 6’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30754ex

30753ex
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30757

30763
30773ex

30760
30762

30764

30765

30793
30789ex
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30756

F
Yvert 9
1864, Cover sent from Caracas to Bordeaux, franked with pair of 2 Reales green, sent via the British
post (endorsed top “via D Angleterre”), tied by very fine strike of the “Correos Caracas” undated
circular, hs charge mark “16” together with accountancy mark “GB/1F60c” (Franco-British treaty) which
is overstruck with French cds (probably Calais) to front, a London transit ‘SP 14’ and Paris ‘SP 15’,
with arrival Bordeaux ‘SP 16’ on reverse, light horizontal filing crease otherwise incredibly fresh; a rare
example of the higher rate for 15 grams on a cover from Venezuela to France which has been
sent via the British post, unique bearing a pair; cert. Asofilca (2009).

600 - 800

30757

F / 178
Yvert 9A
1864 (Oct) Cover sent from Caracas to Bordeaux, franked with a 2 Reales green with zig-zag roulette
perforations, tied by “Caracas” cds, “GB/1F60c” accountancy mark, London transit dated ‘OC 15’ and
arrival in Bordeaux ‘OC 16’, horizontal filing crease through bottom of stamp, some soiling and remains
of corner mounts to two of the corners, small tear to top centrally and right side, otherwise a scarce
example.

300 - 400

30758

F / 168
Yvert 9
1865 (Jan 8) Cover sent from La Guaira to Malaga, franked with a 2 Reales green paying the postage
to St Thomas, neatly centred and tied by a crisp upright strike of the “Correo La Guaira” double circle
dated Jan 8, sent via London with transit on reverse dated ‘JA 30’, with “4R” charge mark denoting 4
Reales, arriving in Malaga ‘FEB 5’ (internal note), horizontal filing crease, otherwise a very fine example;
a rare mailing of this type sent to Spain via the British post; cert. Asofilca (2009).

500 - 600

30759

F / 168
Yvert 9
1865 (Jan 25) Cover sent from La Guaira to Genoa, franked with a 2 Reales green (fixed inverted to
cover) tied by “Correo La Guaira” double circle, endorsed and sent “packet” mail via London, unusually
with the red oval “PD” mark to front, as well as a manuscript “20” (decimes), also visible is an upright
faint strike of the “London Paid” circular dated FE 13, on the reverse there is a Genoa arrival in black
dated ‘FE 16’, vertical and horizontal filing creases; a rare combination of markings and with the scarcer
11.5 perforation stamp applied; cert. Asofilca (2009).

250 - 350

30760

F / 178
Yvert 9A
1865 (Feb 25) Cover sent from La Guaira to Hannover, franked with 2 Reales green with zig-zag roulette
perforations, tied by “La Guaira” Federation cds dated ‘FE 25’, endorsed “for steamer Seine”, carried
via London, an early use of the ‘Federación Venezolana’ cds, has a vertical filing crease, some small
tears top, otherwise fine and scarce; cert. Nielsen (1994) and Asofilca (2009).

300 - 400
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30761

F
Yvert 7B
1866 (Jun 8) Cover sent from Puerto Cabello to Bordeaux, franked with a horizontal pair 1/2 Real
red with zig-zag roulette perforation, tied by star cancel, with dated forwarding agent cachet “J M
Echeverria” in blue, hs “20” charge rate, a “GB/1F60c” accountancy mark and Calais transit ‘JU 27’
also to front, on reverse London ‘JU 27’ cds, Paris on the same day and arrival in Bordeaux ‘JU 28’,
horizontal filing crease and soiled, a rare example: the only cover recorded with this pair; illustrated in
‘The Private Ship letter Stamps of the World’ by Ringström and Tester (Part 1, pg. 103); cert. PF (1987),
Asofilca (2009 and 2010).

4’000 - 6’000

30762

F / 178
Yvert 9B
1865 (JU 25) Cover sent from La Guaira to Pamplona, franked with 2 Reales green with zig-zag roulette
perforations, tied by “La Guaira” Federation cds dated ‘JU 25’, Spanish “4R” (4 reales) mark in red,
carried by the London-Pamplona route paying freight to St Thomas, on the reverse a London transit in
red dated ‘JY 14’ and an arrival in Pamplona ‘JY 16’, faint vertical filing crease, some hinge remains and
stains to back, otherwise very fine and scarce; cert. Asofilca (2009).

400 - 500

30763

F / 178
Yvert 9B
1865 (Aug 9) Reduced cover sent from La Guaira to Paris, franked with 2 Reales green with zig-zag
roulette perforations, tied by “La Guaira” Federation cds dated ‘AU 9’, sent via London with transit on
reverse dated ‘AU 30’, Calais cds to front dated the next day and the accountancy mark “GB/1F60c”
also to front and an arrival to the back dated ‘AU 31’, two vertical filing creases of which one is through
the stamp; cert. Holcombe (1989) and Asofilca (2009).

200 - 300

30764

F / 178
Yvert 9A
1865 Cover sent from Caracas to Bordeaux, franked with two single 2 Reales green with zig-zag roulette
perforations, tied by “Caracas” Federation cds dated ‘NO 9’, hs charge mark “16” with Calais transit
‘NO 29” and accountancy mark “GB/1F60c” to front, a red London cds ‘NO 29’, Paris dated ‘NO 30’
and arrival ‘DE 1’ to the reverse, very slight horizontal filing crease through the stamps, otherwise a fine
and rare double local rate franking; cert. Asofilca (2010).

500 - 600

30765

F / 178
Yvert 9A
1865 (Dec 9) Cover sent from La Guaira to Bordeaux, franked with a 2 Reales green, zig-zag roulette
9-9.5 perforation, tied by “F.V. Admon. Post office La Guaira” cds, “8” hs charge rate and “GB/1F60c”
accountancy mark, Calais transit also to front dated ‘DE 30’, with London ‘DE 30’ and arrival at
Bordeaux ‘JAN 1’ to the reverse, horizontal filing crease through lower part of stamp, otherwise very
fine; cert. Asofilca (2009).

250 - 350
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30766

F
Yvert 9A
1866 Letter forwarded from Caracas via La Guaira sent to Bordeaux, franked with irregular block of
three 2 Reales green with zig-zag roulette perforations, cancelled by a “O” postmark, endorsed via
England, with hs charge mark “90” and accountancy mark “GB/1F60c” to front, a red London cds ‘JA
30’, Paris dated the same day and arrival ‘JA 31’ to the reverse, some faults to cover, however very rare
triple local rate franking; cert. Meri (2002) and Asofilca (2010).

750 - 1’000

30767

F
Yvert 10A
1867 Envelope from Caracas sent to St Thomas franked by very rare 2 Reales yellow-orange with zigzag roulette perforations, tied by undated “Caracas” double circular, with faint arrival to the reverse,
bottom-flap missing otherwise very neat and rare; fewer than five covers are known with this
franking; cert. Meri (2002) and Asofilca (2010).

750 - 1’000
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30768

HFJDCE / View the image/s online
Yvert 7B-9B
1867 Album page with a selection of zig-zag roulette perforation stamps and one fragment of a letter,
comprising an unused block of four 1/2r red and two singles, one used and another with a variety
unused, four 2r green in various shades, two used, and a part cover sent 1867 (Jan 22) from La Guaira to
Bordeaux franked with 2r green sent via London and Calais with accountancy mark, a scarce assembly;
cert. (for the cover) Asofilca (2010).

500 - 700

30769

JDCE
Yvert 7B-10A
1867-1868 Album page study of zig-zag roulette perforation stamps, worn stones, including unused
examples of the 1/2 Real Rose (3), 1/2 Real Blue (4) and the 2 Reales green (3) and 2 Reales ochre (6)
the latter including a block of four; fine and scarce examples.

200 - 300

30770

F
Yvert 10A
1867 (Oct 8) Part wrapper sent from Caracas to Hamburg franked by very rare 2 Reales yellow-orange
with zig-zag roulette perforations, tied by undated “Caracas” double circular, London transit on
reverse dated ‘OC 29’ together with Hamburg arrival dated ‘OC 31’, horizontal filing crease and some
imperfections, otherwise fine, a very rare example; one of fewer than five covers recorded; cert. Meri
(2002) and Asofilca (2010).

750 - 1000

The currency of the auction is the Euro.
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30771

CJ
Yvert 1A
1868-1869 1/2 Centavo black on cream paper, unused complete sheet of 25 imperforate stamps, with
gum, just cut into along the upper left side otherwise four margins, vivid printing, presented on an album
page with a four margin strip of three and a single, illustrating the four types and varieties, minor usual
faults not detracting; three known complete sheets; cert. Meri (2002).

1’500 - 2’000

30772

CJ
Yvert 2A
1868-1869 St Thomas - La Guaira, 1 Centavo black on purple paper, unused complete sheet of 25
imperforate stamps, with gum, just cut into in two places otherwise four margins, strong printing,
presented on an album page illustrating the four types and their characteristics, very rare example; five
to ten known complete sheets; cert. Meri (2002).

750 - 850

30773

CJDCE / 178
Yvert 4A
1868-1869 Album page study of the St Thomas - La Guaira shipping stamps comprising complete
unused sheet of 25 imperforate 2 Centavo black on blue paper, with gum, vibrant printing, very rare,
three known complete sheets, comes together with six singles and one block of four from the 1c
black on rose paper, the block with an APS certificate (1982), a very rare selection.

1’500 - 2’000
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30774

CHJDCE
Yvert 4A, 5A
1868-1869 Album page study of the St Thomas - La Guaira shipping stamps comprising six singles
from the rare 3 Centavo black on yellow paper with horizontal lines crossing the figure, mostly four
margins and fine appearance, together with two singles, one horizontal pair (four margins) and a block
of four (cut into along the base) from the 2 Centavo black on blue-green paper, the latter with an APS
certificate (1982); a rare selection.

600 - 700

30775

CDCE
Yvert 6A
1868-1869 An album page of the rarest of all St Thomas - La Guaira shipping stamps the 4 Centavo
black on green paper, includes four examples, two with gum, all have faults, although two are four
margins, the page illustrates the four types and their characteristics, an incredibly rare group and in
better than can be expected condition given their limited number and survival rate; the rarest stamp of
St Thomas-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello.

2’500 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30774ex

30775

St Thomas-La Guaira-Puerto Cabello - Jesurun Issues
30776

DCE / View the image/s online
Yvert 1-2, 4-6
1864 Album page with set of eight Felix Rasco first type imperforate St Thomas - La Guaira Private
shipping stamps, including the original design, stone I and II, 1/2 (2), 1 (3), 2, 3 and 4 Reales values, all
have four margins and are attractively written-up, a scarce and fine group.

100 - 200

30777

CCJ
1869 Jesurum & Son of Curaçao, St Thomas - La Guaira - Puerto Cabello, 1/2 Real green, complete
sheet of 100 with gum and marginal surround, good centring, deep colour and strong printing allow for
clarity of impression, gum browned, otherwise very fine and fresh, a rare complete sheet.

3’000 - 4’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30778

CCCHJDCE
1869 Collection on three album pages of Jesurum & Son of Curaçao, St Thomas - La Guaira - Puerto
Cabello shipping stamps, comprising the 1/2 Centavo printed on fawn paper with perforation 12.5,
includes 28 unused singles (1 example of the 2c red), 1 horizontal marginal block illustrates the four
types and the associated varieties on certain positions, some imperfections, otherwise a fine selection
and attractively presented.

300 - 400

30779

30779

CCJ
Yvert 11
1869 1/2 Real green, unused irregular side marginal block of twenty, with gum, beautifully centred, fresh
crisp printing with strong colour, illustrates types I, II and IV as well as the “Joint e-u E curaçao” on
position 51, a scarce and very fine piece.

400 - 500

30780

CCCHJDCE
Yvert 11-12
1869 Collection on five album page comprising the new design of the 1/2 Real green, includes 15
unused singles, 1 used single, a lower marginal imprint block of eighteen, blocks of 15, 12, 8 and
two blocks of 4, a strip of three and a vertical pair, the featured pieces illustrate the watermark, types,
varieties and characteristics, condition is fine to very fine with several superb examples, there is also
an unused single from the 2 Reales red redesign, a rare and very attractive group seldom available in
this format.

1’000 - 1’500
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30781

CCCJ
Yvert 12
1869 1 Real red complete sheet of 100 with gum and marginal surround, beautifully centred, vibrant
colour and crisp impression, some toning and gum discoloration coming through not detracting and as
usually found, incredibly fine and extraordinarily fresh, very rare.

3’000 - 4’000

30782

CCCHJDCE
Yvert 12
1869 Collection on three album page comprising the new design of the 2 Real red, includes 24 unused
singles, 4 used single (one with a ‘Cameron Macaulay’ blue cachet cancel - very rare), a block of twelve
and a block of six, the featured pieces illustrate the watermark, types, varieties and characteristics,
condition is fine to very fine with some superb examples, a rare and attractive group.

1’000 - 1’500
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30783

CHJDCE
Yvert 12
1869 Collection on four album pages studying the 2 Reales red printed on fawn paper with perforation
12.5, includes 35 unused singles, a horizontal pair, 6 used singles, one block of four (fault and toned),
illustrates types I to IV and the associated varieties on certain positions, some imperfections and as is
usual with this printing some gum toning, otherwise a fine selection.

500 - 600

30784

CHDCE
1870 An album page study of the “Numeral stamps” St Thomas - La Guaira - Paquete issue, with three
unused 1 Centavo yellow, three 1/2 Real green (one used) and three 2 Reales blue (one used), some
apparent faults, although one of each value are fine, extraordinary scarce examples; known as “The
Mystery Stamps” by Ringstrom & Tester because little is know of their history, the period of use being
so short, but it is thought they were created for franking newspapers sent abroad, the only known use
being on a newspaper fragment; a rare selection.

1’000 - 1’500

30785

F / View the image/s online
1873-1903 Selection of stamps and one cover on six album pages, comprising 1876 reprints of the JA
Jesurum & Son St Thomas La Guaira private shipping stamps (5) and three examples of forgeries, four
examples of the large surcharged Guayana stamps, group of the Guayana small issue 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c
and 1b (3 of each) and an 1873 stampless cover from Caracas to New York which comes with a Asofilca
certificate (2010), a good to fine assembly.

200 - 300

Coro-La Vela Issues

30787ex
30786ex

30786

DCE
1867 Coro-La Vela, two First issue black on yellow Tete-beche pairs, exceptionally crisp printing,
bearing the inscription “Mail from Coro to La Vela and vice versa” with fancy frame clear of margins,
very fine examples (2).

800 - 1’000

30787

CDCE
1867-1876 Coro-La Vela, set of five labels, including 1867 First issue black on yellow, very fine, with
most part of original gum; cert. CFC (1998), 1868 Second issue black on bright yellow (mounted on
backing paper), 1870 Third issue black on blue (faults), 1875 Forth issue black on salmon and 1876
Fifth issue black on yellow (small tear), a very rare group in incredibly fine condition given their primitive
production; a rare opportunity to acquire the five issues.

800 - 1’000
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30788

F
1869 Lettersheet sent to Curaçao (David A. Senior correspondence), in the Dutch West indies, bearing
a second issue 1868 Coro-La Vela Private Postal service black on bright yellow label, uncancelled
following the norm, paying the railway mail charge between two towns, with La Vela being the port of
embark; the recipient has dated the arrival of the cover as ‘5 March 1869’, in remarkably fine condition;
one of just three known covers recorded; cert. Holcombe (1991); ex Rosich and Biern.

1’000 - 1’500

30789

HJDCE / 178
1889 Study on seven album pages of the Coro-La Vela “little dove” issue, comprising complete set of
seven unused labels, 1/2 Real, 1, 2, 3, 4 Reales, Free Postage and the Official stamp, as well as large
blocks of each and smaller multiples used and unused, such as a block of 12 of the ‘Official’ together
with a single and a strip of three used, a block of 12 Free Postage and a strip of four used with similar
assemblies of each value, a comprehensive and scarce selection in fine condition.

1’500 - 2’000

30790

F
1891 (Feb 8) Printed reply envelope sent to Manchester bearing Coro-La Vela “Porte Libre” (free
postage) yellow label with control mark in violet “Controlada Correo del Kqmercio” (Ringström & Tester
No. 13), paying the private postal service between Coro and La Vela (port of embark), also franked with
1875 25c red-brown tied by Curacao cds, this paying the portion of the journey to England, on reverse
a New York foreign transit mark dated ‘FEB 19’ and an arrival in Manchester dated ‘MR 1’; envelope
has some imperfection and has been reduced at top with a central vertical filing crease, otherwise an
exceptional example of this fascinating and scarce issue; a similar cover is illustrated in ‘The Private
Ship Letter Stamps of the World, Part 1’, by Ringström and Tester (page 112) with the same posting
date; only three covers known; cert. Holcombe (1984); ex Biern.

1’500 - 2’000
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30791

FDCE / View the image/s online
1880 Album page study of the change in currency from Reales to Bolivar with an unused set of the first issue
stamps in the new currency 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c and 1b (CFC certificate 2001), and a cover franked with a 5c
and a 10c (a stamp is missing) sent from Puerto Cabello to Malaga, a colourful page and scarce selection.

200 - 250

30792

F / View the image/s online
1880-1886 Album page comprising two covers one an 1886 UPU postcard sent from Puerto Cabello
to Buenos Aires franked with a first issue 10c red comes with a Asofilca certificate (top left corner has
been repaired diagonally with tape to the back), the other cover is an 1880 envelope sent from Valencia
to Port Elizabeth, Cape of Good Hope, endorsed “per French mail”, with arrival to front “Cape Colony”,
an interesting pair of covers and scarce.

250 - 300

30793

F / 178
1881-1883 Selection of four covers franked with the 1880 25c yellow presented upon two album pages,
comprise 1881 wrapper Caracas to Bordeaux, 1881 entire from San Jose de Cucutta to London (Meri
certificate 2002), an 1882 envelope from Caracas to Dresden and 1883 cover from Puerto Cabello to St
Thomas (Asofilca certificate 2009), a scarce and very attractive assembly in fine condition.

400 - 500

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

1880 UPU Issue

1902-1903 Maritime Blockade
30794

F / 192
1902 (May 16) Envelope sent from La Guaira to Dassau franked with a German 10c red tied by the
“Marine Shiffspost; Kais Deutch - No. 10”, travelling on the steamer Gazelle, on arrival redirected to
Krummhubel with an additional 10c red added and tied by the German railway cancel of Wittenberg
dated ‘JY 5’, to the reverse a Dessau arrival ‘JY 4’ and a Krummhubel arrival ‘JY 6’, a fine and scarce
German blockade cover.

250 - 350

30795

F / 192
1902 Postcard sent during the German blockade of Venezuela from Caracas to Berlin franked with a
German 5c green tied by the “Marine Shiffspost; Kais Deutch” German mailboat cancel, with arrival to
front dated ‘DEC 5’, a scarce example.

250 - 350

30796

F / 192
1903 Postcard sent from St Thomas to Berlin franked with Geman 5c green tied by the “Marine
Shiffspost; Kais Deutch” used on the steamer Vigneta, which was one of the four steamers that twice
passed the blockade established by German warships during 1902-1903, arriving in Berlin on 6th April
1903, some creases, otherwise fine; cert. Asofilca (2009).

200 - 300

30797

F / 192
1903 Envelope from Cuidad Bolivar to London, carried privately by the Orinoco river to Trinidad; no
doubt to avoid the English blockade; and then posted on board a steamship from Trinidad to Barbados
where a 1901 1d Trinidad adhesive was added and cancelled by Barbados cds, then it would have been
transferred to the sea mail to London, to the front a fine strike of “Posted on Board” , to the reverse a
London hooded arrival dated ‘OC 22’, a fine and scarce cover; cert. Meri (2019).

250 - 350

HDCE
1902-1903 Study on three album pages comprising examples of all seven values from 5c to 5b, includes
13 examples, with several multiples, fine overall condition with many very fine, a scarce assembly of
these stamps which were issued by the local authorities during the English-German blockade and were
very short lived.

1’000 - 1’500

Carúpano

30798
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30799

F
1903 Envelope sent from Carúpano to Trinidad on steamship “2” franked with four separate values from
the rare Carúpano Maritime Blockade stamps - comprising 5c red on sand coloured paper, 25c black
on orange, 50c black on rose and 1b lilac on grey tied by the “Correos de Venezuela Carúpano Office”
circular mark, with an arrival “Port of Spain Trinidad” dated ‘AP 27’, cover mutilated presumably to
remove high value label stamps, apparent faults and fragile of absolutely no significance for this unique
cover; an exceptional use of these stamps which were issued by the local authorities during the EnglishGerman blockade and were very short lived; ex Gebauer and Rosich.

1’500 - 2’000

David Feldman is also your partner
in Numismatics
Buy & Sell coins from the same trusted team via our partnership with Numisor SA.
From single rare coins, to complete collections and investment gold; Numisor offers
both an auction route managed by David Feldman, or direct purchase.
Please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com.
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30800


1902 Large Guayana Issue 5c to 1b set of five, and Small Guayana Issue 5c to 1b set of four, each
represented by three examples placed vertically and alternating one example for each issue, with each
complete set placed horizontally, all applied on large document being the decree for the issue of these
stamps, with handwritten text (ink somewhat faded) from the General Secretary and in the name of
General Ramón C. Farreras, Civil and Military Chief of the State of Guayana, stating in six articles
the new issues of stamps for internal and external correspondence, the marking required for their
circulation, how the proceeds of the sale of stamps will be reported, dated 12 October 1944; all stamps
tied or cancelled by the cachet of the Fiscal of Public Instruction, with on each value signature of Angel
María Sucre, Ecuadorian Consul to Port of Spain, who ordered the stamp to the printer David Adamson
& Co in Trinidad; an extraordinary and unique document of great historical interest; cert. Sociedad
Filatélica de Caracas (1993); ex Rosich.

3’000 - 4’000

30801

JDCE
1903 Large Guayana issue, 10c black on orange-red paper, unused block of nine, with gum, vivid
printing, fresh colour, some little tears, creases, surface damage to the sixth stamp, otherwise
extraordinarily fine; a rare multiple with few known.

500 - 600

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Guayana
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30795
30794

30796

30797

30804

30805

30807

30808
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Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30802

H
1903 Large Guayana issue, complete used set of five values, 5c, 10c, 25, 50c and 1b, the 5c has a
horizontal crease, otherwise in good to fine condition all with clear margins, scarce group.

200 - 300

30803

DCE
1903 Guayana Large Surcharged issue 25c black on sand coloured paper, unused, showing double
printing variety, margins all round, crisp printing, has a diagonal crease, otherwise very fine and scarce.

150 - 200

30804

F / 192
1903 (Apr 25) Envelope from Ciudad Bolivar to Manchester franked with a horizontal pair of 25c black
on pink Guayana small issue, tied neatly by a cds, to the reverse an arrival dated ‘JU 18’, some minor
faults to be expected, otherwise a very fine example, a scarce multiple of this value on an attractive
envelope; cert. Meri (2019).

500 - 600

30805

F / 192
1903 (Apr 25) Envelope from Cuidad Bolivar to Trinidad franked with a 5c black on grey Guayana small
issue, tied neatly by a cds, to the reverse an arrival “Port of Spain Trinidad” dated ‘AP 27’, some hinge
remains to back, otherwise a very fine example, a scarce issue on cover; cert. Holcombe (1989).

300 - 500

30806

F
1903 (April 27) Envelope to Port of Spain (Trinidad), bearing Large Guayana Issue 5c to 1b set of five,
and Small Guayana Issue 5c to 1b set of four, all cancelled or tied by Ciudad Bolivar duplex ds in purple
on cover front on the first day of issue, with manuscript on reverse: “Special issue of stamps by General
Farreras the Venezuelan Revolutionary/Chief who has held Ciudad Bolivar for the last 6 or 8 months
in defiance of President Castro”; one of only two covers recorded with the two complete sets; ex
Bustamante.

2’000 - 3’000

Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

30802ex

30803
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Lot n°

Symbol(s) / Photo page

Cat. n°

Estimate (€)

30807

F / 192
1903 (May 5) Envelope from Cuidad Bolivar to Trinidad franked with a 25c black on pink Guayana small
issue, tied unusually by the control hs blue circular, to the reverse an arrival “Port of Spain Trinidad”
dated ‘MY 8’, heavy central vertical crease and some minor soiling, otherwise a very fine example of
this scarce stamp on cover; cert. CFC (2002).

400 - 500

30808

F / 192
1903 (May 19) Envelope sent from Ciudad, Bolivar to Trinidad, franked with the five values from the
Guayana large surcharged issue - 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c and 1b, cancelled and tied by pink cds , with arrival
cds “Port of Spain Trinidad” dated ‘MY 22’, in remarkably fine condition with slight usual discoloration,
rare cover.

750 - 1’000

30809

DFE
1903 Front of Registered cover sent from Ciudad Bolivar to France, franked with five values from the
Guayana large surcharged issue - 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c and 1b, with transit London registered oval in red
dated ‘JU 18’, has vertical crease down one side not affecting the stamps and some toning, otherwise
a very rare example; less than ten covers known.

750 - 1’000

Vietnam
Vietnam South
30810

CC
Michel 88 booklet
Vietnam: 1953 Red Cross full booklets (10) each with a block of 20 of the 1.50+30 Red Cross semipostal,
mint never hinged; (Michel €2000).

Through our different partnerships, we can also assist you to sell and buy

Other Collectibles
If you or someone you know wish to sell coins and banknotes, old books
and manuscripts, Olympic memorabilia, watches and jewellery, classic
cars, etc., please contact us at info@davidfeldman.com
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240 - 280

Great Philatelic Collections
The print solution

Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
Thirty-three titles published so far, and many more to come.
Deluxe hardbound numbered limited Editions

In addition to being
a valued keepsake
for collectors and their
families, the “Great
Philatelic Collections”
series of limited editions
represent a “must have”
for every enthusiast
collecting any of the
subjects comprised
in the series.

Consult the published titles at
davidfeldman.com/dfsa-shop
David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Symbols and Condition

Symboles et Condition / Symbole und Erhaltung
Symbols / Symboles / Symbole
C

mint with original gum
neuf avec gomme / ungebraucht mit Falz

CC

mint never hinged
neuf avec gomme intacte / postfrisch

DCE

unused, ungummed or regummed
neuf sans gomme ou regommé /
ungebraucht ohne Gummi oder nachgummiert

H

used
oblitéré/ gebraucht

J

block of four or larger
multiple / Viererblock

K

tête-bêche pair
paire tête-bêche / Kehrdruckpaar

I

fiscal cancel
oblitération fiscale / fiskalische Entwertung

G

piece or fragment of a cover or document
fragment / Briefstück

F

cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
lettre, carte postale ou entier /
Brief, Postkarte oder Ganzsache

E

essay
essai / Entwurf

P

proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
épreuve / Probedruck

R

revenue or fiscal
timbre fiscal / Gebührenmarken

S

specimen
spécimen / Specimen

F

forgery
faux / Fälschung

Condition of Covers / Condition des lettres et entiers
/ Erhaltung von Briefen
Extremely fine / Superbe / Prachterhaltung
Outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and
cancel. / Qualité irréprochable, l’enveloppe ne présente que de très
légères traces d’usure, le timbre est frais et l’oblitération est propre.
/ Herausragende Qualität, Brief mit minimalen Gebrauchsspuren
(Archivqualität), frische Marken und sehr klarer Stempel.
Very fine / Très beau / Sehr schön
Choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from
usage. / Qualité premier choix, l’enveloppe peu néanmoins présenter
quelques légères salissures et usures. / 1.Wahl, Brief zeigt nur typische
leichte Gebrauchsspuren.
Fine to very fine / Beau à très beau / Schön bis sehr schön
Normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling.
/ Qualité standard, les traces d’usures sont un peu plus prononcées.
/ Gewöhnliche aber noch einwandfreie Erhaltung mit etwas stärkeren
Gebrauchsspuren (leicht fleckig oder andere leichtere Abnützungen).
Fine / Beau / Schön			
Evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a
presentable example. / Evidentes traces d’usures ainsi que d’autres
facteurs (voir photo et description) mais exemplaire très présentable.
/ Offensichtliche Gebrauchsspuren oder andere Mängel (siehe
Beschreibung und/oder photo bzw. scan) aber noch immer herzeigbare
und sammelwürdige Qualität bzw. Erhaltung.
Please note: Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at
one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges.
They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not
grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will
gladly provide full-size scans on request.
Prière de noter : De légères traces d’usures, défauts au rabat, de légères
réductions sur un côté et des plis d’archives sont des caractéristiques
normales pour des lettres du 19ème siècle. De légères améliorations au niveau
de la propreté ainsi qu’un éventuel ajout de quelques renforts sont également
acceptables et ne figurent pas nécessairement dans les descriptions.
Ces points ainsi que tous les éléments visibles au niveau de l’illustration
ne peuvent par conséquent pas être sujets à réclamation. Des scans
supplémentaires d’une pièce peuvent être envoyés sur simple demande.
Bitte beachten: Leichte Eckabnützungen, Mängel der Absenderklappe,
leichte Reduktionen an einer Seite und Archivierungsbüge sind als normal
für Briefe des 19.Jhdts. anzusehen, ebenso gelten als «normal» leichte
Reinigung, kleine (minimale) Stockflecken oder Risschen und Büge
entlang der Briefkanten - diese sind zu erwarten, zu akzeptieren und nicht
immer beschrieben (zumeist aber am photo und/oder scan ersichtlich) diese stellen daher keine Grundlage für Retournierungen dar, ebenso wie
auf den photos resp. scans klar ersichtliche Faktoren - Fotos und scans
sind immer auch Teil der Beschreibung Im Zweifel können Sie von uns
VOR DER Auktion jederzeit Photokopien oder besser auflösende scans
verlangen und werden wir Ihnen diese gerne zusenden bzw. mailen.
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Consign with Us
Take advantage of the collaboration between Numisor and David Feldman SA to
consign both coins and stamps to your trusted partners

numisor.ch
•
•
•
•
•

40 years of numismatic experience
Extensive experience in volume trading of bullion related coins
Extensive worldwide client list
Auctions are held in association with David Feldman SA, renowned international stamp auctioneers
We can also offer the possibility of making direct purchases

We are interested in any World, British, Persian or Egyptian coins, particularly gold or those of high quality
or rarity. We can handle single pieces or indeed complete collections.
We offer consignors the ability to sell their items via our online auctions as well as at our public auctions in
Geneva. Our more frequent online auctions also provide the opportunity for vendors to receive payments
more quickly after consigning their items to us.

Please feel free to contact us anytime
Member of:
Rue des Barques 4
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel +41 22 735 92 55
info@numisor.ch

Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is the Euro (€)

Participation in any David Feldman S.A. auction means acceptance in full
of the following conditions as well as any rights and obligations arising
therefrom. These same conditions also apply to all transactions taking
place outside the realm of the auctions. DAVID FELDMAN S.A., organiser
of the auctions, acts as an agent only and is not liable in any way
whatsoever for any default(s) of purchaser(s) and/or vendor(s).
1. The auction lots are offered
1.1. As presented in the relative auction catalogue and/or through the
David Feldman S.A. website. Lots are meticulously described and
with the greatest care, however without responsibility. Photographs
count as part of the description with regard to the margins, perforation,
centering, postmarks and all other visible attributes. The descriptions
of the lots mention if the items are signed by recognised experts and/or
accompanied by expert certificates.
1.2. As viewed in person: before and during auction sales, persons or
their agents may examine lots at our offices or at the auction location,
and must confirm their auction invitation before viewing. Persons or their
agents attending a Live Room auction by invitation and/or who have
viewed lots before an auction are understood to have examined all lots
which they purchase and accept them as they are at the moment of the
knocking-down and not necessarily as described.
2. Auction bids
2.1. The auction bid steps for all auctions are as follows: (some auctions
may be in other currencies than Euros)
€ 50 - 100:

€ 5		

€ 2’000 - 5’000:

€ 200

€ 100 - 200:

€ 10		

€ 5’000 - 10’000:

€ 500

€ 200 - 500:

€ 20		

€ 10’000 - 20’000:

€ 1’000

€ 500 - 1’000:

€ 50		

€ 20’000 - 50’000:

€ 2’000

€ 1’000 - 2’000: € 100

€ 50’000 - 100’000: € 5’000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next
highest bid step. The bidder is bound by his offer until a higher bid has
been validly accepted.
2.2. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. has full discretion to refuse any bidding, to
divide any lot or lots, to combine any two or more lots and to withdraw
any lot or lots from the sale without in any case giving any reason.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may also bid on behalf of vendors in cases where
reserve prices have been fixed. In these cases, the vendor is treated as
a buyer and the auctioneer shall bid on his behalf up to reserve prices.
If the reserve price fixed by the vendor is not reached, the auctioneer
passes to the next lot by a simple knock of the hammer.
2.3. Bid orders are only accepted from registered clients of DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. and/or its associated companies. Live Room bidders
must confirm their invitation prior to obtaining a bidding number.
2.4. Bid orders received by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. including via its website
before the relative auctions have priority over room bids in the case of Live
Room auctions. Clients giving bidding instructions to DAVID FELDMAN
S.A. may make alternative offers and/or limit the total of their expenditure
in advance. Bids marked «BUY» are considered as up to ten times the
quoted estimate price where such exists. Bids made in other currencies
than the advertised currency of the auction will be converted into that
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 urrency at the market rate of the day of receipt by DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
c
Bids are standing and hold good for at least 60 days from the auction
period. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to invoice bidders up to
the end of the 60 day period, payment being due immediately.
3. The auction
3.1. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the currency of the auction is
Euros. Attendance at the Live Room auction is reserved for invited clients
and/or their agents.
3.2. Prerogatives of David Feldman S.A.: DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may
withdraw, group differently, divide or refuse to knock down any lot.
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to refuse any bid orders and/
or for Live Room auctions, refuse admittance to the auction room, at
its discretion, to anybody whomsoever. DAVID FELDMAN S.A. cannot
be held responsible for any physical accident that may occur on the
premises where auctions take place. In the case a bone fide offer for the
entire collection presented in this catalog is received at least two weeks
before the auction date, and would be accepted by the vendor and the
auctioneer, it maybe withdrawn from sale and the auction offer cancelled.
3.3. Bidders’ representatives and auction agents: any person bidding for
the account of a third party is fully liable for any obligation arising from
such bidding. This responsibility is notably applicable for the verification
of the condition and for the payment of purchased lots.
3.4. Winning Bids: each lot is sold on behalf of the respective owner to
the highest bidder who becomes the buyer at one bid step over the next
highest bid step; this is the knock-down price. A buyer’s premium will
be added to the knock-down price per lot and is payable by the buyer
as part of the total purchase price. The buyer’s premium is 22% of the
knock-down price; cost of postage will be invoiced separately from the
buyer’s premium. On the knock of the hammer, liability for the lots passes
to the bidder whose bids have been accepted. The lots are delivered to
the buyer when the total sale price (knock-down price plus all fees) have
been paid in full.
VAT (Sales Tax) - Notes for guidance concerning auctions for which the
lots are located in Switzerland: buyers domiciled abroad are not liable
for this tax once the goods are duly exported from Switzerland. DAVID
FELDMAN S.A. are pleased to arrange this export; alternatively, clients
may make their own arrangements and furnish DAVID FELDMAN S.A. with
proof of export, stamped by Swiss customs. Any purchases by buyers
who wish to keep their purchases in Switzerland will be liable to VAT
at 7.7% of the purchase price. It is the buyer’s responsibility to pay any
relevant duties that may be incurred upon import to other jurisdictions; the
buyer shall be responsible for all costs of purchases that are returned to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. should they refuse to pay import duty.
3.5. Payment: Sale price plus buyer’s premium and additional costs (if
any) are due for immediate payment as invoiced against delivery of the
lots. Payment in other currencies is accepted at the rates of exchange
of the day as quoted by a major Swiss bank. The bidders who are
successful with whom it has been expressly agreed that they pay after
the sale under special conditions, are due to pay the sale price, buyer’s
premium and any other costs according to those terms. In these cases,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. keeps the relevant lots which are delivered to the
buyers on full settlement of their account. Delivery of the purchased lots
by post, courier or any other means if instructed by the buyer including
cost of normal transit insurance cover is at the expense of the buyer.

Title or ownership of the purchased lots, delivered or not, remains with
the auctioneer on behalf of the seller until payment has been made in full.
3.6. Special extended payment facility: upon request prior to the
auction, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. may offer a special extended payment
facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer must pay a minimum of
25% of the total invoice immediately, and the balance over a maximum
period of 4 months, paying an equal instalment at the end of each
month. Interest charges of 2% of the remaining balance are debited to
the buyer’s account at the end of each month from the auction date.
When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer
understands that any claims regarding his purchases must be made
within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held
by DAVID FELDMAN S.A. awaiting full settlement of the account. Until
delivery, all lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
3.7. Pledge: until full settlement of the account, the buyer grants to
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. a pledge on any and all properties held by DAVID
FELDMAN S.A., acquired prior to, during and/or after any auction. This
pledge secures the repayment of any amount due in principals, interests,
commissions, costs and other possible fees. DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
is entitled, but not obliged, to realise freely the pledge assets without
further formalities and without previous notice if the buyer is in default
with the p
 ayment of his debts or with the fulfilment of any other obligation
hereunder. For this purpose, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. is not bound to
comply with the formalities of the Federal Law dealing with actions for
debt and bankruptcy proceedings; in addition, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
may choose to institute or go on with the usual proceedings without
having beforehand sold the pledged goods and without having moreover
given them up.
4. Guarantee
4.1. Extent of the guarantee: subject to paragraph 4.3 below, the
authenticity of all philatelic items sold in the auction is guaranteed for
a period of 30 days from the auction date, with the express exclusion
of any other fault(s). Any reclamation regarding authenticity must come
to the notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. on the delivery of the lots but at
the latest within 30 days from that date. Before delivery, which may take
place after the 30 days period, the lots purchased may be e
 xamined
at the Geneva offices of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. The buyer whose
reclamation is made after 30 days from the auction date loses all rights
to the guarantee. Such reclamation will not be valid by DAVID FELDMAN
S.A.. If an extension of the period is required in order to substantiate
the claim with an expertise, a request for such extension must be
made to DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within 30 days of the auction date. No
request for extension will be considered beyond this 30 days period. An
extention will expire 3 months after the date of the auction; the results
of the expertise for which an extension was agreed must come to the
notice of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. within that period. No further extension
of the period will be considered without the express written agreement
of DAVID FELDMAN S.A. Only claims, expertise results or other details
which are made within the agreed periods will be valid.
4.2. Expertise and counter-expertise: should the authenticity of a lot
be questioned, the buyer is obliged to provide an expertise or counterexpertise from a prominent expert in the field, justifying the claim. If a
stamp is found by a r ecognised expert, t aking financial responsibility for
errors, to have been forged, he may mark it accordingly. Consequently,

the marking «FALSCH» (forged) is not considered an alteration. In the
case of such reclamation, DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right
to request, at its own discretion, one or more further expertise(s). All
expertise and relative charges accrue to the vendor’s account in the case
of a justified claim, or to the buyer’s account if the claim is not justified.
In the case of a justified claim, the lot is taken back and the knockdown price plus the commission are refunded to the buyer. In the case
of delayed payment due to expertise agreed by David Feldman S.A.,
interest is charged at 50% of the standard rate for all cleared lots. If David
Feldman S.A. has not agreed, then full interest is due.
4.3. Exclusions: lots described as collections, accumulations, selections,
groups and those containing duplicates cannot be the subject of any
claim. Claims concerning lots described as a set or groups of sets
containing more than one stamp, can only be considered under the
terms of paragraph 4.1 above if they relate to more than one third of the
total value of the lot. Lots which have been examined by the buyer or his
agent, lots described as having defects or faults cannot be subjected to a
claim regarding defects or faults. lllustrated lots cannot be subjected to a
claim because of perforations, centering, margins or other factors shown
in the illustrations.
4.4. Late Payment: if payment of the knock-down price plus commission
due by the buyer is not made within 30 days of the date of the auction,
DAVID FELDMAN S.A. reserves the right to cancel the sale and
dispose of the lot(s) elsewhere and/or to make a recourse to any legal
proceedings in order to obtain payment of the amounts due as well as for
any incurred damages and losses and any legal expenses. A charge on
overdue payment of 5% for the first month and 2% per month a
 fterwards
plus expenses incurred is chargeable on any outstanding amount after
30 days of the date of the auction. The buyer who is in default in any way
whatsoever has no right of claim under any circumstances.
4.5. Exceptionally, the knock-down price will be reduced to the
lowest winning bid where it is shown that the exact same buyer has
inadvertently increased the price by using more than one medium of
bidding on the same lot.
5. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Unless otherwise stated, all auctions as well as any rights and obligations
arising from them shall be governed exclusively by Swiss law. Any legal
action or proceeding with respect to the auctions shall be submitted to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Geneva, subject to appeal to the
Swiss Federal Court in Lausanne. In every case, DAVID FELDMAN S.A.
shall also be entitled, at its discretion, to sue any buyer in default at his
place of residence; in such case, Swiss law shall remain applicable and
in the case of issues regarding price value, the Euro is converted at its
Swiss Francs value at the time of the auction.
6. All Transactions
These Conditions of Sale apply to all transactions of every kind including
those outside the auctions, with David Feldman SA.
Note: If these Conditions of sale are translated into one or more other
languages, the English translation shall be the official version and shall
prevail over all other translations.
(Version: Private Auction - EN-EUR - Last revision: September 2021)
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We Have Moved

We are excited to announce that our office has moved to new and recently renovated
premises in a more pleasant and modern environment. The new office is now located a
very short distance from Geneva international airport, in an iconic building of architectural
interest called the Octagon.
David Feldman SA
Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland
In addition to leading business hotels being only a short walk away, visiting clients will
also be able to enjoy a quality restaurant, bar and café within the confines of the Octagon
building.
We look forward to welcoming you in our new facilities for our next auctions or indeed
should you be passing through the airport for business or vacation.
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Your contacts

Fernando Martínez
CEO
Member of the Board

Daniel Flesher
CFO / COO
Member of the Board

Marcus Orsi
Senior Philatelist

David Feldman
Consultant
Philatelic rarities

Guy Croton
Senior Philatelist

Devlan Kruck
Senior Philatelist

Gabriel Rheinert
Philatelist

Ricky Verra
Philatelist

Our Team
International Representatives Luciano Lucarelli,
Jean-Jacques Tillard, Pierre Wertheimer
Outside Philatelists and Agents Philippe Abert, Tony Banwell,
Darío Díez, Olivier Eeckeman, Rainer Fuchs, Carlos Hernández
Rocha, Yves Louis, David MacDonnell, Jorge H. Del Mazo,
Pedro Meri, Bill Schultz, Michael Tseriotis

Administration Andréa Nénot
Accounts and Finance Dimitri Toulemonde
Client Relations Eva Mondehard
Design Andrea Villa
Information Technology Octoplus Solutions Sàrl
Logistics Steve Bodenne
Marketing and Organisation Estelle Leclère
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Location

Bus stop: Grand Saconnex, Susette just in front of the offices.
From Geneva International Airport: 5 minutes by bus 5 untill
Grand Saconnex, Place (direction "Thônex, Vallard", every 10
minutes on average), then 1 minute by bus F (direction "Fernay,
marie" or "Gex, L'Aiglette", every 6 minutes).
From Cornavin Train Station: 20 minutes by bus F (direction
"Fernay, marie" or "Gex, L'Aiglette", every 6 minutes).

David Feldman
International Auctioneers
Chemin du Pavillon 2
PO Box 29
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex, Geneva
Tel +41 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com
davidfeldman.com

Download the SBB Mobile app
on your mobile device to help you
with tickets and transport options.
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Hotels in Geneva

Hilton Geneva Hotel and Conference Centre
Rte François-Peyrot 34
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

Nash Pratik Hotel
Chemin de la Violette 13
1216 Cointrin

Distance: 5 minutes walk
Room rates: from CHF 199

Distance: 17 minutes by bus 53 (every 30 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 75

Tel +41 22 747 02 02
hilton.com

Tel +41 22 55 299 60
nashpratikhotel.com

ibis budget Genève Palexpo Aéroport
Route Francois Peyrot 28
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

Hotel Auteuil Manotel
Rue de Lausanne 33
1201 Geneva

Distance: 12-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 89

Distance: 17 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 190

Tel +41 22 545 46 46
all.accor.com/hotel/A8F3/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 544 22 22
hotelauteuilgeneva.com

ibis Styles Genève Palexpo Aéroport
Route François-Peyrot 28
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex

The Ritz-Carlton Hotel de la Paix
Quai du Mont-Blanc 11
1201 Geneva

Distance: 12-minute walk
Room rates: from CHF 99

Distance: 22 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 450

Tel +41 22 545 45 45
all.accor.com/hotel/A8F2/index.en.shtml

Tel +41 22 908 60 00
ritzcarlton.com/geneva

Hôtel Astoria
Place Cornavin 6
1201 Geneva

Four Seasons Hotel des Bergues
Quai des Bergues 33
1201 Geneva

Distance: 15 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 160

Distance: 23 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from CHF 610

Tel +41 22 544 52 52
astoria-geneve.ch

Tel +41 22 908 70 00
fourseasons.com/geneva
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Hotels in France

Résidence la Réserve
Avenue du Jura 1
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 6 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €105
Tel +33 4 50 40 30 20
residence-la-reserve.com

m3 Hotel Ferney
Rue de Genève 34
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 10 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €105
Tel +33 9 85 60 18 30
m-3hotels.com/ferney

Appart'City Confort Genève Aéroport Ferney Voltaire
Avenue des Sablonnières 11
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 13 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €98
Tel +33 4 50 40 22 65
appartcity.com

Appart'hôtel et Spa Odalys Ferney Genève
Chemin du Levant 13
01210 Ferney-Voltaire
Distance: 13 minutes by bus F (every 6 minutes)
Room rates: from €102
Tel +33 4 50 99 51 51
odalys-vacances.com
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Absentee / Telephone Bid Form

All World and Collections - Geneva - December 6th and 7th, 2022
Shipping instructions:

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

F
 edEx (no P.O. Box)

First name ............................................................................................................... Last name ...............................................................................................................

R
 egistered Mail

Client n° .......................................................................................................................

(P.O. Box and home

Shipping address .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

address)

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

H
 old for collection

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

O
 ther (please specify):

Home address, if P.O. Box above ........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

Tel ................................................................................................................ Email .................................................................................................................................................................

......................................................................................

I will bid by telephone and request David Feldman SA to call me at the proper time for the lots listed below.

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Lot n°

Limit in €

(excl. commission)

Standard bid steps (€):
€ 50 - 100:
€ 100 - 200:
€ 200 - 500:
€ 500 - 1’000:
€ 1’000 - 2’000:
€ 2’000 - 5’000:
€ 5’000 - 10’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 10’000 - 20’000:
€ 20’000 - 50’000:
€ 50’000 - 100’000:

€5
€ 10
€ 20
€ 50
€ 100
€ 200
€ 500
€ 1’000
€ 1’000
€ 2’000
€ 5’000

In case of a tied bid, please
increase my bid(s):
1 bid step
10%
25%
Bid for me on the lot(s) I have marked above, purchasing for me as much below my limits as possible.
I fully understand and agree to the "Conditions of Sale" published in this catalogue and on the website.
Location, date: .................................................................................................................................................Signature: .................................................................................................................................................
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David Feldman SA
PO Box 29
Chemin du Pavillon 2
1218 Le Grand-Saconnex
Geneva, Switzerland

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

Step 1. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.
Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

From:

Step 2. Fold along this line, from edge to edge.

